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1. MOTIVATION 
A whole subdiscipline within chemistry, by name the organic chemistry is dealing with 
compounds of the chemical element carbon. The majority of scientists come to the 
agreement that „Life“ can only be constructed from carbon. Carbon is an impressive and 
unique element of outstanding importance, not only in the processes in living nature, but 
also in inorganic chemistry and in materials science. In its diamond modification carbon 
is the hardest material on earth, as graphite one of the best electrically conducting 
materials and in CO2 it is part of the carbon cycle and impacts the climate. As carbonate 
carbon forms rocks, as coal it provides humans with energy since centuries and as 
fullerene and graphene it is one of the most fascinating materials in present science. 
This thesis is about carbon. On the one hand it deals with carbons in compound with 
metals, so called carbides and on the other hand with porous carbons that are derived 
from these carbides, and are therefore called carbide-derived carbons (CDCs). Both 
material classes stand out due to chemical inertness and high temperature stability. 
Carbides in particular show high hardness, wear resistance, high strength, and creep 
resistance at elevated temperatures. It is one aim of this thesis to combine these 
advantages with those of porous materials, namely high specific surface areas and high 
pore volumes and to develop new synthesis strategies towards porous carbide 
materials.  
The second key issue is the synthesis of new carbide-derived carbons comprising a large 
group of highly porous carbons resulting from the extraction of metal atoms from their 
carbides. Due to their outstanding properties CDCs are currently occupying leading 
positions in many applications such as electrode materials in supercapacitors and 
batteries, in protein adsorption or as filter media in numerous purification processes. 
Indeed, specific surface area and total pore volume are important parameters for many 
applications but often pore accessibility and pore size are of comparable significance. 
High specific surface areas are useless if the pores are too small for certain molecules or 
the diffusion paths within the material are far too long. Therefore, hierarchical materials 
are largely required for numerous applications. This means that they consist of small 
micropores (< 2nm), responsible for storage and adsorption and of larger mesopores (2-
50 nm) or macropores (>50 nm) that are responsible for rapid materials transport. 
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Templating strategies are the most useful and straight forward routes towards such 
materials. Thereby, a precursor is forced into a certain shape by a template and 
subsequently thermally converted, in this case to the carbide or carbon. After template 
removal a negative image is obtained, including well-structured pores. The most obvious 
and established technique is hard-templating, widely known as Nanocasting, which is 
comparable to a moulding process,  in which the solid mould is adapted from the macro- 
to the nanoscale. By this means, porous carbides of the elements silicon (SiC), boron 
(B4C), titanium (TiC) and tungsten (WC) have been synthesized within this thesis (Fig. 
1). The expenditure of time and material, the use of expensive and in parts toxic 
chemicals during this approach made the development of favorable strategies necessary. 
Within soft-templating approaches the intended materials structure is not directed by a 
solid mould, but directly in solution by a structure-directing agent, usually an 
amphiphilic surfactant. In consequence, the time consuming synthesis of a solid 
template and its later removal can be avoided. Therefore, this thesis presents the soft-
templating route as a useful alternative for the design of porous carbides and CDCs. For 
both approaches it was a weighty concern that the pores are narrowly distributed in size 
and aligned in an ordered manner. The homogenous pore diameter is of great 
importance for the performance in many applications, such as electrochemistry or size-
selective adsorption processes. For that reason, the first two chapters of this thesis 
particularly focus on the synthesis of “ordered” mesoporous carbides.  
 
Fig. 1. Synthesis approaches towards porous carbides and carbide-derived carbons (CDCs) within this thesis. 
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A main issue of the whole thesis was the subsequent conversion of the synthesized 
carbides to the corresponding carbide–derived carbons by chlorine treatment. This 
treatment extracts the metal atoms selectively out of the metal carbide matrix and 
produces a carbon material now containing a significant amount of micropores. 
Although this procedure runs under harsh conditions the shape of the carbide precursor 
can be fully retained. In simple words; a formerly ordered mesoporous carbide is after 
its conversion an ordered mesoporous carbon with additional micropores and a 
formerly spherically shaped carbide is a spherically shaped carbon after its conversion 
(Fig. 1).  
The combination of this CDC process with the previous templating step allows designing 
hierarchical materials with micro- and meso/macropores. The micropores are of well-
defined pore size and exhibit sub-angström accuracy. The meso- or macropores are 
likewise adjustable depending on the applied template, ranging from a few nanometers 
to several micrometers. Such CDC materials exhibit impressive surface areas of nearly 
3000 m2/g and pore volumes of approximately 2 cm3/g.  
For many applications it is of supplemental interest to further functionalize the 
materials or to give them a certain shape. Therefore, this thesis also deals with the 
development of new approaches towards catalytically functionalized CDCs. Again soft-
templating techniques, especially the microemulsion approach are adopted. Thereby, 
transition metal loaded CDCs were synthesized and tested in catalytic reactions like the 
partial oxidation of methane or the tetralin oxidation.  
Most of these materials are fine powders. However, in industrial processes they often 
harbor the danger of high pressure drops and the materials discharge. Consequently, the 
last chapter focuses on shaping of porous materials. Spherically shaped CDCs, both, on 
the nanometer and on the millimeter scale have been synthesized by a miniemulsion 
approach and a phase separation approach, respectively. 
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2. THEORETICAL PART* 
This part addresses different templating techniques that lead to the well-defined 
nanostructures, namely the Nanocasting, the soft-templating, the micro- and the 
miniemulsion. Afterwards the characteristics of the discussed materials, explicitly SiC, 
B4C, TiC, WC and their corresponding carbide-derived carbons will be addressed. 
2.1 HIERARCHICAL MATERIALS 
Hierarchies are present everywhere in nature. The composition of muscle cells or the 
branching veins in leafs are just two examples. Hierarchical materials combine the 
advantages of matter structured on different scales. Materials with a hierarchical pore 
structure exhibit therefore a micro- mesopore, a micro- macropore, a meso- macropore 
or even a trimodal pore size distribution.[1–3]  
Micropores are responsible for most of the adsorption processes and the purification of 
gaseous and low molecular liquid streams, while mesopores are relevant for the 
adsorption of larger molecules like proteins, which is of high importance in biomedical 
applications.[4–6] Furthermore, mesopores provide size and shape selectivity and 
contribute to the mass transport issue. Macropores are required in biomedical 
applications as well, especially in tissue engineering[7] (bone scaffolds) and for the 
optimization of diffusion processes.[8] In nature, hierarchical materials are 
predominantly assembled via a controlled self-assembly, while the synthesis of 
hierarchical materials in laboratory requires the use of  templating processes.[2] 
 
Fig. 2. Examples for hierarchical structures in nature. The composition of tendons and muscles (A), leaf veins (B), and 
the branching of the lung (C). † 
                                                        
* Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[10] 
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Therefore, the list of structures that have been investigated over the last years is of 
impressive length. It comprises all kinds of matter[9–11] such as metals, oxides, polymers, 
carbon or aluminosilicates and a multiplicity of synthesis strategies, like the biological 
templating,[12] the use of emulsion systems,[9] phase separation,[13] colloidal 
templating[14] or powder processing.[15] In the following the applied synthesis 
techniques will be described briefly. 
2.2 HARD-TEMPLATING 
The hard-template concept, also known as Nanocasting, can be compared with a 
moulding process, which is adapted from the macro- to the nanoscale. Thereby a solid 
template acts as a “casting mould” or rather as a space confinement in which a precursor 
is infiltrated and transferred into the desired product (Fig. 3). Using this strategy, the 
void architecture is obtained as a solid network being an inverse replica of the used 
template. If this template already exhibits a periodic structure this regularity can be 
conserved and the replica is then ordered. Ordered mesoporous silicas (e.g. SBA-15 and 
KIT-6)[16,17] and ordered mesoporous carbons (e.g. CMK-3 and CMK-8) [18] are primarily 
used as templates.  However, a wide variety of non-ordered templates such as activated 
carbons, silica nanospheres, or silica monoliths may be used as well. Ordered 
nanoporous materials (materials with pores smaller 100 nm) can be divided into 
different classes with respect to the dimension of pore ordering. 2D-hexagonal (e.g. SBA-
15, CMK-3)[17] and 3D-cubic ordering (e.g. CMK-1, CMK-8, KIT-6)[16] are the most 
common. 
The replication of those systems is challenging mainly due to three reasons: i) the 
volume shrinkage of the precursors, ii) the volatility of the precursors or the synthesis 
intermediates, and iii) the difficulty to preserve the ordering of the templates during the 
thermal treatment. The first challenge in hard-templating approaches is typically the 
complete infiltration of the template pores with precursor. If a liquid precursor is used, 
it can be infiltrated directly. However, many precursors are solid and thus have to be 
infiltrated either via melt infiltration or dissolved in appropriate solvents. Such solvents 
have to be removed consequently reducing the overall degree of pore filling. In the latter  
                                                                                                                                                                             
† Parts of the figure are taken from copyright protected sources. Detailed information is provided within 
the list of figures.   
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Fig. 3. Hard templating approaches (Nanocasting) exemplified for the synthesis of ordered carbides derived from the 
hexagonal ordered silica template SBA-15 (top) and the cubic ordered silica template KIT-6 (bottom).[10] 
case several impregnation steps are necessary to exploit all the void space within the 
template. Independent of the physical conditions of the precursor and the insertion 
routine, shrinkage is often observed during thermal transfer into the desired 
product.This sometimes inhibits a successful replication and the conservation of the 
ordered structure. Hence, it is essential to use precursors that undergo only little 
shrinkage during conversion into the carbide material. This circumstance also points out 
that the number of available precursors is limited. The necessity to avoid precursor 
migration out of the template pores during thermal conversion requires the use of 
precursors that are not volatile under reaction conditions. This effect plays a crucial role 
in carbothermal reduction processes where gaseous intermediates (e.g. SiO) are formed. 
The preservation of the 3D shape during replication is dependent on the detailed 
structure of the used template. According to Fig. 3, silica templates such as SBA-15 or 
KIT-6 consist of a 2D-hexagonal ordered or a bicontinuous gyroid mesopore system, 
respectively. An additional secondary micropore connectivity between these mesopores 
is present that is filled with precursor in the Nanocasting process, thus stabilizing the 
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structure during the replication process. Without these connections the replication of 
SBA-15 would afford loose rods and that of KIT-6 would possess a symmetry reduction 
of the pore network.[19] However, the presence of these micropores enables a symmetry 
equivalent replication of SBA-15 and KIT-6 templates. 
In principle two major classes of hard-templates can be distinguished, those which are 
part of the chemical reaction, subsequently forming the desired product (sacrificial 
template), and those which simply act as place holders and therefore have to be 
removed in an additional step with regard to obtain the nanoporous carbides. In cases of 
silica templates the desired removal is mainly conducted with HF solution. Carbon 
templates are removed by oxidation in air or reduction with ammonia. Thus, ceramics 
achievable via hard-templating routes are further limited due to stability issues against 
hydrofluoric acid, oxidizing or reducing conditions.  
2.3 SOFT-TEMPLATING 
Similar as in hard-templating routes, where rigid solids (mainly oxides or carbons) are 
used as cast for the preparation of porous ceramics, soft-templating approaches (STA) 
can be used for the introduction of well-defined nanoporosity in hard ceramics (Fig. 4). 
However, a more sophisticated adjustment of template molecular structure and the 
precursor chemistry is needed. The aspired future pore structure must be directed by a 
soluble structure directing agent (SDA). It is the interplay of non-covalent, attractive and 
repulsive forces (mostly weak interactions e.g. van-der-Waals and Coulomb 
interactions) between the SDA molecules which causes their self-assembly. These self-
assembled structures are used as templates for the construction of the desired 
materials, which are mostly obtained by polymerization of inorganic precursors 
between the building blocks of these SDAs. The structure directing agents are 
amphiphilic molecules, which are either cationic, anionic or non-ionic surfactants 
(mainly block co-polymers). This soft-templating approach allows the synthesis of 
materials having ordered arrangements of pores. The understanding of this system is 
predominantly related to the discovery of ordered mesoporous, siliceous materials at 
the beginning of the 1990s.[20,21] In contrast to hard-templating approaches, the STA 
imperatively requires the compatibility between the SDA template and the preceramic 
precursor. If this is not provided, macrophase separation would occur and no ordered  
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Fig. 4. Ordered mesoporous carbides synthesized by soft-templating approaches.[10] 
structures can be obtained. Two different strategies are pursued. On the one hand the 
inorganic precursor is covalently connected to the organic block co-polymer (Fig. 4 path 
II). After self-assembly of this hybrid polymer, the inorganic part is cross-linked and 
converted to the ceramic, while simultaneously the organic structure directing part is 
decomposed. Thus, the ordered structure of the SDA is converted into the ordered pore 
system of an inorganic material. On the other hand the SDA and the inorganic precursor 
are used separately and pass a co-assembly if both are compatible to each other (Fig. 4 
path I). In analogy to the covalent mechanism, the SDA-inorganic precursor composite is 
converted to a ceramic with an ordered pore arrangement. The latter technique is 
further subdivided into aqueous solution syntheses and evaporation induced self-
assemblies (EISA).  
2.3.1 EVAPORATION-INDUCED SELF-ASSEMBLY  
The EISA approach is particularly suitable for thin film preparation.[22] The initial 
situation of an EISA synthesis is a sol of an uncondensed inorganic precursor and a 
structure directing agent. Due to the evaporation of the solvent, the SDA concentration 
increases until the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is exceeded and micelles start to 
form. Only after complete evaporation, known as the modulable steady state period 
(MSS), the final mesostructure is established due to the organization of the hybrid 
intermediates. The MSS strongly depends on different processing parameters, like the 
relative humidity and can last from a few seconds to several hours. At the end, the 
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inorganic network is completely condensed and the hybrid mesostructure is stabilized. 
A main advantage is the larger variability of solvents, compared to the restricted 
aqueous sol gel approaches. Hence a great variety of ordered porous ceramics is 
accessible. Zhao et al. reported the synthesis of ordered mesoporous TiC using EISA. A 
non-ionic triblock copolymer Pluronic F127 (Fig. 5) was used as a soft-template for the 
self-assembly of different compositions of resin and titanium citrate, yielding TiC after 
pyrolysis.[23] Likewise, Dawes et al. used tetraethyl orthosilicate for ordered mesoporous 
SiC.[24]  
HO
C
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C
H2
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C
H2
H2
C
O
CH3
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97 9769  
Fig. 5. Constitutional formula of Pluronic F127. 
2.3.2 MICROEMULSION‡ 
EISA and Nanocasting yield ordered pore symmetries. However, a significant number of 
porous carbides with useful properties but a more irregular pore network have been 
reported, too.[25,26] Recently, it was found that microemulsions (in particular inverse 
microemulsions) are suitable to obtain porous carbides.[25,27–29] 
An emulsion in general is a dispersion of two immiscible liquids (Fig. 6). One phase is 
denoted as the continuous phase in which the second liquid is dispersed in form of 
droplets. Desintegration and the separation of the phases are prevented by the addition 
of surfactants. Latter reduce the surface tension within the microemulsion to a very low 
value, that the browns movement of the particles already lead to emulsification and 
droplet formation of less than 50 nm. In this particle size range microemulsions appear 
transparent. In an inverse microemulsion aqueous nanodroplets are homogenously 
dispersed in an oil phase.[30] The aqueous droplets are stabilized by a surfactant and 
their size can be tailored by changing the water to surfactant ratio (Rw). In order to use 
microemulsions as templates for ceramic materials it is helpful to add preceramic 
precursors to the oil phase and cross-link them, either by thermal treatment or by using 
noble metal catalysts.  
                                                        
‡ Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[103] 
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Fig. 6. Schematic ternary phase diagram of a mixture of water, oil and surfactant. Oil-in-water (O/W) microemulsion 
(L1), water-in-oil (W/O) microemulsion (L2) and bicontinuous microemulsion regions are highlighted. 2ϕ and 
3ϕ are two-phase and three phase regions, respectively. Adapted from ref.[29,31] 
The first valuable effect is that the resulting pore sizes in the obtained cross-linked 
polymer correspond to the former micelle diameter and can therefore be tailored. The 
second feature is that these nanodroplets can serve as nanoreactors for the growth of 
nanoparticles, which can be incorporated in situ in the generated porous ceramic. This 
approach was especially useful for the synthesis of CeOx containing SiC ceramics for 
catalytic applications.[25,28] Porous silicon carbides with surface areas up to 240 m2/g 
incorporate catalytically active, nanosized CeOx particles of 2 to 10 nm in size, 
corresponding to the adjusted Rw value. Porosity was even increased if platinum species 
were added to the water phase of the microemulsion. Platinum induces the cross-linking 
of the polycarbosilane precursor, leading to extremely high surface areas for the 
obtained polymer (992 m2/g) as well as high surface areas for the final SiC ceramic 
(423 m2/g).[27] Furthermore, this nanoparticle incorporation leads to impressive 
activities in different catalytic test reactions such as total or partial methane 
oxidation.[28] 
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2.3.3 MINIEMULSION§ 
In miniemulsions the emulsification is induced by shearing forces that are introduced by 
ultrasonic sound (Fig. 7). In contrast to microemulsions they are not thermodynamically 
stabile and the droplets exhibit larger diameters (50-500 nm). In recent years 
miniemulsions have been studied intensively.[32–35] Polymeric nanoparticles[33] from 
homo- or copolymers[35] as well as hybrid materials[35–37] like magnetic[38–40] or 
silica/polymer nanoparticles[41,42] have been synthesized with this approach. The size of 
the generated particles can be controlled by the amount of surfactant added to the 
system, usually in a range of 50 – 500 nm with a narrow size distribution.[43] 
Hydrophobic polymeric particles are prepared in a direct (oil-in-water) miniemulsion, 
with the monomer as the dispersed oil phase. A highly hydrophobic osmotic pressure 
agent (costabilizer) is added to the oil phase for effectively suppressing diffusional 
degradation (Ostwald ripening) of the droplets. Thus, the droplet sizes and the 
composition of the droplet components remain in their initial state. This enables the 
preparation of copolymer particles of defined composition and the encapsulation of 
other, monomer-soluble materials.[44,45] For the preparation of inorganic, ceramic 
materials usually the inverse miniemulsion technique has to be applied. Here, water 
soluble precursor compounds (e.g. Ti- or Si-glycolates, Zr or Ce-salts) for sol-gel 
synthesis and, if desired, templating surfactants such as CTAB (tetraethylammonium 
bromide), are dissolved in water acting as dispersed phase. After miniemulsification and 
sol-gel reaction, porous oxide nanoparticles can be obtained.[46–48] However, 
miniemulsions can also be useful for the synthesis of non-oxidic ceramics such as 
 
Fig. 7. Principle of a miniemulsion approach. 
                                                        
§ Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[49] 
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carbides or nitrides which can serve as catalysts or catalyst support for highly 
exothermic or high temperature reactions.[49,50] Within this thesis miniemulsions are 
used to synthesize silicon carbide nanoparticles as well as CeO2/SiC core shell particles. 
Furthermore, porous CDCs have been synthesized using this emulsion technique. 
2.4 POROUS CARBIDES** 
In the year 1795 the term “carbide” was used for the first time by A. F. de Fourcroy in the 
Encyclopédie méthodique in analogy to the terms sulphide and phosphide.[51] It was the 
time of the European Industrialisation, thus it is not astonishing that the first studies 
primarily focused on the iron carbon system. It took about one more century until first 
systematic investigations were made on a wider spectrum of carbide materials. H. 
Moissan prepared and published 31 of these materials, including covalent carbides like 
silicon and boron carbide but also metal based carbides containing titanium or 
zirconium.[52] It was the high hardness and high temperature stability that made these 
special materials valuable as abrasives and refractories.[10,53] Nowadays, carbides are not 
solely used in structural elements but also in more advanced applications such as 
catalytic supports, filters, radiant burners, biomedical or electronic devices. A key issue 
for latter applications is to supply an increased specific surface area in order to enable 
optimal carbide-environment contact. Hence, a multiplicity of papers has been published 
over the last decades dealing with different porous carbide materials, their preparation, 
characterization and applications. 
In general, two classes of porous carbides should be distinguished: cellular materials 
usually with pores in the μm-scale, and nanoporous materials covering micro- and 
mesoporosity. While the materials considerably differ in their manufacturing techniques 
(soft-templating, hard-templating or etching approaches etc.), they have in common that 
they are either derived by carbothermal reduction of (semi-)metal oxides by 
carbonaceous species, or from preceramic polymer precursors that already contain the 
ceramic backbone in their molecular structure. 
Carbothermal reduction approaches are industrially well established since the starting 
materials are comparably low by cost.[54] However, high temperatures are required for 
this highly endothermic reaction. Nevertheless, in case of silicon carbide this process is 
                                                        
** Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[10] 
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the main industrial route for the production of SiC powder (Acheson process).  
Eq. 1 typifies the overall reaction. 
                                   eq. 1 
It is generally accepted that SiC is formed via a gaseous SiO intermediate (eq. 2, 3), 
subsequently reacting with solid carbon (eq. 4). 
                                    eq. 2 
                                      eq. 3 
                                     eq. 4 
The Gibbs Free energy of the overall reduction reaction (eq. 1) becomes negative at 
about 1520 °C (1 bar), illustrating the minimum temperature to promote the reaction 
with reasonable rates.[54] 
In case of TiC formation, the reduction mechanism is different since the formation of 
gaseous TiO (equivalent to eq. 2) is very slow. It is assumed that carbothermal reduction 
in this case runs via the CO/CO2 system (eq. 5).  
                                    eq. 5 
That means that CO reduces the oxygen content of TiO2 progressively and transports 
carbon to the TiO2 domains according to eq. 6. TiO is not the isolated specie, rather 
several publications exist about different isolated intermediates like Ti3O5, Ti2O3 or 
TiCxOy.[55,56]  
    
      
          
      
          
       
            
      
        
 
  eq. 6  
a equilibrium transition points based on Gibbs free energy[56] 
Formed CO2 can be regenerated at the carbon domains. The hypothesis that this is the 
predominant mechanism was proven by Berger et al. who have shown that TiC grows on 
TiO2 domains and not on the carbon domains as it would be if TiO is the transporting 
species.[57] Koh et al. have shown that it is difficult to remove all oxygen from the TiCxOy 
phase, especially from fine materials. Approximately 3 wt. % of oxygen have been 
detected in materials synthesized at 1700 °C.[58] It is worth to be noted that TiC remains 
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in its NaCl structure even if 50 wt. % of vacancies are introduced into the 
substructure.[59] 
2.4.1 PRECURSOR-DERIVED CERAMICS†† 
With the development of organoelement chemistry in the last century considerable 
attention was pointed to precursors for the synthesis of ceramic materials. Ceramics 
obtained from those polymer precursors are therefore known as polymer-derived 
ceramics (PDCs).[60] The synthesis usually undergoes four steps. After designing a 
precursor polymer from monomer units, it is cross-linked in the desired 1D- (fibres), 
2D- (coatings, membranes) or 3D- (monolith, powder) shape. Afterwards, the network is 
transformed into the amorphous covalent ceramic and subsequently crystallized to the 
thermodynamically stable phase. This procedure has a number of advantages: i) the 
defined molecular structure facilitates the total control over structure and properties of 
the final ceramic, mostly superior to that of conventionally derived ceramics, ii) any kind 
of shape can be obtained during processing, ranging from fibres to coatings or even 
complex ordered structures, iii) the fact that the polymer backbone already contains the 
final metal-carbon connectivity results in a significant lowering of the minimum 
synthesis temperatures.[60] It is challenging to obtain dense layers via the PDC route. 
Often cracks and pores are introduced. However, for the purpose of synthesizing porous 
carbides, as discussed here, this is even an advantage. 
The majority of polymer precursors described so far is set by those containing silicon, 
such as polysiloxanes, polysilazanes, polycarbosiloxanes or polycarbosilanes, but there 
are also several studies using polyborazines, polytitanocarbosilanes or 
polyaluminocarbosilanes (Fig. 8).[60] A disadvantage of this method for the preparation 
of bulk materials are high volume changes and the formation of large amount of gaseous 
products during ceramic conversion. However, this can be neglected if coatings or 
porous materials are prepared.  
The first mesoporous silicon carbide was synthesized in 2004 by Krawiec et al.[61] 
Dimethyldichlorosilane was infiltrated into a hexagonal ordered mesoporous silica 
network (SBA-15). After thermal conversion and template removal disordered SiC 
materials with surface areas as high as 508 m2/g were obtained. 
                                                        
†† Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[10] 
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Fig. 8. Selection of polymer precursors for PDCs.[60] 
The use of polycarbosilanes (Fig. 8) led to ordered structures and increased the surface 
area even up to 1000 m2/g.[19] Furthermore, also mesoporous SiC with cubic pore 
ordering,[62] tubular pore structure,[19] or spherically shaped pores[63] have been 
synthesized. All these materials are derived from hard-templating approaches. To the 
best of my knowledge there are no publications about ordered mesoporous titanium 
carbide using Nanocasting. In case of boron carbide the small number of publications are 
only focused on BCN materials.[64,65] In case of tungsten carbide the group of Shi et al. 
recently reported a synthesis procedure starting from phosphotungstic acid. However, 
the volatility of the applied precursor made it necessary to press the filled KIT-6 
template particles in order to keep the precursor within the pores. Surface areas of these 
materials are moderate (56- 138 m2/g).[66]  
In soft-templating approaches the predominant attention is drawn on SiC based 
materials as well. Ordered mesoporous SiC/carbon composites have recently been 
synthesized from a co-polymerization of tetraethyl orthosilicate and resin.[24] Since high 
temperatures are required for this carbothermal reduction also single source precursors 
like poly(ureamethylvinyl)silazane have been applied in soft-templating approaches.[67] 
However, the surface area of latter materials is quite low (38 m2/g). There are also 
promising attempts to design new preceramic precursors that yield ordered SiC based 
ceramic with higher surface areas. The group of Kim et al. synthesized ordered 
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mesoporous SiC[68] and SiCN[69] materials with surface areas as high as 1325 m2/g and 
428 m2/g, respectively.  
Titanium carbide/carbon composite materials have been synthesized via an EISA 
approach by Zhao et al. using titanium citrate or TiCl4 and resin as precursors that 
undergo a co-assembly with the triblock co-polymer Pluronic F127.[23,70] Obtained 
materials exhibit narrowly distributed mesopores with hexagonal pore symmetry. 
Comparable results were achieved by using ammonium metatungstate instead of 
titanium citrate in order to synthesize ordered mesoporous WC/C composites.[71,72] 
2.4.2 STRUCTURE OF CARBIDES‡‡ 
Compounds of carbon with less electronegative elements are called “carbides”. One can 
distinguish salt-like (e.g. CaC2), covalent (e.g. SiC), interstitial (e.g. TiC) and carbides with 
a more complex structure (e.g. Fe3C). The chemical and physical properties of these 
classes differ significantly. In the following the focus is set on covalent and interstitial 
carbides and not on the highly reactive salt-like carbides. Layered, ternary carbides 
(MAX phases) are not addressed either, although they are of growing interest because of 
their unique properties (harder than metals but softer than ceramics, less brittle than 
ceramics with high electrical conductivity). Silicon carbide and boron carbide materials 
are the most important carbide ceramics. Materials based on transition metal carbides 
are not included in the class of ceramic materials. They rather display the basis of so 
called cermets (ceramic cubic carbides and nitrides of the transition metals (group IVb-
Vb) or hard metals bound with metals (usually Ni, Co, Fe)). Tab. 1 summarizes the 
crystal structures and some properties of carbides that are part of this thesis. However, 
many properties strongly depend on the production method, i.e. the strength and 
fracture toughness of liquid phase sintered silicon carbide materials can be two times 
higher than the values of solid phase sintered. The porosity also strongly influences the 
mechanical and thermal properties. Detailed descriptions of the production methods 
and their influence on the properties can be found in reviews.[10,60,73,74] The exceptional 
properties of carbides are mostly connected to their strong, predominantly covalent 
chemical bonds and the crystal structure (Fig. 9). 
                                                        
‡‡ Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[10] 
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Tab. 1. Structural parameters and physical properties of elevated carbides.[10] 
Compound Modi- 
fication 
Space 
group 
aa ca Den- 
sityb 
Tmc αd   Youngs 
moduluse 
Micro-
hardnesse 
-SiC Cubic 216 4.3589  3.216  4.5 400 20-30 
α-SiC      2545 4.5 440 20-30 
2H Hex. 186 3.081 5.031 3.22     
4H Hex. 186 3.081 10.061 3.22     
6h Hex. 186 3.073 15.080 3.22     
15R Rhom. 160 3.073 37.700 2.24     
B4+xC Rhom. 160  12.074 2.52 2350-2470 4.5 450 37-45 
WC Hex. 187 2.906 2.838 15.67 2600-2880 5.3 690-720 21-25 
TiC Cubic 225 4.327  4.91 3070-3150 7.4 450 24 -32 
a [Å], b[g/cm3], c [°C], d [10-6 K-1], e [GPa] 
These bonds form a three dimensional network in SiC. Silicon carbide exists in a cubic 
modification (ß-SiC) and as hexagonal or rhombohedral polytypes (α-SiC). The cubic 
structure is present at temperatures below 1800°C, the polytypes are formed at higher 
temperatures. The structure of the cubic SiC can be derived from the diamond structure 
by replacing every second carbon atom by a silicon atom (zinc blende structure). The 
structures of the hexagonal or rhombohedral polytypes can be imagined from the cubic 
structure by a regular shift of layers perpendicular to the initial diagonal of the cubic 
unit cell of ß-SiC.[73] All the polytypes are formed by corner-sharing tetrahedra resulting 
in a three dimensional network. Both, carbon and silicon have the coordination number 
of four in the crystal structures resulting in high elastic constants and hardness.[73] 
Boron carbide forms a structure based on B12 icosahedral polyhedra linked by three 
atom bridges.[75] The boron in B12 can be partially replaced by carbon and also bridges 
between the B12 units can have different boron-carbon ratio. Therefore, this material 
exhibits a quite large homogeneity range (B12C-B4.3C).[75] Most of the well-known 
transition metal carbides (e.g. TiC, ZrC, HfC, NbC) crystallize in a cubic NaCl structure 
where the metal atoms have a cubic close-packed arrangement.[53,73] The carbon is 
located in the octahedral sites between the metal atoms. These compounds normally 
have a wide homogeneity range and exhibit a metallic conductivity. In contrast, WC is 
characterized by a hexagonal crystal lattice and does not exhibit a homogeneity  
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Fig. 9. Crystal structure of discussed carbides. (atom sizes are not true to scale).[10] 
range.[76] Non-oxidic ceramics are not in chemical equilibrium in air and can react with 
oxygen forming oxides. Due to the formation of a protecting oxide layer the materials are 
stable in air. The stability strongly depends on the properties of the oxide. The silicon 
based ceramics form a silica layer which has very low oxygen diffusion coefficients even 
at high temperatures. Therefore, these materials exhibit outstanding oxidation 
resistance up to temperatures of 1600°C. Boron carbide and the transition metal 
carbides form a less protecting oxide layer resulting in much lower stability at high 
temperatures. This has to be taken into account, especially in applications at high 
temperatures in oxygen containing atmospheres. 
2.5 POROUS CARBONS 
Porous carbons have been in use for thousands of years. Even 2000 BC the ancient 
Egyptians used them for water purification in medical applications.[77] Since World War 
I. they had even a more dramatic application when they were used as filter materials in 
gas masks to protect soldiers towards chemical warfare agents like mustard gas or 
chlorine. Nowadays they play a significant role for the preservation of a clean 
environment involving air and water purification or filtration in the chemical industry. 
But also in terms of sustainable energy supply porous carbons are widely used as 
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electrode materials in fuel cells, supercapacitors or batteries.[78] The great demand for 
activated carbons is illustrated in a per year production of about half a million tons.[79] In 
principle activated carbon is porosity (space) enclosed by carbon atoms which can be 
described as (disordered) assemblies of defective graphene sheets. These layers are 
nonlinear and contain five, six and seven rings. Although the entire world´s flora is full of 
potential carbon precursor only a few are industrially used. The most common 
resources are coals, peat, special woods, coconut shells and some synthetic organic 
polymers.[77] These macromolecular systems are then transformed into the activated 
carbon in a solid-phase carbonization between 500 °C and 800 °C under the evolution of 
low molecular liquids or gases.[77] The remaining carbon atoms have to move short 
distances in the network towards positions of greater stability (e.g six ring).  If a 
continuous solid phase cannot be formed, spaces in the dimension of nanometer develop 
which are denoted in the following as micropores. On the large scale such carbons are 
often pseudomorphs of their parent material. For instance activated carbons derived 
from wood show the characteristic wooden texture. 
The porosity of these carbons after carbonization is often not sufficient for many 
applications. Therefore, additional activation steps are attached in order to create 
further pores, to widen existing pores or to modify the surface properties.[79] Two 
activation strategies exist; physical and chemical activation. Physical activation uses 
carbon dioxide, oxygen or steam and is, in plain words, the partial gasification of carbon 
atoms. The reaction equations are simple (e.g CO2+C2CO) but the underlying kinetic 
and the topographical features of the carbons lead to products of very different 
properties. For instance H2O is a smaller molecule than CO2 and diffuses faster and 
deeper into the material, thus the reaction with steam is faster than with CO2 and yields 
smaller pores. The reaction with oxygen is highly exothermic that results in local 
overheating and non-uniform products. It should be mentioned here that activation is 
always associated with weight loss. 
Chemical activation agents are dehydrating agents that inhibit the formation of tar as 
well as by-products like methanol or acetic acid leading to higher carbon yields as 
compared to chemical activation. The resulting carbons show much more ordered 
structures and after agent removal a more developed porosity. The most common 
agents are zinc chloride, phosphoric acid, and potassium hydroxide. Next to the elevated 
activation procedure, the raw material has an important influence on activation as well. 
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The carbon atoms differ in their reactivity depending on their spatial arrangement. First 
the disorganized carbons are eliminated, leading to the development of micropores. 
While more and more micropores are introduced and also the atoms from the aromatic 
rings are removed due to oxidation, the pores are widened and mesopores are formed. 
In the end whole walls are knocked down consequently resulting in the development of 
macropores. Neither activation processes nor the carbonization itself can produce 
carbons with very narrowly distributed pores and at the same time a high degree of 
porosity.[80,81] Moreover, pure carbonization often yield bottle-necked pores with small 
mouths.  
For applications where a precise pore size is required other synthesis strategies need to 
be applied. Templating approaches or atom extraction techniques have the possibility to 
produce carbons with single-sized pores. These techniques even enable to control the 
pore size in a wide range, ranging from micropores, with a sub-angström accuracy to 
meso- and macropores.[82] As one of the first, Ryoo et al. synthesized mesoporous 
carbons with an ordered pore arrangement by a Nanocasting process.[83] For this, 
carbonaceous precursors such as sucrose are infiltrated into an ordered mesoporous 
silica template, followed by pyrolysis and template removal. Resultant replica structures 
are widely known as CMK carbons with narrow mesopore size distributions and specific 
surface areas of up to 2000 m2/g.[84] However, the moderate carbon-yield and the use of 
hydrofluoric acid for the removal of the template are severe challenges to scale the 
production of templated carbons and to obtain large quantities. In 2005 Zhao et al. 
developed a favorable soft-templating strategy similar to the synthesis of ordered 
mesoporous silica (SBA-15).[85] They directly co-assembled Pluronic triblock copolymers 
and resins. After surfactant removal and pyrolysis, carbons with different geometries 
ranging from 2D hexagonal to 3D cubic and lamellar geometries have been obtained.[86] 
Carbon with larger pores, known as mesocellular foam carbons[87] have been 
synthesized by infiltrating sucrose onto mesoporous silica foams.[88] Uniform and 
spherically shaped pores of up to 24 nm have been generated.[89] Carbons with partially 
ordered micropores and comparably high surface areas of 2000 m2/g have been 
synthesized by infiltrating carbon precursor like poly(acrylonitrile) or poly(furfuryl 
alcohol) into zeolite templates.[90–92] In that case the final pore size is largely restricted 
by the crystal structure of the zeolite. If pore sizes need to be controlled more exactly 
particularly with sub-angström accuracy the selective extraction of metal atoms out of 
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metal carbide matrices is a highly versatile technique. Obtained materials are known as 
carbide-derived carbons. 
2.6 CARBIDE-DERIVED CARBONS§§ 
When pure silicon was not abundantly available at the beginning of the last century, 
mainly silicon carbide was used in a reaction with hot chlorine gas as raw material for 
the synthesis of SiCl4 (eq. 7). 
                
 
                     eq. 7 
Later it was realized that the carbonaceous by-product was also worth to be noticed. 
This new class of highly porous carbons was named “mineral carbons” and is nowadays 
widely known as carbide-derived carbon (CDC). Today, SiCl4 is primarily synthesized 
from pure silicon by chlorination. But the carbon products formed according to eq. 7 
received considerable attention and in recent years CDC materials have been 
synthesized from a wide range of binary carbides like B4C,[93] SiC,[94] TiC,[95] VC,[96] 
WC,[97] ZrC[98] or ternary carbides like Ti3AlC2,[99] Ti3SiC2[99] or carbonitrides.[100] A very 
detailed review article about the structure, genesis, properties and applications of CDC 
materials in general was recently published by Presser et al.[101] The general equation 
for the synthesis of CDCs is eq. 8. 
        
 
 
      
 
                    eq. 8 
The etching agents X can be gaseous halogens such as Cl2, Br2, F2, I2 or halogen 
containing agents (HCl, HF, XeF2 etc.). The most established etchant however is chlorine 
gas. 
The reaction from eq. 8 can be understood as a selective removal of metal atoms out of a 
metal carbide matrix. An enormous amount of porosity is generated under the 
conservation of the original shape of the carbide precursor and control over the 
resulting pore sizes. A bulk porosity of > 50% and specific surface area of up to 
3200 m2/g are reported for CDC materials.[101] Both largely depend on the structure of 
the used carbide precursor. As exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 10 for the ternary carbide 
Ti3SiC2 and the binary 3C-SiC the different distribution of carbon atoms in the carbide 
                                                        
§§ Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[10] 
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Fig. 10. Influence of the carbide structure on the porosity of the corresponding carbide derived carbon. Adapted from 
ref. [101] 
crystal lattice lead to different total porosities. Ti3SiC2-CDC, with a layered arrangement 
of carbon atoms exhibits a way larger porosity than SiC-CDC, where carbon atoms are 
arranged in a zinc blende structure. If Ti3SiC2 and SiC are compared with regard to the 
predetermined position of carbon atoms in the resulting CDCs, also different grades of 
graphitization are obtained. The pore size distribution (PSD) is very sensitive to the 
used carbide precursor. Ternary carbides like Ti3SiC2 show a wider PSD with multiple 
maxima. In contrast, binary carbides like SiC show a monomodal and narrow PSD (Fig. 
10).[101] Furthermore, the chlorination temperature has a significant influence on the 
PSD. Higher temperatures usually lead to an increase of the pore size due to the 
beginning graphitization as a result of the self-organization of the highly mobile carbon 
atoms. These parameters mainly influence the genesis of pores in the micropore and 
small mesopore range. For the creation of larger pores or even the insertion of 
hierarchical porosity, templating techniques are suitable. In the last years a new strategy 
was reported that combined the advantages of microporous CDCs with those of ordered 
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mesoporous materials. In the first step, ordered mesoporous silicon carbide with an 
ordered (hexagonal or cubic) pore arrangement was synthesized by infiltrating a 
polycarbosilane precursor into the pores of ordered mesoporous silica (SBA-15), 
followed by pyrolysis, and template removal.[94] In the next step, silicon atoms are 
selectively removed by high temperature chlorine treatment while the ordered structure 
of the silicon carbide precursor was maintained. The resulting ordered mesoporous 
carbide-derived carbons (OM-CDC) exhibited both micropores and mesopores. 
Therefore, OM-CDCs possessed significantly larger specific surface areas (≈3000 m2/g) 
and total pore volumes (≈2 cm3/g) as compared to conventional activated carbons and 
CDC.[94] There are numerous applications for these highly porous carbons. They may be 
used as protein adsorbing agents,[102] in catalysis,[103] in the capacitive deionization of 
water as materials in gas storage[104] and as electrode materials for supercaps,[95] fuel 
cells[105] and Li-Ion batteries. In this context OM-CDC has been shown to yield a high gas 
uptake for hydrogen (50.9 mg/g, 40 bar, 25 °C) and methane storage (208 mg/g, 100 
bar, 25 °C).[106] As an electrode material for supercapacitors, it shows up to 170 F/g in 
organic, 185 F/g in ionic liquid, and 200 F/g in aqueous electrolytes, which are one of 
the highest values so far for pure carbons without the presence of 
pseudocapacitance.[62,107,108]   
It is characteristic for the CDC process that the shape of the carbide preforms can be 
maintained. The progressive extraction of silicon atoms out of β-SiC whiskers for 
example has pictured the successive carbide to carbon transformation under the 
complete retention of the net shape.[109] Similar results have been obtained for CDCs 
synthesized from electrospun polymer derived SiC fibres.[110] Both, the SiC fibres and the 
corresponding CDCs have the same net shape. But even more complex structures like 
mesoporous silicon carbides with a 2D-hexagonal or 3D-cubic ordered pore 
arrangement can be converted to the corresponding ordered CDCs under conservation 
of the former nanostructure.[62,94]  
2.7 CATALYSIS 
Carbide and carbon materials are widely used in catalysis. Transition metal carbides in 
particular are even used as active components themselves. Molybdenum carbide for 
instance has shown activity as a three-way auto-exhaust catalysts as well as in 
hydrocarbon selective dehydrogenation or isomerization reactions.[111,112] Tungsten 
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carbide was used in methanol oxidation reactions or in fuel cell applications.[113–115] In 
general transition metal carbides show activities that are similar to those of the noble 
metals but with different kinetics and product selectivities.  
Furthermore, carbide materials are used as catalyst supports, especially for highly 
exothermic reactions due to their temperature stability, chemical inertness and 
excellent heat conductivity.[111,116] Likewise, porous carbons are used as supports in 
many liquid phase processes since they show good resistance against aggressive media 
and the possibility of separation afterwards.  
Materials discussed within this thesis have therefore been tested in selected catalytic 
reactions. For that purpose a liquid phase catalysis (tetralin oxidation), and a gas phase 
catalysis (partial oxidation of methane) were chosen as examples.  
Partial oxidation of methane 
The partial oxidation of methane is a weak exothermic reaction yielding synthesis gas, 
which is of high industrial importance for many reactions like Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 
or the synthesis of methanol.[117–119] A multiplicity of catalytic systems is in use and even 
more are part of present research. After adsorption of methane on the surface of the 
catalyst the bond dissociation energies CHx–H depend on the hosting surface metal.[117] 
The catalytic activities of different transition metals was described by Green et al. to be 
Ni > Pd ≫ Rh,Ru,Pt,Ir.[120] Moreover, present research very much focuses on the use of 
mixed oxides of transition metals and lanthanides.[121] The used support has an 
important influence as well because of their role as promotors.[117] Basini et al. found the 
following order; Al2O3 > La2O3 > CeO2 > MgO > TiO2.[122] 
Two different reaction mechanisms are proposed, the direct partial oxidation (DPO) and 
the combustion and reforming reaction (CRR). The latter was already described in 1946 
by Prettre et al. and emanates from the primary total oxidation of methane towards CO2 
and H20 (eq.9) followed by the reforming to CO and H2 according eq. 10-12.[123] 
                      eq. 9 
                      eq. 10 
                         eq. 11 
              ___________________________________    
                     eq. 12 
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However, the observed mechanism depends on the applied catalyst. Schmidt et al. have 
shown that high energy barriers for the oxidation of hydrogen to water on surfaces of 
ruthenium catalyst prohibit a CRR mechanism and prove a DPO mechanism.[124] It is the 
currently prevailing view that oxidizing catalyst surfaces favor the CRR mechanism, 
while reducing surfaces favor the DPO mechanism.[125–127] A central concern is to create 
catalytic systems that provide high catalyst dispersions and accessibilities. High catalyst 
surfaces can be provided by small particle sizes.  
At first glance, the use of porous carbon supports is contradictory because of their 
instability under oxidative conditions. However, studies by Kockrick et al. have shown 
that their high surface areas and hydrophobicites in combination with a homogenous 
dispersion of metal nanoparticles reduce the onset temperatures for methane 
conversion by a value, fully preventing the burn-off of the support.[128] 
Tetralin oxidation 
The oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons is of high importance in the synthesis of many 
fine chemicals. Tetralin (tetrahydronaphtaline) oxidation in particular yields tetralon 
which is a basic chemical for many pharmaceuticals, dyes, and agrochemicals (Fig. 
11).[129] It is further used to enhance the cetane number in diesel fuels. In the 
corresponding industrial processes most often homogeneous catalytic reactions are 
applied that are based on transition metal complexes (e.g chromium complexes).[130] 
Besides a potential toxicity issue, these reactions also suffer from separation problems.  
 
Fig. 11. Oxidation of tetralin to the two main products 1-tetralol and 1-tetranon. 
 
Furthermore, halogenated solvents and oxidation agents, mainly peroxides, are used. 
Therefore, recent research focuses on heterogeneous systems that do not apply toxic 
solvents and expensive oxidation agents.[103,131,132] In the past, supports like zeolites or 
activated carbons have been discussed, but they suffer from their restricted pore sizes 
and from leaching effects, consequently reducing their longterm stability. To overcome 
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this, materials with larger pore systems like MOFs (e.g MIL-101)[131] or siliceous 
molecular sieves (e.g MCM-41)[133] have been used and demonstrated promising 
conversion rates. 
In this thesis, hierarchical CDC supports with integrated transition metal nanoparticles 
are used. These nanoparticles are incorporated in the pore wall that should restrain 
leaching effects. Gaseous oxygen is applied as oxidizing agent consequently avoiding the 
use of expensive peroxides. Furthermore the use of halogenated solvents was waived 
too. 
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3. CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES  
3.1 THEORY OF N2 PHYSISORPTION 
N2 physisorption at -196 °C is the most common characterization technique for porous 
materials since it is precise, non-destructive and gives insight into a lot of materials 
properties. Physisorption occurs whenever a gas (adsorptive) contacts a solid surface 
(adsorbent). Responsible forces which are involved are van-der Waals forces (London 
dispersion forces) and the short-ranged inter-molecular repulsion. Due to these non-
specific molecular interactions this method differs from chemisorption, where specific 
interactions play a dominant role. The interplay between the strength of the different 
fluid-fluid and fluid-surface interactions as well as the influence of the pore geometry, 
size, and polarity is reflected in the shape of the adsorption isotherm. N2 physisorption 
is usually measured by cooling the sample down to -196 °C and dosing certain amounts 
of N2 to it. After each dose the resulting equilibrium pressure is measured. The plot of 
the volume of N2 which was adsorbed versus the obtained pressure is called an 
adsorption isotherm. In 1985 a committee of IUPAC published a guideline for nitrogen 
physisorption measurements at -196 °C.[134] Included was the convention to differ 
between micro- (diameter <2nm), meso- (2-50nm), and macropores (>50 nm) as well as 
the classification of adsorption isotherms into six types. Beside purely micro- and non-
porous materials (type I and type II), two systems refer to mesoporous materials (type 
IV and type V isotherm) which are of particular interest in this thesis.  
3.1.1 ADSORPTION MECHANISM 
In non- or macroporous materials the interplay of repulsive and attractive forces yields 
a minimum for the free energy of a gas molecule in dependence of its distance to the 
pore wall (Lennard-Jones Potential) (Fig. 12 left). This leads to adsorption of gas 
molecules on the pore wall, first by the formation of a monolayer followed by 
multilayering. The run of the curve is well described by the BET equation and is pictured 
by an s-curve. At low p/p0 the dominant forces are the fluid-wall interactions 
(monolayer) which are more and more replaced by fluid-fluid interactions during the 
increase of the layer thickness. In microporous materials the adsorption potentials of 
the opposite pore walls are overlapping (Fig. 12 middle). 
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Fig. 12. Lennard-Jones Potential in pores of different size and corresponding N2 physisorption isotherms. 
The dominant interactions are exclusively fluid-wall attractive forces. In consequence, 
these pores are filled continuously at very low pressures. After filling, the isotherm fades 
into a plateau because no multilayer growth can appear in the already filled pores.  
In contrast, mesopores do not show such an eminent overlap of the Lennard-Jones 
potentials. Here multilayer adsorption occurs. With an increasing layer thickness fluid-
fluid interactions dominate over fluid-wall interactions. In consequence, surface 
tension/curvature effects become more significant and at a certain pressure the 
multilayer film cannot be stabilized any longer and pore condensation occurs. Pore 
condensation is related to the formation of a concave meniscus over which the vapor 
pressure of the fluid is lowered. This leads to an abrupt condensation of the adsorptive 
and the complete filling of the pore (insofar as uniform pores are assumed). The certain 
pressure p/p0 when capillary condensation takes place depends on the pore radius 
(more exactly the radius of the meniscus rmenisc) and is described by the Kelvin equation 
(eq. 13).   


cos
2
ln
0 RTr
V
p
p
menisc
M
     eq. 13
 
(γ is the surface tension, φ the wetting angle, and Vm is the molar volume of the adsorbate) 
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It is getting obvious that larger pores shift the capillary condensation to higher relative 
pressures. Hence, this equation is used for mesopore size estimation, for instance by the 
Barett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method.[135] 
3.1.2 PORE SIZE ESTIMATION USING THE BJH METHOD 
The Kevin equation connects the relative pressure with the size of the meniscus. 
However, there is always a pre-adsorbed multilayer which needs to be included into 
pore size estimation. Its thickness can be calculated using the Wheeler equation (eq. 14) 
which displays the multilayer thickness of adsorbate on a nonporous flat surface in 
dependence of the relative pressure.   
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      eq. 14
 
Whenever capillary condensation occurs, the BJH method is an appropriate way to 
determine the pore radius as the sum of the radius of the meniscus and the multilayer 
thickness (rpore = rmenisc + t). 
Hence, it is evident that BJH is only applicable for mesopores, but even if they are 
present this method exhibits several restrictions. It was found that BJH underestimates 
the pore size by 20-30 % for pores smaller than 10 nm[136,137] because a) the assessment 
of t in small pores varies significantly from a flat nonporous surface and b) the thermo-
physical properties of the pore fluid differ from the bulk fluid. 
In consequence, microscopic approaches based on the density functional theory (DFT) 
have been invented describing the behavior of a pore fluid more precisely. 
3.1.3 PORE SIZE ESTIMATION USING THE DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY 
The mechanisms of pore filling in micro- and mesopores are quite different. While latter 
fill abruptly due to a first order gas-liquid phase transition (pore condensation), 
micropores fill continuously.[138] In consequence, classical macroscopic thermodynamic 
models like the BJH-method are only applicable for mesopore evaluation because they 
are based on the Kelvin equation and are thus linked to the pore condensation effect. 
Indeed, there are also macroscopic approaches for micropore estimation like the 
Horvath-Kawazoe approach[139] or its extended version,[140] but a drawback of all these 
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methods is the assumption that the adsorbed fluid has the same thermo-physical 
properties (e.g. triple point, critical point, freezing point) as the bulk fluid.[141] 
Microscopic methods based on the density functional theory (DFT) provide a more 
realistic description of the thermo-physical properties of the pore fluid and hence a 
more accurate pore size analysis since they consider fluid-fluid as well as fluid-solid 
interactions. 
In principle a numerical algorithm solves an adsorption integral equation by using a 
pool of theoretical local isotherms Ns (p,r) (kernel) and applies them to the measured 
total isotherm. This adsorption integral equation is given in eq. 15 where Ns (p) is the 
total isotherm (experimentally measured isotherm as a function of pressure p), Ns (p,r) 
are the local isotherms (theoretically calculated isotherms for defined  pore sizes r) and 
f(r) is the wanted function of the pore size distribution. Thus, individual single pore 
isotherms are “fitted” to the measured isotherm and their weighting is reflected in the 
pore size distribution f(r) (eq. 15). As it can be seen the core of this method is the pool of 
theoretical local isotherms Ns (p,r) which are calculated by the density functional theory. 
              
    
    
          eq. 15 
Calculation of a local isotherm  
The free energy of an inhomogeneous system (interacting fluid particles in the potential 
field of a pore wall) is expressed as a function of density. The density again is a function 
of the distance of the adsorptive to the pore wall. Thus, the free energy of the system is a 
functional of the density.[143] This free energy also consists of terms that describe 
attractive and repulsive fluid/fluid and fluid/wall interaction. Minimizing the free 
energy yields a density profile (single curve in Fig. 13). This density profile pictures the 
density of the adsorptive in dependence of its distance to the pore wall. A set of these 
profiles for different pressures (different amount of adsorptive) produces a local 
isotherm for a defined pore size.[142] An array of these local isotherms is called a kernel 
and used in eq. 15 for the estimation of the distribution function f(r). 
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Fig. 13.  Construction of a local isotherm from density profiles.[142] 
Local (LDFT), non local (NLDFT), and quenched solid density functional theory (QSDFT) 
The pore wall is not the structureless solid that exert an external potential to the fluid as 
it is assumed initially. It is nowadays known that there is a strong oscillation 
characteristic of the density profile at the fluid solid interface induced by the short-
ranged correlations between the molecules. This is not taken into account by LDFT 
methods[144] leading to inaccurate descriptions especially for narrow micropores. This 
theory fails particularly if the fluid molecules include repulsive as well as attractive 
forces. Furthermore, the coexistence of a gas and a liquid phase near the surface lead to 
total failure of this theory. Non-local DFT overcomes this problem by considering short-
ranged correlations of the fluid phase as well as phase transitions. NLDFT allows to 
describe the adsorption behavior of fluids over the complete range of micro and 
mesopores (it even predicts the position of the capillary condensation).[138,145] With the 
discovery of ordered mesoporous silica molecular sieves[9] (materials that exhibit a very 
defined pore size) the accuracy and applicability of the NLDFT approach has been 
demonstrated. Moreover, it has been shown that macroscopic models like the BJH model 
underestimate the pore sizes in the pore diameter range < 10 nm up to 30 %.[137,138] 
Although NLDFT is a reliable and widely applied characterization technique for several 
nanoporous materials and also featured in the gas adsorption standard (ISO -159901-3) 
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it has disadvantages if carbon materials are considered with surface heterogeneities. 
NLDFT does not take into account the chemical and geometrical heterogeneity of the 
pore wall; rather it assumes its graphitic, flat and structureless character. 
The theoretical adsorption isotherms of a completely flat and molecularly smooth 
surface like graphite would show multiple layering steps contributed to the formation of 
a monolayer, a second adsorbed layer and a certain number of additional layers. In real 
systems this layered transition is hindered due to the geometrical heterogeneities of the 
carbon materials. This mismatch between theoretical and experimental isotherms 
causes artifactual gaps in the NLDFT pore size distribution.[146] 
This problem is known for many years and in 2006 a new model was suggested to 
overcome this problem. The quenched solid density functional theory (QSDFT)[147] is 
applied to disordered carbons with surface heterogeneities. It considers surface 
roughness using a multicomponent DFT. Thereby, solid atoms are considered as 
“quenched” components of the solid-fluid system (the solid is modeled using the 
distribution of solid atoms rather than the source of an external potential field) and the 
fluid is accounted to be an “annealed” component.[138,147] In recent publications it was 
shown several times that QSDFT calculated the pore structure of various carbon 
materials very precisely independent of the pore sizes.[8,148,149] 
3.1.5 DETERMINATION OF THE TOTAL PORE VOLUME 
If total pore volumes are derived from N2 physisorption measurements, it is necessary to 
realize that the accessibility of ultramicropores might be limited by the size of the 
nitrogen molecule. Indeed, nitrogen is a small molecule with an average diameter of 
approximately 3 Å and can therefore penetrate most of the pores. However, smaller 
molecules like hydrogen can access even smaller pores. Such measurements would 
result in higher pore volumes.  Likewise, the applicability of nitrogen is limited at upper 
pore sizes. As long as micro- and mesoporous materials are analyzed whose isotherms 
show a plateau at high relative pressures, the total pore volume can be calculated at 
p/p0= 0.95 (IUPAC standard). If the mesopores become larger or if even macropores are 
present, the isotherm would not attain a plateau because nitrogen cannot fill all pores 
completely under practical conditions. In that case it is necessary to specify the pore 
volume to be calculated for pores of a maximum size (e.g for pores smaller 50 nm). 
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If this is considered, the total pore volume can be calculated by converting the amount of 
gaseous nitrogen into its liquid volume under the postulate that the nitrogen density of 
the adsorbed phase is equal to its bulk density (Vpore = Vads.1.547.10-3 for STP). 
3.1.6 DETERMINATION OF THE MICROPORE VOLUME 
Similar to the calculation of the pore size, macroscopic approaches exist for the 
determination of the micropore volume as well. The statistical thickness method (t-plot) 
is the most common.[150,151] A nonporous reference (type II) isotherm is compared to the 
experimental isotherm. In detail, the experimental isotherm is redrawn as a t-curve, 
which is a plot of its adsorbed volume against the standard multilayer thickness t of the 
non-porous reference material (Fig. 14). The multilayer thickness t is given by equation 
16.  
    
 
    
  
 
   
 
 
     eq. 16 
t is the statistical thickness, p = gas pressure, p
0 
= saturation pressure of gas at given temperature and A, B, C = 
constants.  
In non microporous materials (Fig. 14A) the extrapolated line of this t-plot passes the 
origin. If micropores are present (Fig. 14B) a positive intercept with the y- axis is 
determined, which is equivalent to the micropore volume. Furthermore, the external 
surface area Sext can be calculated from the slope s of the line (Sext = s . 15.47 m2/g). 
Micropore volume can alternatively by calculated from total pore volume using mercury 
intrusion porosimetry. At a maximum pressure of ~4000bar only pores larger than 1.8 
nm are filled. Thus, the difference between Vpore measured by nitrogen physisorption 
and Vpore measured by mercury porosimetry is ascribed to the micropore volume.  
 
Fig. 14.  t-plot of a nonporous (A) and a microporous material (B).[150] 
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In this thesis, microscopic approaches (DFT models) are used for the calculation of the 
micropore volume. In DFT methods local isotherms (with distinct pore sizes) are fitted 
to the measured isotherm and weighted in the pore size distribution. Selecting only 
those local isotherms with pore diameters smaller 2 nm shed light on their fraction on 
the total pore volume and consequentially displays the micropore volume. 
n-nonane preadsorption 
A straightforward attempt estimating micropore volumes is to perform N2 physisorption 
before and after a preadsorption step of long-chained hydrocarbons (e.g n-nonane). This 
approach is based on the strong adsorption forces that n-nonane experience in 
micropores. Because desorption from micropores is infinitely slowly, outgassing at room 
temperature only removes it from meso- and macropores and keeps the micropores 
blocked. Recent studies by Silvestre-Albero have used this technique to prove the 
presence and absence of microporosity in various ordered mesoporous silica.[152] 
3.1.7 DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA 
The easiest way to determine the specific surface area is to express the isotherms 
progression by a Langmuir equation.[153] However, this equation emanates from 
monolayer adsorption and is thus not applicable for materials with mesopores such as 
those discussed in this thesis. In such cases it is more suitable to determine specific 
surface area from the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation.[154] It was presented in 
1938 and describes a multilayer adsorption of a fluid on a solid surface. The two most 
important assumptions are the formation of an infinite number of layers and the 
distinction between the adsorption energy of the first layer and the following. The BET 
equation is given in (eq. 17), where Vads is the total amount of adsorbed nitrogen, p/p0 is 
the relative pressure, C is the adsorption constant and Vmono is the volume of a 
monolayer. 
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 the volume of the monolayer can be determined due 
to the extrapolation of the line to its intersection with the y-axis (
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slope
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C
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1
. If the volume of a monolayer is known the specific surface area can be 
calculated according to eq. 18. 
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SG = the specific surface area in m2/g, NA = Avogadro constant (6,022.1023 mol-1), σN2 required surface of a single N2 
molecule in a dense package, Vmol ideal gas volume (2,241. 10-2 m3 mol-1), mads mass of the adsorbent. 
3.1.8 HYSTERESIS, PORE BLOCKING AND CAVITATION 
The desorption branches of N2 isotherms can be identical with the adsorption branches 
as in the case of purely microporous materials or be shifted to lower relative pressures. 
That means that certain states during the measurement procedure are not in 
thermodynamic equilibrium. The capillary condensation of N2 in mesopores may lead to 
an irreversible behavior. It is important to know that this is not caused by insufficient 
equilibrium times but by the metastability of the liquid and vapor states. In 
consequence, a hysteresis appears. IUPAC is currently revising its hysteresis 
classification but until now four types are described.[134] A H1 hysteresis (Fig. 15) is 
representative for ordered mesoporous materials with uniformly sized pores, mostly of 
cylindrical shape (e.g, SBA-15, KIT-6). If the pore size distribution becomes broader and 
the material gets disordered the slope of the adsorption branch during capillary 
condensation becomes flatter and a H2 hysteresis occurs. H3 and H4 hystereses are  
 
Fig. 15.  IUPAC classification of hystereses loops.[134] 
p/p0
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a
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contributed to materials with slit-shaped pores or aggregates of platy particles. In the 
current literature it is often stated that desorption is delayed due to surface tension 
effects, but in fact it is the adsorption which is not in equilibrium. The vapor-liquid 
transition is delayed due to the existence of metastable adsorption films and the 
necessity to form nuclei of liquid bridges first. During desorption the vapor-liquid 
interface already exist and evaporation can occur without nucleation, via a receding 
meniscus. Thus, desorption represents the equilibrium transition mechanism during 
capillary condensation. This is reflected in the recommendation of the IUPAC to use this 
branch for each kind of pore evaluation (e.g pore size estimation). Nevertheless, there 
are numerous cases where desorption branch evaluation will lead to wrong 
interpretation of the materials properties.  
Pore blocking 
If pores have only access to the external surface through a narrow neck (ink-bottle 
pore), the emptying of their interior can only occur via the neck (Fig. 16).[137,138] Thus, 
the evaporation of the capillary condensate is blocked by the small mouth of the pore 
and stays filled during desorption until the neck empties. Therefore, the vapor pressure 
at which an ink-bottle pore empties depends on the size of its neck. The desorption 
branch is therefore very steep and a H2 hysteresis loop results. 
 
Fig. 16. Schematic illustration of pore blocking and cavitation phenomena.[156] 
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Cavitation 
If the neck size is smaller than a critical (temperature depending) diameter the pore 
empties via cavitation.[155–157] Below a certain relative pressure the pore empties via the 
spontaneous nucleation of a gas bubble.  The reason is that the tensile stress limit of the 
condensed fluid depends on its thermo-physical properties but not on the nature of the 
pore. Therefore, the cavitation effect defines the lowest relative pressure at which 
hysteresis can occur (p/p0=0.42 for nitrogen at -196 °C). The evaporation pressure is 
not related to the size of the pore neck. 
Both mechanisms are typical for hierarchical materials discussed in this thesis. Usually 
above a critical neck size of 6 nm the pore empties via pore blocking, below via 
cavitation.[137] To overcome this either the adsorption branch or DFT methods have to 
be applied.[158] 
3.2 LOW-ANGLE X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
If X-rays (λ=1-2Å) impact matter with density inhomogenities in the scale of 0.5-80 nm a 
signal can be detected at low angels (2Ѳ< 5°).[159] Ordered mesoporous materials 
possess these inhomogenities and can therefore be characterized by low-angle X-ray 
diffraction. These inhomogenities in the electron density are created by a periodic 
repetition of matter and continuum (pore). In consequence, lattice planes are generated, 
 
Fig. 17. Example for low-angle X-ray pattern of an ordered mesoporous silica (SBA-15) showing the characteristic 
peaks (A). Schematic image of SBA-15 (B). 
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not by the periodic arrangement of atoms but by the ordered arrangement of pores (Fig. 
17). Hence, the Bragg equation is valid and peaks at low angles are expected (eq. 19). 
nd sin2       eq. 19 
The lattice constant a of the ordered mesoporous materials can be calculated from the 
individual peak positions. The quadratic Bragg equation for a hexagonal and a cubic 
system is given by eq. 20 and 21, respectively.  
       
  
   
 
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
       eq. 20 
       
  
   
              eq. 21 
For example, in a hexagonal system the distance of the lattice planes of the (100) peak 
d100 is connected with the lattice constant a via eq. 22. For systems with cubic ordering a 
is connected with d211 via eq. 23. 
3
2 100da         eq. 22 
               eq. 23 
Furthermore, the wall thickness can be calculated. The wall thickness in hexagonal 
ordered materials like SBA-15, MCM-41 is simply the difference between the lattice 
constant a and the pore diameter. However, for replicas materials with an inverse 
cylindrical pore architecture as discussed within this thesis, the pore curvature must be 
taken into account. With a look on Fig. 18 it becomes obvious that rwall is described best 
by eq. 24.  
 
 
                       eq. 24 
 
Fig. 18. The diameter of the pore wall of hexagonal ordered materials. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PART 
4.1 INSTRUMENTAL SETUP*** 
4.1.1 N2 physisorption 
Nitrogen physisorption isotherms were measured at -196 °C using a Quantachrome 
Quadrasorb apparatus. Prior to the measurement, the samples were activated in vacuum 
at 150 °C for at least 24 hours. The specific surface area was determined using the BET 
equation. Only those points have been used for multi point determinations that fulfill the 
condition that the plot of n(1-p/p0) vs. p/p0 has a positive slope. In most of the cases this 
is fulfilled for 0.05<p/p0<0.2. The total pore volume was calculated at p/p0=0.95 unless 
otherwise stated. Pore sizes and pore size distributions have been calculated by 
Standard N2 physisorption characterization (herein denoted as SNPC-1). SNPC-1 
evaluates the adsorption branch of the isotherm with a quenched solid density 
functional theory (QSDFT) based on carbon with mixed cylindrical and slit pores (unless 
otherwise stated). Micropore surface area and micropore volume have also been 
calculated from this QSDFT model. 
Other pore size estimation approaches are denoted as SNPC-xx (Standard N2 
physisorption characterization), where x=2 is QSDFT carbon kernel with cylindrical 
pores using the adsorption branch, x=3 is NLDFT silica kernel using cylindrical pores 
and adsorption branch, x=4 is NLDFT carbon kernel using cylindrical/ slit mixed pores 
and the desorption branch, and x=5 is QSDFT carbon kernel using slit pores and the 
desorption branch. 
4.1.2 Transmission electron microscopy 
The samples were all prepared by shortly crushing the synthesized powders in a ball 
mill, followed by suspending in ethanol or isopropanol under sonification. The resulting 
suspension was dropped onto a copper grid coated with holey carbon and dried using an 
infrared lamp. The TEM investigations were carried out on a JEOL JEM-2010F 
microscope with Cs-correction and EDX detector. 
 
                                                        
*** Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[10,49,103,160,206] 
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4.1.3 Partial oxidation of methane 
Catalytic tests were carried out by Dr. Emanuel Kockrick at the University of Lion.  In 
detail they were carried out on the Switch 16 parallel reactor (AMTEC GmbH-CNRS). 
This multi-channel device consists of 16 parallel reactors in Inconel™ with two 
independent feeding systems. In this study, the switching 16 port valve allows (i) to 
regenerate catalysts under air after gas chromatography (GC) sampling is achieved; (ii) 
to perform unsteady state testing by switching the feed from air to methane and 
recording online. Reaction gases were analyzed by gas chromatography (GC HP 6950 
and 6980). Prior to catalytic runs, catalysts were degassed at 250 °C for 48 h under inert 
helium flow. When the targeted reaction temperature is reached, the downstream is 
analyzed in an empty reactor in order to measure blank activity. Then, one reactor is fed 
by the inlet stream while the 15 reactors are remaining under inert helium flow 
(50 mL/min) conditions. The first GC analysis is carried out after 5 min of time on 
stream and second one after 17 min to investigate possible rapid deactivation processes. 
Reported values correspond to the average of these two analyses. Then, a subsequent 
reactor is selected for a catalytic run. After all runs are completed at a given 
temperature, the temperature is heated up to the next plateau, from 250 °C to 500 °C 
every 25 °C at atmospheric pressure. For each experiment 50 mg with the mesh size of 
100-400µm were used. 
4.1.4 Tetralin oxidation 
Measurements were carried out by Dr. Emanuel Kockrick at the University of Lion. 
Catalytic tetralin oxidation under static pressure was carried out in parallel reactors 
with eight pressure stable micro-reaction-vessels (3 ml, Supelco) inside a temperature-
controlled steel vessel. In a typical reaction a mixture of 2.5 ml of tetralin (Sigma-
Aldrich, 99 %) and 5 mg of the carbonaceous CDC-X composites were placed into the 
batch reactor and heated under continuously stirring at 900 rpm to the desired 
temperature (50-130 °C) under static oxygen (Alphagaz 1, 99 %) or synthetic air 
pressure (Alphagaz 1, 99.999 %) up to 6-10 bar for 1-24 h. After cooling down to room 
temperature the reaction mixtures were depressurized and centrifuged. The conversion 
and selectivity of the centrifugates were subsequently analyzed by gas chromatography 
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(Agilent technologies 6890N) using a HP-5 capillary column and a flame ionization 
detector (FID). 
4.1.5 Scanning electron microscopy  
SEM and elemental mapping investigations were carried out with a Stereoscan 260 SEM 
with EDX analysis system using SE (Secondary Electrons) and BSE (Backscattered 
Electrons) detectors, respectively. Elemental analyses using EDX were obtained as a 
mean value of five measurements in a magnification of 3000. 
4.1.6 X-ray Diffraction 
The low-angle X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out in transmission mode on a 
Bruker Nanostar diffractometer with CuKα1 radiation ( = 0.15405 nm) and a position 
sensitive HiStar detector.  The wide angle X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out 
in Bragg-Brentano geometry on an Xpert Pro (Panalytics) with CuKα1 radiation. 
4.1.7 Raman spectroscopy 
Raman spectra were collected with a Renishaw inVia spectrometer (Peltier-cooled CCD 
array detector). Argon ion laser radiation (514.5 nm) was focused to a spot size of ~1 
µm with an incident power of 2.0±0.8 mW. The peak positions and full-width of half-
maximum (FWHM) were obtained from Gauss-Lorentzian peak fitting. The experimental 
resolution of the peak positions is ≤ 1 cm-1. 
4.1.8 Dynamic light scattering 
Particle sizes were determined with photon cross correlation spectroscopy (PCCS) using 
a Nanophox particle sizer (Sympatec GmbH). The dispersions were diluted with 
demineralized water prior to the measurement.  
4.1.9 Temperature programmed oxidation of methane 
TPO was performed on a Quantachrome Chembet 3000. The gas flows were controlled 
by Bronkhost El-flow mass flow controller and detected by a thermal conductivity 
detector (TCD). Samples were activated at 700 °C for 2 h and then transferred to U-type 
quartz reactor and heated up to 900 °C with 5 °C/min und a 10 ml/min gas flow 
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(94 vol % He, 1.5 vol % methane and 4.5 vol % oxygen). The catalytic activity was 
calculated from the onset-temperature of the detector signal vs. temperature plot. 
4.1.10 Thermogravimetric measurements 
TG was carried out on a Netzsch STA 409CD in air and argon applying a heating ramp of 
5 °C/min. 
4.1.11 Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy 
FTIR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Vertex 70 using a SPECAC Golden gate ATR 
unit. 
4.1.12  UV-Vis spectroscopy 
UV-Vis spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-1650 PC UV/Vis spectrometer. 
Baseline corrections were applied on the respective solvent. 
4.1.13 N-nonane preadsorption 
Preadsorption was performed by Prof. Silvestre-Albero at the University of Alicante. The 
samples were outgassed at 250 °C for 4 h and then exposed to n-nonane (Aldrich, 99 %) 
for 30 min at -196 °C. The samples were left in contact with n-nonane for another 3 h at 
25 °C. Afterwards the samples were outgassed over night prior to N2 physisorption.  
4.2 SYNTHETIC ASPECTS 
4.2.1 LIST OF USED CHEMICALS 
Tab. 2. List of used chemicals. 
chemicals formula purity provider 
acrylic acid C3H4O2 99 %b ABCR 
AIBN C8H12N4 99 % Fluka 
bisdecaboranyl-hexane (B10H14)2(CH2)6 a a 
cerium nitrate hexahydrate Ce(NO3)3.6H2O 99 % Sigma Aldrich 
citric acid C6H8O7 99.5 % Sigma Aldrich 
fluoric acid 40 wt. % HF aq 40 % VWR 
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formaldehyde 37 wt. % CH2O * Sigma Aldrich 
hexachloroplatinic acid  
hexahydrate  
H2PtCl6.6H2O 99 % ABCR 
hexadecane C16H34 98 % Fluka 
hexadecyltrimethyl-
ammoniumbromid 
C18H40NBr ~ 100 % Acros 
hydrochloric acid  37 wt. % HCl.aq 37 % BASF 
Lutensol AT50 C16H33O(CH2CH2O)50H ~ 100 % BASF 
Marlophen NP5, 
M =440 g.mol-1 
RO(CH2CH2O)5H, 
R = nonylphenyl,  
- Sasol 
methyl methacrylate C5H8O2 99 %b Merck 
n-butanol C4H9OH 99.4 % Sigma Aldrich 
palladium chloride PdCl2 99.5 % Alfa Aesar 
para-divinyl benzene C10H10 80 % Sigma Aldrich 
phenol C6H6O 99 % Sigma Aldrich 
Pluronic F 127 EO97PO69EO97 ~ 100 % Sigma Aldrich 
Pluronic P 123 EO20PO70EO20 ~ 100 % Sigma Aldrich 
ruthenium chloride RuCl3 99.9 % ABCR 
SMP-10 - - Starfire 
sodium dodecyl sulfate NaC12H25SO4 95 % Sigma Aldrich 
sodium hydroxide NaOH technical VWR 
styrene C8H8 99 % b Acros 
sucrose C12H22O11 98 % Sigma Aldrich 
sulfuric acid 96 wt. % H2SO4 96 % BASF 
tetraethyl orthosilicate Si(C2H5O)4 98 % Sigma Aldrich 
titanium chloride TiCl4 98 % Fluka 
titanium isopropoxide Ti(C3H7O)4 98 % Acros 
tungsten chloride WCl6 99.9 % Sigma Aldrich 
a received from L. Sneddon, University of Pennsylvania, b contains stabilizer 
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4.2.2 LIST OF USED GASES 
Tab. 3. List of used gases. 
gases formula purity provider 
Argon 4.6 Ar 99.996 % Air Liquide 
Chlorine 2.5 Cl2 99.5 % Air Liquide 
Hydrogen 3.0 H2 99.9 % Air Liquide 
Helium 5.0  He 99.999 % Air Liquide 
Methane 5.5 CH4 99.9995 % Air Liquide 
Nitrogen 5.0 N2 99.999 % Air Liquide 
4.2.3 SYNTHESIS OF ORDERED MESOPOROUS CARBIDES AND CDCS BY NANOCASTING 
Synthesis of SBA-15:[17] 
8.1 g Pluronic (EO20PO70EO20 P123, Aldrich) was dissolved in 146.8 g de-ionized water 
and 4.4 g of conc. HCl (37 %) and stirred over night at 35 °C in a closed 250 ml one neck 
flask. To this solution, 16 g of TEOS (Aldrich 98 %) was quickly added and stirred for 
20 h at 35 °C. The milky suspension was transferred to an autoclave and annealed at 
130 °C for 24 hours. The solid product was filtered, washed with an HCl/water–mixture 
and calcined at 550 °C. 
Synthesis of KIT-6:[16] 
33.3 g Pluronic (EO20PO70EO20 P123, Aldrich) was dissolved in 1204 g de-ionized water 
and 65.8 g of conc. HCl (37 %) and stirred over night at 35 °C. To this solution, 33.3 g n-
butanol was added. After 1 hour of stirring, 71.67 g of TEOS (Aldrich 98 %) was quickly 
added and stirred for 20 h at 35 °C. The milky suspension was transferred to an 
autoclave and annealed at 100 °C for 24 hours. The solid product was filtered, washed 
with an HCl/water–mixture and calcined at 550 °C. 
Synthesis of SiC-Nano:[19,94] 
In a typical synthesis procedure 2 g SBA-15 was infiltrated with 2.5 g of polycarbosilane 
precursor solution (Mw 800 from Aldrich) in 50 mL of heptane and 0.3 mL of n-butanol. 
The mixture was then left overnight for evaporation in a hood in an opened beaker, 
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under constant stirring. Obtained powder material was placed in an alumina boat and in 
a tubular furnace under constant argon flow (40 mL/min) and heat treatment was 
conducted according to the following temperature program: RT-150 °C with 150 °C/h, 
then 5 h at 150 °C, followed by heating to 700 °C with 30 °C/h. After reaching the 700 °C 
the sample was heated to 1300 °C with 120 °C/h and maintained for 2 h. Afterward, 
composite samples were dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/H2O/ 40% HF (each one 40 
mL), shaked and left for 1 h for silica etching. Then the solution was filtered over a filter 
paper and washed with large amounts of EtOH (∼200 mL). The SiC-Nano materials were 
left for overnight drying in a hood (in the same filter) and collected next day. 
Synthesis of B4C-Nanohex:[160] 
In a typical synthesis procedure, 0.273 g of the SBA-15 was infiltrated with 0.25 g of 
bisdecaboranyl-hexane precursor[161] solution in 20 mL of ethanol. The mixture was 
then left overnight for evaporation in a hood in an opened beaker, under constant 
stirring. The resulting powder was placed in an alumina boat in a tubular furnace under 
constant argon flow and then heated according to the following temperature program: 
(RT-300 °C at 150 °C/h, then 5 h at 300 °C, followed by heating to 700 °C at 30 °C/h. 
After reaching 700 °C, the sample was heated to 1000 °C at 120 °C/h and maintained for 
2 h). The composite samples were dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/H2O/ 40% HF (40 mL 
each), shaken and left for 3 h for silica etching. Due to the toxicity of hydrofluoric acid 
these experiments were done in a separate hood. The solutions were then filtered over 
filter paper and washed with large amounts of EtOH (200 mL). The B4C-Nano materials 
were dried overnight in a hood (on the same filter) and then collected the next day. 
Synthesis of  B4C-Nanocub: [160] 
B4C-Nanocub was synthesized equal to B4C-Nanohex, but used 0.195 g of cubic KIT-6 silica 
instead of SBA-15. 
Synthesis of WC-Nanohex: 
In a typical synthesis procedure, 1.0 g of the SBA-15 was infiltrated with 1.0 g of WCl6 
solution in 30 mL of absolute ethanol. The blue-colored mixture was then left overnight 
for evaporation in a two-necked flask, under constant stirring and argon counter flow. 
The resulting powder was heated over night in a drying oven at 200 °C. Subsequently 
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the powder was infiltrated with a solution of 1.6 g sucrose and 0.2 g sulphuric acid in 8 
ml H2O and dried over night at 160 °C. The sample was then placed in an alumina boat in 
a tubular furnace under constant hydrogen flow (80 ml/min) and then heated according 
to the following temperature program: (RT-650 °C at 120 °C/h, then 2 h at 650 °C). 
Then, hydrogen was switched off and argon was flushed at same conditions followed by 
heating to 950 °C at 60 °C/h and maintained for 2h. Afterward, the composite samples 
were dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/H2O/ 40% HF (40 mL each), shaken and left for 3 h 
for silica etching. Due to the toxicity of hydrofluoric acid these experiments were done in 
a separate hood. The solutions were then filtered over filter paper and washed with 
large amounts of EtOH (200 mL). The WC-Nano materials were dried overnight in a 
hood (on the same filter) and then collected the next day. 
Synthesis of  WC-Nanocub 
WC-Nanocub was synthesized equal to WC-Nanohex, but using 1.0 g of cubic KIT-6 silica 
instead of SBA-15. 
Synthesis of TiC-Nano-1: 
In a typical synthesis procedure, 2.0 g of the SBA-15 was infiltrated with 1.0 ml of TiCl4 
solution in 3 mL ethanol using the incipient wetness approach. The powder was heated 
over night in a drying oven at 80 °C. This procedure was repeated once again and the 
resulting powder was calcinated at 550 °C. 1.5 g of the resulting powder was infiltrated 
with 1.25 ml divinylbenzene and then placed in an alumina boat in a tubular furnace 
under constant argon flow (80 ml/min) and then heated according to the following 
temperature program: (RT-300 °C at 150 °C/h, then 5 h at 300 °C, followed by heating to 
700 °C at 30 °C/h. After reaching 700 °C, the sample was heated to the desired pyrolysis 
temperature (800 °C or 1300 °C) at 120 °C/h and maintained for 2 h). Afterward, the 
composite samples were dissolved in a mixture of EtOH/H2O/ 40% HF (40 mL each), 
shaken and left for 3 h for silica etching. Due to the toxicity of hydrofluoric acid these 
experiments were done in a separate hood. The solutions were then filtered over filter 
paper and washed with large amounts of EtOH (200 mL). The TiC-Nano-1 materials 
were dried overnight in a hood (on the same filter) and then collected the next day. 
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Synthesis of Ti(cit):[162] 
Titanium citrate was synthesized as reported by Kemmitt et al. Titanium isopropoxide 
(100 mmol, 28.4 g) was dissolved in 50 ml absolute ethanol. Citric acid (100 mmol, 21.0 
g) was dissolved in 100 ml of ethanol and added drop-wise to the first solution followed 
by stirring at 40 °C for 2 h. Subsequently, ethanol was distilled in a rotary evaporator 
and the resulting gel was dissolved in water to obtain a 1 M titanium citrate solution. 
Synthesis of TiC-Nano-2: 
In a typical synthesis procedure, 1.0 g of the SBA-15 was infiltrated with 1.2 ml of Ti(cit) 
solution using the incipient wetness approach. The powder was heated over night in a 
drying oven at 550 °C. This procedure was repeated once again and the resulting 
powder was then pyrolyzed according to TiC-Nano-1. 
4.2.4 HIGH TEMPERATURE CHLORINE TREATMENT 
Carbide-derived carbons were prepared via chlorine treatment of the ordered 
mesoporous metal (semi-metal) carbide materials at 1000 °C. In a typical procedure, the 
material was heated in a quartz boat inside a quartz tube (inner tube diameter 25mm) in 
a horizontal tubular furnace in 70 mL min-1 argon flow to the desired temperature 
(450°C/h). Subsequently, Cl2 was introduced for 3 h (80 mL/min flow) while the argon 
flow was maintained at the same level. After that time Cl2 was switched off and the 
product was cooled down to room temperature in argon flow. Residual chlorine was 
removed by post reductive treatment in hydrogen flow. In a typical procedure the 
material was heated in a quartz boat inside quartz tube in an infrared tubular furnace in 
80 mL/min H2 flow to 600 °C for 30 min (300 K/h), for the purpose of removing residual 
chlorine.  
4.2.5 SYNTHESIS OF ORDERED MESOPOROUS CARBIDES AND CDCS BY SOFT-TEMPLATING 
Synthesis of the Resin Precursor:[23] 
The resin precursor was synthesized by co-polymerization of phenol and formaldehyde. 
NaOH (9.0 mmol, 0.36 g) and phenol (85.0 mmol, 8.0 g) were dissolved in water (94.0 
mmol, 1.7 g) at room temperature. Under constant stirring, formaldehyde solution (178 
mmol, 14.5 g, 37 wt.%) was added to the solution and heated to 75 °C for 1.5 h 
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subsequently. The solution was neutralized by adding diluted HCl and the water was 
removed in a rotary evaporator. Finally, the resol precursor was dissolved in ethanol or 
n-butanol and filtered in order to remove precipitated NaCl.  
Synthesis of the TiC-Soft:[23] 
Triblock copolymer Pluronic F127 (E106PO70EO106, M = 12 600 g/mol, Aldrich) was 
dissolved in 16 ml ethanol/water (1:1; Tab. 4; cf. Ref. 22). The resin precursor and 1.0 M 
titanium citrate were added to the solution. The resulting orange-colored liquid was 
stirred for 2 h, coated on a porcelain dish (diameter 20 cm) and kept at room 
temperature for 12 h. Then, thermal curing was carried out at 100 °C for 24 h. Resulting 
membranes were peeled off and pyrolyzed according to the following program: (the 
oven was heated to 400 °C at 60 °C/h and samples were annealed for 3h, and then 
heated to 600 °C at 60 °C/h, and annealed for 2h. The final target temperature (800 – 
1300 °C) was reached with a heating rate of 300 °C/h and annealing was carried for 2 h). 
Tab. 4. Masses of applied chemicals for soft-templated TiC and SiC materials. 
sample Resin (g) M-precursor (g) Surfactant (g) additive Tpyrol. 
TiC-1 1.8 3.6 2.7  1000°C 
TiC-1-1300 1.8 3.6 2.7  1300°C 
TiC-2 0.5 3.0 1.5  1000°C 
TiC-3 - 3.5 2.7  1000°C 
SiC-1 3.0 1.9 3.7 n-BuOH/HCl 1000°C 
SiC-1-1300 3.0 1.9 3.7 n-BuOH/HCl 1300°C 
SiC-2 1.5 3.4 3.7 n-BuOH/HCl 1000°C 
SiC-3 - 4.9 3.7 n-BuOH/HCl 1000°C 
Synthesis of the SiC-Soft:[24] 
Pluronic F127 (0.29 mmol, 3.7 g) was dissolved in 9 ml absolute ethanol (Tab. 4). The 
resin precursor and 1.5 ml n-butanol were added to the solution. At the same time, 
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and 0.1 ml 1.57 N HCl were dissolved in 1 ml absolute 
ethanol. After 20 min of aging, both were mixed, stirred for 2h, coated on a porcelain 
dish, and kept at room temperature for 12 h. Thermal curing was subsequently carried 
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out at 100 °C for 24 h. Resulting membranes were peeled off and pyrolyzed according to 
the following program: (the oven was heated to 400 °C at 60 °C/h and samples were 
annealed for 3h, and then heated to 600 °C at 60 °C/h, and annealed for 2h. The final 
target temperature (800 – 1300 °C) was reached with a heating rate of 300 °C/h and 
annealing was carried for 2 h). 
4.2.6 SYNTHESIS OF TRANSITION METAL LOADED CDCS USING A MICROEMULSION 
APPROACH 
Synthesis of Metal-Polycarbosilane (M-PCS) composite using microemulsion: 
Defined masses of metal salts (Tab. 5) were dissolved in 3.85 g of water. Then 43.2 g n-
heptane (Sigma-Aldrich, >99%), 5.6 g of the non-ionic surfactant Marlophen NP 5 
(RO(CH2CH2O)xH, x = 5, R = nonylphenyl, M = 440 g mol−1, SASOL) and the aqueous 
solutions were mixed at 25 °C. The microemulsions were stirred for one hour at 300 
rpm. Subsequently, 3.01 g of liquid polycarbosilane precursor SMP-10 (Starfire Systems) 
were added. After one hour water and n-heptane were removed at temperatures up to 
150 °C at 30 mbar using a rotary evaporator.  
Tab. 5. Metal salts (masses) added to CDC synthesis. 
sample code salt additive madd. (g) 
CDC-Ru RuCl3 0.247 
CDC-Pd PdCl2 0.198 
CDC-Pt H2PtCl6 0.250 
 
Pyrolysis of M-PCS composite: 
M-PCS composites were pyrolyzed in Ar 4.2 flow in a horizontal tubular furnace at 1300 
°C according to the following temperature program: (RT-300 °C at 60 °C /h, then 1 h at 
300 °C, followed by heating to 600 °C at 60 °C/h and maintaining for 0.5 h. From 600 °C -
900 °C at 120 °C/h, 1 h holding time. After reaching 900 °C, the sample was heated to 
1300 °C at 240 °C/h and maintained for 2 h). 
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High temperature chlorination and hydrogen treatment: 
All metal containing silicon carbide materials were homogenized in a ball mill (Narva, 
Vibrator, 30W) for 2 minutes. In the following approximately 500 mg of each sample 
was placed in a quartz boat inside a quartz tube in a horizontal infrared tubular furnace. 
After 30 min of flushing in pure Ar flow (30 mL/min) Cl2 was introduced at room 
temperature (30 mL/min) while the argon flow was maintained at the same level, 
followed by heating to 1000 °C (3 °C/s) for 30 min. After chlorination, the resulting M-
CDC materials were cooled down in argon flow and treated with hydrogen (30 mL/min) 
at 600 °C (400 °C/h) for 2 h in order to remove residual chlorine and to activate metal 
particles. 
4.2.7 SYNTHESIS OF SIC NANOSPHERES AND CDCS USING A MINIEMULSION APPROACH 
SMP10 (Starfire Systems), comonomer, 30 mg of hexadecane (Fluka, 98%)  and 30 mg of 
AIBN (Fluka 99%) were mixed and added to a solution of different amounts of 
surfactant in 30 g water (Tab. 6). After stirring the mixture for 1 h, miniemulsification 
was achieved by ultrasonicating the mixture for 120 s with a Branson sonifier W450 
Digital at 90% amplitude and 100% cycle. During sonification the mixture was cooled in 
an ice-bath. The miniemulsion was polymerized by heating to 80 °C for 8 h in argon 
atmosphere. The PCS nanospheres were either pyrolyzed as synthesized or coated on a 
silicon wafer at 800 °C in argon (RT-300 °C K at 150 °C/h, then 5 h at 300 °C, followed by  
Tab. 6. Composition of miniemulsion derived polymer spheres. 
sample SMP-10 (g) Co-monomer (g) surfactant (g) 
PCS-1 1.65 - - CTAB 0.0165 
PCS-2.5 1.65 - - CTAB 0.0413 
PCS-5 1.65 - - CTAB 0.0826 
PCS-10 1.65 - - CTAB 0.165 
PCS-Lut 1.65 - -  AT50 0.0413 
PCS-SDS 1.65 - - SDS 0.0413 
PCS-Sty 0.825 styrene 0.825 SDS 0.0413 
PCS-MMA 0.825 MMA 0.825 SDS 0.0413 
PCS-Acr 0.825 acrylic acid 0.825 SDS 0.0413 
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heating to 700 °C at 30 °C/h. After reaching 700 °C, the sample was heated to 800 °C at 
120 °C/h and maintained for 2 h). In case of coating, the nanospheres were redispersed 
in EtOH and coated with a dip coater (1.1 mm/s) onto a silicon wafer. Afterwards the 
wafer with the particles was pyrolyzed at 800 °C. 
4.2.8 SYNTHESIS OF TITANIUM CARBIDE AND CDC MACROSPHERES  
Precursor synthesis: 
In a typical synthesis approximately 13 g n-butanol were added to 9 g resin solution (50 
wt. % in n-butanol). While continuously mixing this solution, 7 g TiCl4 was added drop 
wise. Subsequently, approximately 6 g of n-butanol were removed at 60 °C and 10 mbar 
using a rotary evaporator (Note: This gives a dark red coloured highly viscous precursor 
liquid).  
Structure of tube reactor: 
The tube reactor consists of a silicone hose (6.5m, 3mm inner diameter) which was 
placed in a beaker in a circular loop assembly. The beaker was filled completely with 
silicone oil (ML 600) that was heated to 100 °C. A constant flow of silicone oil through 
the tube reactor was ensured using a peristaltic pump (5 ml, 10 ml, 15 ml or 25 ml per 
minute).  
Processing: 
The precursor was then injected in the tube reactor. Thereby, approximately 3ml were 
filled in a 3ml syringe and injected using a syringe pump (4.5 ml/h). Instantaneously 
precursor droplets form due to the shearing forces. While passing the heated reactor 
these droplets polymerize. Cured spheres are collected in a filter at the end of the tube 
reactor. 
Washing and Pyrolysis: 
The polymerized spheres are dried at 200 °C over night in order to remove residual n-
butanol. Afterwards they were extensively washed with ethyl acetate for removing 
remaining silicone oil. Pyrolysis was carried out in Ar 4.2 flow in a horizontal tubular 
furnace at 800 °C or 1300 °C K according to the following temperature program: (RT-
250 °C at 30 K/h, followed by heating to target temperature at 100 °C/h and maintaining 
for 2 h.   
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GENERAL NOTES 
For the purpose of simplicity all carbide materials are denoted in the same way: 
“carbide”-“synthesis technique”-“additional information” (e.g SiC-Nano-1300). In many 
cases the first term does not represent the overall composition perfectly, e.g TiC-Nano is 
not 100 % crystalline titanium carbide, rather it is a titanium carbide /excess carbon 
composite. All carbide-derived carbons are denoted in the following way: “carbide 
precursor”-CDC-“synthesis technique”-“additional information”. A possible sample name 
would be: SiC-CDC-Nano-1, which means that this is a carbon material derived from 
silicon carbide which was synthesized by Nanocasting. To avoid discussions whether the 
accurate abbreviation must be SiCDC or SiC-DC and not SiC-CDC, the author refers to 
Presser et al.[101] where SiC-CDC is recommended to be the standardized abbreviation 
for CDCs.  
If not stated otherwise the pore sizes of all carbides and carbons are evaluated with a 
quenched solid density functional theory (QSDFT) assuming a carbon surface with a 
mixed slit and cylindrical shaped pore geometry. The carbide surface is expected to be 
more polar than the theoretical carbon surface which might yield an underestimation of 
the real pore size if carbides are calculated with carbon kernels. However, no theoretical 
carbide kernel do exist, thus carbon kernels are currently the most accurate way of 
evaluating carbide materials by using QSDFT methods. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 ORDERED MESOPOROUS CARBIDES AND CDCS BY HARD-TEMPLATING 
(NANOCASTING) 
In the following chapter four different porous carbide materials are described which are 
synthesized by a hard-templating approach known as Nanocasting (Fig. 19).  
In detail silicon carbide (SiC), boron carbide (B4C), tungsten carbide (WC), and titanium 
carbide (TiC) are discussed. Although Nanocasting is a modular principle, because the 
template as well as the infiltrated precursor can easily be changed, individual challenges 
for every material arise and will be discussed in this chapter. Both, SBA-15 and KIT-6 
already exhibit a periodic structure of mesopores and are called “ordered” in 
consequence. It was the concern of these studies to conserve this ordering during the 
replication process and synthesize ordered mesoporous carbides (OMC). In addition to 
this, all carbides were treated with chlorine gas in order to extract the metal or 
semimetal atoms and convert the materials to their corresponding ordered mesoporous 
carbide-derived carbons (OM-CDCs). The particular focus was put on the adsorption 
properties of the obtained materials. 
 
Fig. 19. Nanocasting approach for the synthesis of different ordered mesoporous carbides and their corresponding 
carbide-derived carbons (here based on the hexagonal ordered silica SBA-15). 
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5.1.1 ORDERED MESOPOROUS SILICON CARBIDE AND ITS CORRESPONDING CDC 
Ordered mesoporous silicon carbide (hereinafter denoted as SiC-Nano) and ordered 
mesoporous silicon carbide-derived carbon (hereinafter denoted SiC-CDC-Nano) have 
been published by Krawiec et al. for the first time in 2006 and 2009, respectively.[94,163] 
Mesoporous silica with a hexagonal ordered pore arrangement (SBA-15) has been used 
as template for this Nanocasting approach but also other templates with a cubic 
ordering (KIT-6) can be used.[62]  
Although the synthesis of SiC-Nano and SiC-CDC-Nano (also known as DUT-14 and DUT-
18, where DUT stands for Dresden University of Technology) are both state of the 
art[94,163] they are discussed anyhow, mainly for two reasons. Firstly, both materials 
serve as reference materials and are consequently compared with the new OMCs and 
OM-CDCs presented in the following. Secondly, SiC-CDC-Nano is used as model material 
for micro- and mesopore estimations using different DFT models as well as n-nonane 
preadsorption. The typical synthesis of SiC-Nano is illustrated in Fig. 19A. The 
preceramic precursor polycarbosilane is infiltrated into the SBA-15 pore network using 
a wet infiltration approach and subsequently converted to the silicon carbide ceramic 
under argon atmosphere. The presence of already linked silicon and carbon atoms in the 
polycarbosilane necessitate comparably low pyrolysis temperatures of approximately 
1300°C to obtain crystalline silicon carbide (Fig. 20C). In comparison the synthesis of 
crystalline SiC via carbothermal reduction (Acheson process) does not run below 1500 
°C.[54]   
 
Fig. 20. Low-angle (A) and Wide-Angle (C) X-ray diffraction pattern of ordered mesoporous silicon carbide (SiC-
Nano) and corresponding CDC (SiC-CDC-Nano) synthesized by Nanocasting of SBA-15(B).  
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The pores of the resulting material show a hexagonal ordering and can be described as 
the spacing between parallel arranged nanorods. X-ray diffraction analysis (Fig. 20A) 
displays this ordering due to the characteristic peaks at low angles caused by the 
diffraction on the lattice planes formed from the periodic sequence of ordered pores. 
Compared to the SBA-15 template the (100) peak position of SiC-Nano (Fig. 20B) is 
shifted to a higher value of 2Ѳ involving a shrinkage in the lattice plane. The latter is 
caused by sintering processes occurring during pyrolysis. This volume shrinkage also 
effects the decrease of the pore size of the replica material as can be seen from N2 
physisorption measurements (Fig. 21). All isotherms are IUPAC type IV with a 
characteristic hysteresis which is shifted to smaller values of p/p0 and is broadened for 
SiC-Nano compared to that of SBA-15. The average pore size decreases from 8.5 nm to 
4.5 nm (Fig. 21B). The ordered mesoporous silicon carbide can be further processed to 
carbide-derived carbons performing a high temperature chlorine treatment. Thereby, 
the silicon atoms are selectively extracted leading to the formation of micropores in the 
resulting carbon material.  
It is characteristic for such a process that both, the particle morphology and the ordered 
mesopore structure can be, at least in part, conserved during this harsh treatment 
(1000°C, Cl2, 3h). The scanning electron micrographs (Fig. 22B, D) of SiC-Nano and SiC-
CDC-Nano show clearly that the hose-like particles (diameter ~1µm) remain after  
 
Fig. 21. N2 physisorption isotherms (-196°C) of ordered mesoporous silicon carbide (SiC-Nano), ordered 
mesoporous silicon carbide-derived carbon (SiC-CDC-Nano) synthesized by Nanocasting of SBA-15 template 
(A). The corresponding pore sizes (B) were estimated using SNPC-1 for SiC-CDC-Nano, SNPC-2 for SiC-Nano 
and SNPC-3 for SBA-15. 
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Fig. 22. Transmission Electron Micrographs (A, C) and Scanning Electron Micrographs (B, D) of ordered mesoporous 
silicon carbide and carbide-derived carbon synthesized by Nanocasting. 
chlorine treatment. These particles in turn are composed of parallel aligned rods as can 
be seen from the transmission electron micrographs (Fig. 22A, C). In axial viewing 
direction these rods are arranged in a hexagonal ordered symmetry which is proven by 
low-angle X-ray diffraction (Fig. 20) showing the (100) peak. For SiC-CDC-Nano this 
peak is shifted to higher values of 2Ѳ (smaller lattice constant) due to volume shrinkage 
processes during chlorine treatment. Nevertheless, the IUPAC type IV shapes of the N2 
physisorption isotherms and the mesopore sizes (both about 4.5 nm) remain 
comparable for the silicon carbide and its CDC (Fig. 21). 
The major difference is the introduced microporosity. This becomes obvious with a look 
on surface area and pore volume which increases about 400 % and 300 % after chlorine 
treatment, respectively. Detailed information is given in Tab. 7. 
 
 
20 nm 2 µm
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Tab. 7.  Adsorption characteristics of SiC-Nano and SiC-CDC-Nano. 
Sample Sg  
(m2/g) 
Vpore  
(cm3/g) 
Vmicro  
(cm3/g) 
dpore  
(nm) 
SiC-Nano 704 0.66 0.18 4.5 
SiC-CDC-Nano 2702 1.97 0.46 4.5 
SiC-Nano data determined according to SNPC-2, SiC-CDC-Nano data determined according to SNPC-1. 
How microporous are SiC-Nano and SiC-CDC-Nano? 
In previous publications it was stated that the hierarchical assembly of micropores on 
the one hand and mesopores on the other hand yielded beneficial performances in 
several applications like electrochemical double-layer capacitors (supercaps),[62,107,108] 
filtration or the capacitive deionization of waste water. For profound understanding of 
these processes, it has been necessary to know the accurate micropore size, micropore 
volume and micropore surface area. However, this is not trivial because several 
assumptions like pore geometry or adsorbent composition have to be made, especially if 
DFT methods are used. The observed adsorption characteristics gained from diverse 
DFT methods differ significantly. A crucial question arises about the true microporosity 
in ordered mesoporous carbide-derived carbons. In Tab. 8 the pore size distribution of 
SiC-CDC-Nano has been calculated from different DFT kernels. The question is whether 
to use a Non-Local Density Functional Theory (NLDFT) or a Quenched-Solid Density 
Functional Theory (QSDFT), whether to assume slit pores, cylindrical pores or a mixture 
of both and which branch of the isotherm should be used, adsorption or desorption 
branch?  
Tab. 8.  Pore size distribution of SiC-CDC-Nano estimated from different DFT kernels. 
Model Sg micro 
(m2/g) 
Vmicro 
(cm3/g) 
Vtotal 
(cm3/g) 
Sg 
(m2/g) 
d pores 
(nm) 
Fitting errora 
QSDFT, cyl. des. 1140 0.40 1.72 2534 1.7; 3.5; 4.6 0.256 
QSDFT, cyl. ads. 1130 0.43 1.72 2490 1.7; 4.3 0.251 
QSDFT, slit. des. 1730 0.90 1.71 2251 <0.6; 1.0; 2.8 0.459 
QSDFT, slit/cyl. ads. 1160 0.49 1.71 2286 <0.6; 1; 4.4 0.252 
NLDFT slit/cyl. des. 1150 0.59 1.75 2335 0.6; 1.3; 3.8 0.171 
a fitting errors were determined by a non-negative least square algorithm according to ref[149] 
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Fig. 23.  (A) Pore size distribution of SiC-CDC-Nano estimated from different DFT kernels using (B) N2 physisorption 
isotherm (-196°C). 
The NLDFT model shows a pore size distribution with two distinct micropores of 0.8 nm 
and 1.2 nm and a wide gap in between. However, this does not correspond to truth and 
must be considered as an artifactual gap. This is because NLDFT does not take the 
chemical and geometrical heterogeneity of the carbon pore wall into account; rather it 
assumes its graphitic, flat and structureless character.[146] Although QSDFT models 
consider these heterogeneities the expected pore geometry plays a crucial role. Slit pore 
models overestimate the micropore volume in SiC-CDC-Nano by the factor of 2 and 
underestimate the mesopore size (Tab. 8). This becomes obvious due to the worst fitting 
parameter of all tested kernels. Therefore, it is necessary to take cylindrical pores as 
basis (in reality the pores are inverse cylindrical but the adsorption potential is 
reflectedbest by cylindrical pores[108]), either as the only present pore geometry or in 
mixture with slit pores. Both models show comparable mesopore sizes with a maximum 
at 4.5 nm but the micropores are shifted to lower sizes for the mixed kernel. Which pore 
size correlates more with realitycannot be answered by this. For that the size selective 
adsorption of different molecules would be necessary. The last question is whether the 
desorption or the adsorption branch should be evaluated.  In an ideal case it does not 
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matter because the DFT methods consider that adsorption is a delayed phase transition 
and desorption is the equilibrium transition. These methods do not take into account 
that in some materials (in SiC-CDC-Nano as well) cavitation or pore blocking effects 
occur. This means that the pore interior is only accessible via small mouths and can only 
empty via these small openings. However, the nitrogen pore fluid in the pore body is not 
stable for relative pressures p/p0 < 0.42 (at -196 °C) but is trapped by the stable 
adsorbate in the mouths. In consequence, the pores have to empty suddenly via the 
formation of gas bubbles. This leads to an apparent capillary evaporation which is 
misinterpreted in the corresponding pore size distribution. In SiC-CDC-Nano this leads 
to an artifactual pore size of 3.5 nm if the desorption branch is used. 
To summarize, SiC-CDC-Nano and all analog ordered mesoporous carbide-derived 
carbons which are discussed in the following are analyzed with a QSDFT model based on 
mixed slit/cylindrical pores and the adsorption branch (SNPC-1). 
n-nonane preadsorption 
N-nonane preadsorption was performed by the group of Silvestre-Albero in order to 
analyze micro- and mesopores separately from each other.[152,164] N-nonane has a 
minimum kinetic diameter of 0.43 nm and blocks the micropores. SiC-Nano and the 
corresponding SiC-CDC-Nano have been filled with n-nonane followed by nitrogen 
physisorption experiments. For SiC-Nano the shapes of the N2 isotherms before and 
after preadsorption look nearly identical (Fig. 24). This means that no micropores exist 
which can be blocked by n-nonane. However, micropore volume examination by 
Dubinin-Radushkevich (DR) method calculates the micropore volume to be 0.310 cm3/g. 
One explanation is related to the presence of ultramicropores that are too small for n-
nonane adsorption but large enough for N2 adsorption. These pores might exist in the 
inner of the nanorods formed by the partial pore filling during infiltration or due to the 
volume shrinkage during pyrolysis caused be the increase of the materials density. 
Another explanation is based on the presence of small mesopores which are not blocked 
by n-nonane but are evaluated as micropores in DR theory. 
It was often stated that chlorine treatment of OMC increases microporosity significantly, 
mainly recognized due to the large increase in the specific surface area. However, there 
have been arguments that this increase is predominantly caused by the large reduction 
of mass (74%). N-nonane preadsorption provides clarification. The decrease in the total 
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pore volume from 1.827 cm3/g to 0.863 cm3/g after preadsorption shows that nearly 
1 cm3/g of the pores in SiC-CDC-Nano can be blocked and are therefore related to 
micropores.  
 
Fig. 24.  N2 physisorption isotherms (-196°C) of SiC-Nano (A) and SiC-CDC-Nano (B) with and without n-nonane 
preadsorption. 
 
Tab. 9.  Specific surface area and pore volume of SiC-Nano and SiC-CDC-Nano before and after n-nonane 
preadsorption. 
Sample Sg BET (m2/g) V0 (cm3/g) Vt(cm3/g) Vmeso (cm3/g) 
SiC-Nano 847 0.310 0.674 0.364 
after n-nonane 723 0.236 0.622 0.386 
     
SiC-CDC-Nano 2686 1.012 1.827 0.815 
after n-nonane 1176 0.356 0.863 0.506 
SiC-Nano data determined according to SNPC-2, SiC-CDC-Nano data determined according to SNPC-1. 
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5.1.2 ORDERED MESOPOROUS BORON CARBIDE AND ITS CORRESPONDING CDC††† 
Besides silicon carbide, boron carbide is the second covalent carbide. The synthesis of 
ordered mesoporous boron carbide is interesting for the same reasons, namely its high 
hardness, high temperature stability under inert atmosphere and high resistance against 
oxidation in conjunction with low density (2.52 g/cm3).[75] This non-oxide ceramic is 
attractive for various applications, such as blast nozzles, light weight armor plates, wear 
resistance materials and in the nuclear industry as a neutron absorber or shield material 
caused by the large neutron absorption efficiency of boron atoms. Combining these 
attractive properties of boron carbide with those of an ordered mesoporous substance, a 
material can be created which can be applied as catalyst support for highly exothermic 
reactions at high temperatures. Typically, boron carbide can be prepared by 
carbothermal reduction of boron oxide in an electric arc-discharge furnace at 2200-
2500 °C. An alternative, more reliable method for the synthesis of boron carbide is the 
use of organic boron- and carbon-containing substances as precursors.[161,165,166] 
Sneddon et al. developed decaborane-based molecular and polymeric precursors and 
described the preparation of boron carbide nanofibers, nanocylinders, and nanoporous 
ceramics.[165–168] 
In a recent diploma thesis the Nanocasting process of bisdecaboranyl-hexane precursor 
into hexagonal ordered silica (SBA-15) was published in order to obtain ordered 
mesoporous boron carbide (B4C-Nano).[160] Various synthesis parameters, including 
different infiltration routes, organic solvents, precursor amounts, and pyrolysis 
conditions have been studied there. This material is mentioned here once more for 
completeness. Furthermore, it should be demonstrated that this approach is also 
appropriate for systems with cubic ordering. Furthermore, the possibility of 
transforming B4C-Nano into the corresponding CDC (B4C-CDC-Nano) should be 
discussed.   
The used single source precursor bisdecaboranyl-hexane (Fig. 19) has a boron/carbon 
ratio of 4:1.2, which is already close to that of boron carbide (B4C) and makes this 
precursor highly suitable for this approach. Moreover, it gives a high ceramic yield and 
has a good solubility in a variety of organic solvents. In a typical synthesis the precursor 
is dissolved in ethanol and brought into the SBA-15 or KIT-6 pore network due to wet  
                                                        
††† Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[160] 
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Fig. 25.  Low-angle (A) and wide angle (B) X-ray diffraction pattern of ordered mesoporous boron carbide 
synthesized by Nanocasting (A). 
infiltration, followed by a pyrolysis under an inert atmosphere (SFig 1). Pyrolysis 
temperatures from 800 °C to 1300 °C yield amorphous boron carbide with oxygen 
impurities ranging from 23 wt. % to 5 wt.%, respectively (Fig. 25B). Afterwards, the 
silica template is removed by hydrofluoric acid (Fig. 19). Resulting ordered mesoporous 
boron carbides show either a hexagonal ordering (if SBA-15 is used as template) or a 
cubic ordering of pores (if KIT-6 is used as template). Low-angle X-ray diffraction 
confirms this as the characteristic peaks appear (Fig. 25A). The lattice constant of B4C-
Nanohex was calculated from the (100) peak to be 10.8 nm, that of B4C-Nanocub was 
calculated from the (211) peak to be 21.4 nm. 
The ordered design of pores in B4C-Nanohex and B4C-Nanocub can also be illustrated in 
transmission electron micrographs (Fig. 26A, C). Scanning electron microscopy shows a 
wormlike structure of B4C-Nanohex particles but a non-defined structure of the B4C-
Nanocub particles (Fig. 26B, D). Both materials show a characteristic IUPAC type IV 
isotherm with a H2 hysteresis. For the cubic B4C this hysteresis is broadened in 
consequence of a wider mesopore size distribution. This is reflected in the 
corresponding pore size distribution (Fig. 27B). The average mesopore size calculated 
from QSDFT kernels assuming cylindrical pore geometry was determined to be 4.6 nm 
for B4C-Nanohex and 4.2 nm for B4C-Nanocub. Both materials have small amounts of 
micropores, which are attributed to a secondary pore in the interior of the rods. These 
pores arise due to an incomplete pore filling during infiltration. A Similar phenomenon 
is known from SiC-Nano and has been imaged using TEM.[19] However, these micropores 
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only contribute with 6% and 18% to the total pore volume of B4C-Nanocub and B4C-
Nanohex, respectively. The specific surface area of ordered mesoporous boron carbide 
reaches values of up to 705 m2/g and total pore volumes of up to 0.55 cm3/g (Tab. 10). 
 
Fig. 26. Transmission Electron Micrograph (A, C) and Scanning Electron Micrograph (B, D) of hexagonal and cubic 
ordered mesoporous boron carbide, respectively. 
 
Fig. 27. N2 physisorption isotherm (-196°C) of ordered mesoporous boron carbide synthesized by Nanocasting (A) 
and the corresponding pore size distribution (SNPC-2) (B). 
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Tab. 10.  Adsorption and low-angle XRD characteristics of ordered mesoporous B4C. 
sample Sg 
(m2/g) 
Vmicro 
(cm3/g) 
Vmeso 
(cm3/g) 
dpore 
(nm) 
2theta 
(°) 
a 
(nm) 
B4C-Nanohex 705 0.1 0.45 1.8; 4.6 0.94a 10.8 
B4C-Nanocub 591 0.03 0.48 2; 4.2 1.00b 21.4 
B4C-Nano data determined according to SNPC-2 (cref. page 31), a determined from (100) peak, b determined from 
(211) peak. 
Dash et al. have shown that the reaction of crystalline boron carbide with chlorine gas 
yield porous carbons with remarkable high surface areas.[93] However, it was not 
possible to selectively extract the boron atoms from B4C-Nano. After standard chlorine 
treatment (Cl2, 1000°C, 3h) boron and carbon atoms have both been removed 
completely and no material remained. Even attempts to lower reaction temperature 
(down to 200 °C), or to decrease reaction time (5 min in IR oven) have not been 
successful. This is credited with two reasons. First, oxygen impurities (10-25 wt. %)[160] 
decrease the carbon content after chlorine treatment according to the following 
equations 25-26. 
                                 eq. 25 
                               eq. 26 
So either the boron carbide itself or the derived carbon is reacting further in a 
carbochlorination reaction.[169] Second, B4C-Nano is an amorphous material with a high 
specific surface area and thus its reactivity with chlorine is greatly increased.   
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5.1.3 ORDERED MESOPOROUS TUNGSTEN CARBIDE AND ITS CORRESPONDING CDC 
The development of new catalytically active materials for fuel cell technologies is one of 
the major challenges in a century of decreasing oil and coal deposits. The efficiency of 
hydrogen as well as methanol fuel cells usually depends on the noble metal catalysts like 
platinum or ruthenium. The main drawbacks of these catalysts are high costs and their 
sensitivity against CO or sulphidic poisoning. A potential alternative is tungsten carbide 
showing catalytic similarity to metals in the platinum group combined with advanced 
poisoning resistance. Recently, ordered macroporous WC,[14] mesoporous WC[72] as well 
as WC coated ordered mesoporous carbons[170] were used as catalyst or catalyst support 
for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in proton exchange membrane fuel cells 
(PEMFCs) and direct methanol fuel cells. WC serves as independent catalyst and as 
promotor for the electrochemical activity of Pt catalysts. Pt/WC co-catalysts show a 
larger activity compared to pure Pt/C materials due to the synergetic effects of WC and 
Pt.[97,171,172]  
Mesoporous tungsten carbide/carbon composites were first described by Shi et al. using 
KIT-6 as template (Figure 4D).[66]  Because of the volatility of the used phosphotungstic 
acid it was necessary to press the “filled” KIT-6 for the purpose of closing the pore 
entrances and keeping the precursor within the pore network. These materials exhibited 
surface areas as high as 138 m²/g and showed a cubic ordering of pores. However, the 
comparison of surface areas of metal carbide/carbon composites is difficult due to the 
intrinsic porosity of the pyrolytic carbon. In the following a new approach towards 
ordered mesoporous tungsten carbide/carbon composites will be illustrated using 
tungsten chloride and sucrose precursor for the infiltration into hexagonal and cubic 
ordered silica templates. In a typical synthesis, WCl6 is dissolved in absolute ethanol 
(formation of blue colored WCl6-x(C2H5O)x solution) and infiltrated into SBA-15 or KIT-6 
using wet infiltration followed by a calcination step under air in order to convert 
tungsten chloride to tungsten oxide. In a second step sucrose is dissolved in water and 
infiltrated into the composite using an incipient wetness approach. The sucrose in the 
template network is polymerized at 160 °C under acidic conditions. The resulting 
composite is first pyrolyzed at 650 °C under hydrogen atmosphere (reduction of 
tungsten oxide to tungsten) and subsequently at 950 °C under argon (formation of 
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Fig. 28. Low-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of ordered mesoporous tungsten carbide and the carbide derived carbon 
- (A, B). as well as Wide-Angle X-ray diffraction pattern of WC-Nanohex(C) synthesized by Nanocasting. 
tungsten carbide). Finally the template is removed using hydrofluoric acid. Wide-angle 
X-ray diffraction confirms the material to be crystalline tungsten carbide with oxygen 
impurities (Fig. 28C).[173,174] The oxygen content was calculated using electron 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy to be approximately 3wt. % and originates from the used 
silica template and its dissolution under aqueous conditions (similar to ordered 
mesoporous boron[160] and silicon carbide[175] materials). The pores of resulting WC-
Nano show either hexagonal or cubic ordering as can be seen in low-angle X-ray  
 
Fig. 29. Transmission Electron Micrographs (A, D) and Scanning Electron Micrographs (B, E) of ordered mesoporous 
tungsten carbide with hexagonal and cubic pore ordering, respectively. Transmission Electron Micrographs 
of the corresponding CDCs are printed in (C, F). 
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diffraction pattern (Fig. 28A, B) or in transmission electron micrographs (Fig. 29A). The 
hose-like structure of hexagonal ordered WC-Nanohex particles, as it is characteristic for 
materials replicated from SBA-15, are illustrated using scanning electron microscopy 
(Fig. 29B). Cubic ordered WC-Nanocub does not show specific particle structures (Fig. 
29E). Both, hexagonal and cubic ordered WC-Nano exhibit characteristic IUPAC type IV 
isotherms with H2 hystereses (Fig. 30). The specific surface areas are 431m2/g and 
297m2/g, the total pore volumes are 0.53 cm3/g and 0.38 cm3/g (Tab. 11) for WC-
Nanohex and WC-Nanocub, respectively. In accordance to nanocasted boron carbide (B4C-
Nano) the specific surface areas and the total pore volume of the hexagonal replicas are 
somewhat larger than their cubic counterparts (Tab. 11). The average mesopore sizes 
calculated from QSDFT kernels assuming cylindrical pore geometry was determined to 
be 6.4 nm and 6.7 nm, respectively. 
 
Fig. 30.  N2 physisorption isotherm (-196°C) of hexagonal and cubic ordered mesoporous tungsten carbide (A, C) and 
the corresponding pore size distribution (QSDFT, adsorption branch, slit and cylindrical pore model) (B, D). 
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Tab. 11  N2 Physisorption and low-angle XRD characteristics of ordered mesoporous WC and its CDC. 
sample Sg 
(m2/g) 
Vmicro 
(cm3/g) 
Vmeso 
(cm3/g) 
dpore 
(nm) 
dwallb 
(nm) 
2theta 
(°) 
ad 
(nm) 
WC-Nanohexa 431 0.04 0.49 1.7; 6.4 6.1 0.94c 10.8 
WC-Nanocuba 297 0.02 0.36 5.0 - 0.99e 21.8 
WC-CDC-Nanohexa 1246 0.11 1.50 1.1; 6.7 5.1 1.00c 10.2 
WC-CDC-Nanocuba 1160 0.15 1.35 1.1; 5.4 - 1.04e 20.8 
a data determined according to SNPC-2 for WC-Nano and SNPC-1 for WC-CDC-Nano, b determined by dwall = 
a/sin(60°)-dpore, c position of 100 peak in LA-XRD, d lattice constant estimated from (100) or (211) peak assuming 
hexagonal or cubic pore arrangement, eposition of 211 peak in LA-XRD .   
WC-Nano is not pure tungsten carbide since it contains approximately 3 wt. % of oxygen 
as well as excess carbon. To determine the ratio between WC and excess C in the 
composites thermogravimetric experiments under air have been performed. 
Investigations from Warren et al. have shown that WO3 is the only product from the 
oxidation of tungsten carbide under the applied parameters.[176] Assuming already 
existing WO3 (oxygen content of 3wt. % determined from EDX measurement) the 
equation is therefore described as eq. 27. The weight loss during TG is 44 wt. %, thus the 
overall composition of WC-Nano is: 49.7 wt. % W(C,O) and 50.3 wt. % excess C.  
                                                 eq. 27 
 
Fig. 31.  Thermogravimetry of WC-Nano under synthetic air atmosphere. 
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WC-Nanohex and WC-Nanocub have been converted to carbide-derived carbons by 
chlorine treatment. Thereby the surface areas increased to 1246 m2/g and 1160 m2/g 
and the total pore volume to 1.61 cm3/g and 1.50 cm3/g, respectively (Tab. 11). The 
ordered arrangement of pores stayed intact, which is illustrated in low-angle XRD 
pattern (Fig. 28A, B) and in TEM (Fig. 29C, F). Latter show the characteristic hexagonal 
ordering of nanorods for WC-Nanohex and the characteristic cubic alignment of pores for 
WC-Nanocub.  
It is known that the chlorine treatment of non-porous nanocrystalline WC under same 
conditions (900°C) yield in an extensive amount of pores larger than 2 nm.[172] The 
micropore volumes increase only slightly to 0.11 cm3/g and 0.15 cm3/g. However, the 
question arises whether WC-Nano materials are really ordered mesoporous tungsten 
carbide/carbon composites or rather composite of non-structured tungsten carbide and 
ordered mesoporous carbon. This question occur because micro- and mesopore 
volumes as well as specific surface areas increase consistently by a factor of 3 after 
chlorine treatment and this might only be caused by the decreased mass after chlorine 
treatment. Two arguments refute this assumption. Firstly, the EDX analyses of the 
ordered structures in the transmission electron micrograph show significant amounts of 
tungsten. In consequence, the rod-like structures definitely consist of WC. Secondly, the 
peaks in wide-angle XRD are broadened. If Scherrer equation is used for WC-Nanohex the 
size of the crystalline domains is calculated to be 4.4 nm. If WC would have formed 
outside of the template pore system, these domains would have been much larger. In 
addition to this, these 4.4 nm sized nanoparticles can also be seen in TEM (Fig. 29C). For 
WC-Nanohex the distance between the centers of two pores can be calculated from low-
angle XRD to be 10.8 nm. The average pore size was calculated from N2 physisorption to 
be 6.4 nm. Under consideration of the curvature, the difference between these values 
corresponds to the size of the pore wall. According to eq. 24 the size of the pore wall was 
calculated to be 6.1 nm. This size is in good accordance with the 4.4 nm size WC 
domains. 
To summarize, WC-Nano is truly ordered tungsten carbide with approximately 50 wt. % 
of excess carbon. It can be converted to CDC (WC-CDC-Nano) under full retention of the 
ordered pore structure. This CDCs mainly consists of ordered mesopores of 6.4 nm - 
6.7nm.  
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5.1.4 ORDERED MESOPOROUS TITANIUM CARBIDE AND ITS CORRESPONDING CDC 
So far, no ordered mesoporous titanium carbide materials have been published 
synthesized via Nanocasting approaches. Indeed Zhou et al. used polystyrene based 
hard-templates and replicated these structures but these spheres are 270 nm in 
diameter and thus two orders of magnitudes larger.[170] Here, the applicability of two 
different precursor systems towards titanium carbide with ordered mesopores will be 
discussed.  
Based on the results of WC-Nano, a two-source precursor system consisting of titanium 
chloride and divinylbenzene was used. In a typical synthesis TiCl4 was dissolved in abs. 
ethanol and infiltrated into the SBA-15 template. The composite was calcined under 
humid air in order to form TiO2. In a second infiltration step divinylbenzene was added 
and the composite was pyrolyzed at 800°C or 1300°C. Afterwards, the template was 
removed using hydrofluoric acid. The applied pyrolysis temperature is of outstanding 
importance since the carbothermal reduction (TiO2 + 3C →TiC + 2CO) is only running for 
temperatures higher than 1100°C.[56] Thus, TiC-Nano-1-800 is a TiO2/C composite, 
whereas TiC-Nano-1-1300 is already TiC (Fig. 32C). Unfortunately, Nanocasting requires 
the dissolution of the silica template using hydrofluoric acid. TiO2 will be dissolved 
under these conditions as well. In consequence, TiC-Nano-1-800 is mesoporous carbon 
since TiO2 is dissolved during the washing step (Fig. 32A). Electron dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy confirms that this material consist of 98 % carbon with some TiO2  
 
Fig. 32. N2 physisorption isotherms  (-196°C) (A), the corresponding QSDFT pore size distribution (B) and X-ray 
diffraction pattern of TiC-Nano synthesized by a TiCl4/DVB precursor system at 800 °C and 1300 °C. 
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impurities due to incomplete dissolution during HF treatment (Fig. 32C). Materials 
synthesized at 1300°C underwent a complete carbothermal reduction and the obtained 
TiC material resist HF treatment. The X-ray powder pattern of TiC-Nano-1-1300 shows 
the characteristic peaks for TiC. However, these peaks appear very narrow (Scherrer 
equation calculated a crystallite size of 25 nm) and the assumption arises that TiC does 
not form inside of the SBA-15 template, but on the outside of the SBA-15 particles. This 
is also confirmed by low-angle X-ray experiments that do not show any peaks that would 
indicate ordered structures. Furthermore, the N2 physisorption isotherm (Fig. 32A) of 
TiC-Nano-1-1300 shows a less developed capillary condensation and a broad pore size 
distribution (Fig. 32B) which gives rise to the argument that only little amounts of the 
precursor have entered the SBA-15. In consequence, TiCl4 might not be an optimal 
precursor for Nanocasting approaches since it hydrolyzes too fast and cannot penetrate 
the templates pore system completely. To overcome this problem a single source 
precursor was synthesized which is stable against hydrolysis, soluble in water and not 
volatile during pyrolysis. A titanium citrate complex was chosen which was synthesized 
by the reaction of sodium citrate with titanium tetra(isopropoxide) in a non-aqueous 
solution.[162] Resulting 1M titanium citrate solution was then infiltrated into SBA-15 
template, pyrolyzed at 1300 °C and treated with hydrofluoric acid. TiC-Nano-2 shows a 
IUPAC type IV isotherm with a well developed H2 hysteresis (Fig. 33A). The pores are 
narrowly distributed and approximately 5 nm in diameter (Fig. 33B). The X-ray 
diffraction pattern shows cubic TiC with some impurities of rutile (Fig. 34). 
 
Fig. 33.  N2 physisorption isotherms (-196°C) (A), the corresponding QSDFT pore size distribution (B) of TiC-Nano 
and its corresponding CDC synthesized by a titanium citrate precursor approach. 
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Fig. 34.  Low-angle (A) and Wide-angle XRD of TiC-Nano-2 and its corresponding carbide-derived carbon synthesized 
from a titanium citrate precursor. 
A crystallite size of TiC was calculated by Scherrer equation to be 9.0 nm.  The TiO2 
impurities identified by X-ray diffraction can be quantified by EDX analysis to be 5 wt. %. 
The weight loss of TiC-Nano-2 during TG is 66 wt. %(Fig. 35).  
                                                  eq. 28 
According to eq. 28 the overall composition is: 21.7 wt. % TiC, 5.0 wt. % TiO2 and 73.3 
wt. % excess C. If EDX analysis is evaluated the content of excess carbon would even be 
82 wt. %. TiC-Nano-2 can be converted to its corresponding carbide-derived carbon 
(TiC-CDC-Nano-2) by high temperature chlorine treatment. Hence, specific surface area  
 
Fig. 35.  Thermogravimetry of TiC-Nano-2 under synthetic air atmosphere. 
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Tab. 12.  N2 Physisorption and low-angle XRD characteristics of ordered mesoporous TiC and its CDC. 
sample Sga 
(m2/g) 
Vmicroa 
(cm3/g) 
Vmesoa 
(cm3/g) 
dporea 
(nm) 
dwallb 
(nm) 
2thetac 
(°) 
ad 
(nm) 
TiC-Nano-2 896 0.07 0.78 1.7; 4.7 - - - 
TiC-CDC-Nano-2 1558 0.17 1.43 1.2; 4.9 5.4 1.14 8.9 
a data determined according to SNPC-2 for TiC-Nano-2 and SNPC-1 for TiC-CDC-Nano-2, b determined by dwall = 
a/sin(60°)-dpore. 
and total pore volume increases both by a factor of two from 896 m2/g to 1558 m2/g and 
0.85 cm3/g to 1.60 cm3/g, respectively (Tab. 12).  
TiC-Nano-2 does not show any peaks in the low-angle X-ray diffraction pattern. But this 
is not credited with an absence of ordering but with an intensive background. This is  
 
Fig. 36. Transmission Electron Micrograph (A) and Scanning Electron Micrograph (B) of ordered mesoporous 
titanium carbide and Transmission Electron Micrograph of the corresponding CDC (C,D). 
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confirmed by SEM images showing the typical hose-like particle structure and by 
TEMicrographs showing the characteristic alignment of parallel nanorods (Fig. 36) in 
the ordered mesoporous TiC material.  
Furthermore, the corresponding CDC shows a peak in the low-angle area of the X-ray 
powder pattern (Fig. 34) and even a perfect hexagonal ordering in the TEM, both, in a 
longitudinal (Fig. 36C) and in a axial view (Fig. 36D). Even the hexagonal particle 
structure becomes visible on the top on the right side of Fig. 36C. 
To summarize, the titanium citrate approach is valuable to synthesize titanium 
carbide/carbon composites with ordered arrangement of mesopores. However, the 
composition of the precursor [Ti4O5(C6H5O7)2-(H2O)6] yields a large excess of carbon due 
to a Ti:C ratio of 1:3. Furthermore, TiC-Nano-2 can be converted to a carbide-derived 
carbon under retention of the ordered pore arrangement.  
5.1.5 DISCUSSION OF OMCS AND OM-CDCS SYNTHESIZED FROM NANOCASTING 
Ordered mesoporous structures of the (semi) metal carbides SiC, B4C, WC, and TiC can 
be synthesized using the Nanocasting approach (Tab. 13). The choice of the preceramic 
precursor is of particular importance. While for SiC different polymeric single-source 
precursors are commercially available, such precursors are not available for B4C and 
have therefore to be synthesized in advance. For the WC and TiC system even two-
source precursors have to be used. Applied precursor systems differ in terms of price 
and ceramic yield. Polycarbosilane and bisdecaboranyl hexane are either expensive or 
only available in small quantities which needs to be synthesized in multi-stage syntheses 
first. However, their ceramic yields are very high. The prices for WC- or TiC-precursors 
are lower but their ceramic yields are comparatively low as well. This is mainly 
attributed to the different carbide formation mechanism. While SiC and B4C precursor 
already contain connected semi metal/carbon bonds and no “waste oxygen”, the carbide 
formation in TiC and WC runs via the prior formation of the metal oxide and the 
subsequent carbothermal reduction of it. These precursor systems contain oxygen and 
an excess of carbon which is reflected in an increased amount of free pyrolytic carbon in 
the resulting carbide materials. In consequence, these materials are more WC/C and 
TiC/C composites, rather than pure carbides. 
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Tab. 13. Summary of synthesis parameters and materials properties of ordered mesoporous carbides and carbide-
derived carbons synthesized by a Nanocasting approach. 
Carbide SiC- 
Nano 
B4C- 
Nanohex 
B4C- 
Nanocub 
WC-
Nanohex 
WC-
Nanocub 
TiC-
Nano-1 
TiC-Nano-2 
Precursor Polycarbo-
silane 
Bisdecabora- 
nyl-hexane 
Bisdecabora- 
nyl-hexane 
WCl6 
sucrose 
WCl6 
sucrose 
TiCl4 
DVB 
titanium 
citrate 
Priceprec.a 516€ Non comm. Non comm. 232€ 232€ 25€  (50€)b 
Template SBA-15 SBA-15 KIT-6 SBA-15 KIT-6 SBA-15 SBA-15 
Tpyrol. (°C) 1300 1000 1000 950 950 1300 1300 
XRD cryst. amorphous amorphous cryst. cryst. cryst. cryst. 
Cexcess (%) c 23 3 3 50 50 - 73 
Ordering hex. hex. cub. hex. cub. -h hex. 
Sg (m2/g)d 704 705 591 431 297 - 896 
Vp (cm3/g)e 0.66 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.38 - 0.85 
Yieldceramf 74% 84% 84% 19% 19%  32% 
CDC        
Ordering hex. - - hex. cub. - hex. 
Sgd 2702 - - 1246 1160 - 1558 
Vporef 1.97 - - 1.61 1.5 - 1.6 
Yieldoverallg 22% 18.2% 18.2% 1.5% 1.5% - 6.4% 
a for 100g requested at Sigma Aldrich (2012/8/15), b not commercially available, price stated for 100g citric acid and 
100g titanium isopropoxide, c amount of pyrolytic free carbon in the carbide calculated from EDX analysis and TG d 
BET surface area, e pore volume estimated at p/p0 =0.95, f theoretical ceramic yield, g theoretical overall yield, h 
precursor system does not penetrate template, no ordered structures are obtained. 
The Nanocasting process has been applied for templates of different pore geometries. 
B4C and WC have been synthesized with both, cubic as well as hexagonal ordered pore 
geometry. It is noticeable that latter materials show higher surface areas and pore 
volumes than those with cubic ordering. The reason is the larger pore diameter of the 
cubic ordered KIT-6 template compared to the hexagonal ordered SBA-15 template 
(SFig 1) resulting in thicker pore walls of the corresponding replica materials and thus a 
denser structure. With the exception of B4C-Nano all ordered mesoporous carbides or 
carbide/carbon composites can be converted to the ordered mesoporous carbide-
derived carbon. The presence of oxygen in B4C-Nano is the reason for the complete 
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removal of carbon via a carbochlorination reaction. The CDCs of WC, TiC, and SiC all 
show the same ordered arrangement of mesopores like their corresponding carbides 
but significantly higher surface areas and pore volumes. SiC-CDC-Nano exhibits the 
highest values of 2702 m2/g and 1.97 cm3/g, respectively what is primarily caused by 
the low amounts of excess carbon in the SiC-Nano. 
5.2 ORDERED MESOPOROUS CARBIDES AND CDCS BY SOFT-TEMPLATING 
A major drawback of hard-templating approaches, particularly if silica templates are 
used, is the need to dissolve them with toxic substances such as hydrofluoric acid. 
Furthermore, the template synthesis prior to the casting process is both, time and 
material consuming. In consequence, the general time-space yield of the Nanocasting 
process is low and therefore the effectively synthesizable amounts of material are quite 
low. In the following chapter soft-templating approaches are presented that offer the 
following advantages.  
I) reduction of harmful chemicals 
II) reduction of costs 
III) reduction of synthesis steps 
IV) more flexibility for shaping and functionalization 
V) possibility of upscaling 
Soft-templating is most often based on surfactants acting as structure-directing agents 
due to their ambition to form micellar structures. The latter can vary in matters of size 
(e.g micro or miniemulsion) or in their geometrical shape (e.g spherical or rodlike). The 
addition of a preceramic precursor to the micellar system would then copy their prior 
shape and create a negative image. Under certain conditions micelles can further 
assemble in an ordered arrangement (e.g hexagonal, cubic, and lamellar). Several 
mechanisms are discussed leading to such ordered systems like the true liquid crystal 
templating or the cooperative self-assembly. In this work, a technique known as the 
evaporation-induced self assembly (EISA) was applied to utilize soft-templates for the 
synthesis of ordered mesoporous carbides and carbons. 
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5.2.1 ORDERED MESOPOROUS SIC, TIC AND CDC SYNTHESIZED BY EISA‡‡‡ 
The following chapter focuses on the development of an alternative synthesis strategy 
towards ordered mesoporous silicon carbide-derived carbon as presented in the last 
section. The motivation was based on the properties and possible applications of SiC-
CDC-Nano which are both outstanding and versatile. However, the synthesis suffers 
from the drawbacks I-V (see above). The new approach runs via an evaporation-induced 
self-assembly (EISA) finally resulting in an ordered mesoporous carbide. In a typical 
approach (Fig. 37) the structure-directing agent Pluronic F127 is dissolved in EtOH/H2O 
followed by the addition of low molecular resin and titanium citrate (or TEOS in case of 
SiC) to the solution. The yellow-orange colored liquid can be coated on desired surfaces. 
In consequence, this strategy allows for the synthesis of flat sheets or coatings, not only 
powders as it was typical for the nanocasted carbides and CDCs. The subsequent 
thermal curing is the significant step when self-assembly takes place. Besides 
temperature, the relative humidity during curing has a considerable impact on the 
quality of the resulting ordered polymer. Latter displays a highly flexible material which 
can be cut or processed further. During pyrolysis at 800 °C – 1300 °C under inert 
atmosphere the precursor polymer is converted to the carbide ceramic. Simultaneously, 
the surfactant decomposes and bares the hexagonal ordered pores. The flexibility of the 
resulting TiC-Soft and SiC-Soft decreases significantly as compared to the precursor  
 
Fig. 37.  Scheme for the synthesis of SiC-CDC-Soft and TiC-CDC-Soft. Even large quantities of the material can be 
synthesized (in the range of m² sample size) provided that large furnaces for the pyrolization process are 
used. 
                                                        
‡‡‡ Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[206] 
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material. High temperature chlorine treatment transforms these materials conformably 
into carbide-derived carbons (TiC-CDC-Soft and SiC-CDC-Soft) while the ordered 
arrangement of mesopores can be maintained. The corresponding hierarchical pore 
structures consist of very narrowly distributed micro- and mesopores. The following 
structural discussions of TiC-Soft and SiC-Soft mainly target their influences on the later 
CDC properties, in particular the resulting porosity.  
Wide-angle X-ray Diffraction and Composition 
The amount of micropores generated by carbide chlorine treatment is strongly 
connected to the amount of metal atoms in the carbide/carbon composite precursor. 
The higher the metal content the higher the introduced porosity (of course, a critical 
maximum exists when the residual carbon matrix can no longer be stabilized). 
Thus, the resin/organo-metal complex composition was gradually changed in the 
following experiments. TiC-Soft-1 was synthesized by using a gravimetric resin/metal 
complex ratio of 3:6, which yields a titanium content of 6.4 wt. % in the resulting TiC/C 
composite (Tab. 14). For sample TiC-Soft-2, the titanium content was increased to 
14.5 wt. % by using a resin/metal complex ratio of 1:6. TiC-Soft-3 represents a resin-free 
sample with the highest Ti content of 28.5 wt. %. These materials are all pyrolized at 
1000 °C and do not show Bragg reflections corresponding to cubic TiC in the 2θ range 
between 30° and 80° (Fig. 38). However, the reflection pattern shows peaks that  
Tab. 14.  Elemental composition (in wt.%) derived from EDX for SiC/C and TiC/C composites and CDCs. 
Sample C Si Ti O 
TiC-Soft-1 88.6 - 6.4 5.0 
TiC-Soft-1-1300 92.6 - 7.4 0.0 
TiC-Soft -2 76.6 - 14.5 8.9 
TiC-Soft -3 60.7 - 28.5 10.8 
SiC-Soft -1 76.8 11.6 - 11.6 
SiC-Soft -1-1300 85.6 8.0 - 6.4 
SiC-Soft -2 70.9 17.3 - 11.6 
SiC-Soft -3 27.8 32.8 - 39.4 
all CDCsa >99.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 
a all CDCs except SiC-CDC-3 which could not be transferred to the corresponding CDC. 
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correspond to Ti-O phases. 1000 °C is a critical temperature range when the oxygen 
content of TiO2 starts to decrease if carbon is present (eq. 29). 
                              eq. 29 
                      eq. 30 
In TiC-Soft-1 the large amount of carbon overlaps possible peaks of titanium oxide 
phases. Those samples with a higher Ti content (TiC-Soft-2 and TiC-Soft-3) show 
pronounced peaks which can be attributed to either TiO2 (anatase) or Ti2O3. As the 
pyrolysis temperature is increased to 1300 °C, carbothermal reduction is fully 
accomplished as indicated by the disappearance of the Ti-O peaks and the appearance of 
peaks associated with TiC (eq.30).[177,178] Even no oxygen can be detected by EDX 
spectroscopy (Tab. 14). A broad peak at ≈43° 2θ was observed, which corresponds to 
graphitic carbon (Fig. 38).  
The overall reaction process is comprised of several steps at different temperatures. At 
low temperatures, the titanium citrate is decomposed to titanium dioxide at 200-400 °C 
(SFig 3). Further heating to 1300°C leads to the reaction of titanium dioxide with carbon 
according to eq. 30 and therefore causes the formation of TiC.[178] Thus, the samples TiC-
Soft-1,2,3 represent the status of the reaction where TiO2 is formed but has not reacted 
with carbon to TiC so far. By using the Scherrer equation the size of the TiO2 particles 
 
Fig. 38.  X-ray diffraction patterns for TiC/C and SiC/C composite materials and the theoretical peak positions for 
graphitic carbon, cubic TiC, and titanium oxide species including the corresponding PDF (powder diffraction 
file) number. 
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was estimated from the (200) peak of anatase to be ≈7 nm. This confirms that the 
aggregation and growth of large TiOx domains can be avoided by using a titanium citrate 
complex.[179] This is mainly contributed to stabilizing effects due to complexation and 
esterification reactions of titanium citrate with the resolic hydroxyl groups.[178,180] 
Chlorine treatment selectively etches titanium following eq. 31.[181] The initially present 
free carbon phase in the TiC/C composite does not participate in the reaction and 
remains in the material. If TiO2 is present, a Kroll-like process is responsible for the 
titanium removal (eq. 32).[169] In both cases, chlorine treatment removes titanium from 
the precursor and the resulting carbons contain less than 0.5 wt. % of titanium and 
oxygen after CDC synthesis (Tab. 14).  
                       eq. 31 
                             eq. 32 
 
SiC/C composite materials were synthesized in a similar manner as the TiC/C 
samples.[24] Different ratios of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and resin were used to 
form ordered structures as a result of co-assembly with the triblock copolymer Pluronic 
F127. Again the structural features as a function of silicon content was studied; 
therefore, the silicon content was varied from 11.6 wt. % to 17.3 wt. % and 32.8 wt. % 
(SiC-Soft-1, SiC-Soft-2, and SiC-Soft-3, respectively; Tab. 14). In contrast to the TiC/C 
composites, all SiC/C materials do not show characteristic carbide peaks as it can be 
seen from the XRD patterns (Fig. 38); the only peak (located at 43° 2θ) is associated with 
graphitic carbon. Neither SiC/C pyrolized at 1300 °C nor SiC/C with a high Si content 
show peaks corresponding to crystalline SiC or any silica phases. As reported in Ref.[24], 
this synthesis yields materials that start forming crystalline silicon carbide at around 
1300-1450 °C which has been studied by 29Si MAS NMR and the onset of crystallization 
was correlated to the appearance of a new single resonance with a chemical shift of -20 
ppm.  
                      eq. 33 
 
The chlorine treatment of pure silicon carbide yields pure carbon according to eq. 
33.[182] However, silicon etching is limited to SiC, SiCN, and Si-O-C[101], but chlorine gas 
does not react with SiO2. Therefore, resin free material (i.e., SiC-Soft-3) cannot be 
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transformed into the SiC-CDC-Soft (The author notes that very recent results have 
shown that SiO2 chlorination is possible but under very special conditions). 
 
Low-angle X-ray Diffraction and Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Low-angle X-ray diffraction of TiC-Soft-1 shows one sharp (100) peak at 0.95° 2θ (Fig. 
39A) which is not a TiC peak but a structural peak associated with the ordered 
mesoporous structure. For a 2-D hexagonal pore arrangement, also seen from 
transmission electron micrographs, the corresponding lattice constant is calculated to 
be 10.7 nm.  
After titanium has been extracted, the ordered hexagonal arrangement of pores is 
completely preserved for TiC-CDC-Soft-1 (Fig. 39A) and the 2-D pore arrangement 
lattice constant of the corresponding carbon is identical with the former carbide. For the 
same samples pyrolized at higher temperature (TiC-Soft-1300 and TiC-CDC-Soft-1300) 
the peak is shifted to higher values because of volume shrinkage phenomena. However, 
the peak intensity decreases. It is known from literature and theoretical simulation 
studies of materials with ordered pore structures that a decline of the peak intensity 
does not directly correlate with a decrease in structural order.[183] Medium changes in 
pore diameter or the thickness of the pore wall can yield complete extinction of former 
 
Fig. 39.  Low-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of TiC/C and TiC-CDC (A), and SiC/C and SiC-CDC (B). 
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Fig. 40. Transmission electron micrographs of TiC-Soft-1 (A), TiC-CDC-Soft-1 (B), SiC-Soft-1 (C), and SiC-CDC-Soft-1 
(D). 
strong reflection peaks. However, previous studies on ordered mesoporous materials 
have shown that synthesis temperatures of about 1300 °C lead to sintering processes 
and induce the collapse of the ordered structure.[19,163] For a higher Ti-precursor/resin 
ratio (TiC-Soft-2), the (100) peak shifts to a larger 2θ value (1.2°). This corresponds to 
the shrinking of the 2-D pore arrangement lattice constant from 10.7 nm for TiC-Soft-1 
to 8.5 nm for TiC-Soft-2 (≈21%) which is in agreement with N2 physisorption data 
(following paragraph) where a decrease in the average pore size can be seen as well. 
Further decrease in the resin/Ti-precursor ratio to a level of complete resin absence 
leads to composite materials (TiC-Soft-3) that do not show any ordering in low-angle X-
ray diffraction experiments. 
All SiC/C composites (Fig. 39B) show the characteristic (100) peak independent of the 
Si-resol/precursor ratio. The peak positions of SiC-Soft-1 and SiC-Soft-2 are 2θ = 0.92° 
(a0 = 11.1 nm) and 2θ = 0.94° (a0 = 10.9 nm), respectively. The peak of SiC-Soft-3 is 
shifted to lower angles (0.85° 2θ), correlating with a larger lattice constant (a0 = 12 nm). 
Low-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of the corresponding CDC show that only sample 
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SiC-CDC-Soft-1 is ordered, whereas SiC-CDC-Soft-2 and SiC-CDC-Soft-3 do not possess a 
periodicity on the mesoscale. The highly ordered pore structure of TiC-Soft-1, SiC-Soft-1 
and their corresponding CDCs is also confirmed by transmission electron microscopy 
(Fig. 40).  
This was the first time that ordered mesoporous carbide-derived carbons have been 
synthesized by a soft-templating approach. To further characterize these materials, 
especially with regard to adsorption properties, they were analyzed with N2 
physisorption.   
Nitrogen Physisorption 
Fig. 41 depicts the N2 isotherms of the different TiC/C and SiC/C composites measured 
at 196 °C. The sample with the highest content of resin (33 wt. %, TiC-Soft-1) shows the 
largest specific surface area (569 m2/g) and the highest pore volume (0.45 cm3/g; Tab. 
15). The shape of the isotherm is type IV, indicating very narrowly distributed 
mesopores. Deconvolution with a NLDFT (non-local density functional theory)[184] 
algorithm and assuming cylindrical pore geometry, the average (volume weighted) 
mesopore diameter was calculated to be 5.2 nm for TiC-Soft-1 (Fig. 41). By reducing the 
resin amount to 14 wt. % (TiC-Soft-2) and 0 wt. % (TiC-Soft-3), the specific surface area 
(specific pore volume) is reduced to 500 m
2
/g (0.30 cm
3
/g) and 248 m
2
/g (0.14 cm
3
/g), 
respectively. The corresponding isotherms assume a type-I shape and the hysteresis 
 
Fig. 41. N2 physisorption isotherms (-196°C) and corresponding NLDFT pore size distribution for TiC-Soft and TiC-
CDC-Soft. 
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loop disappears entirely. While NLDFT pore size analysis still shows a broad distribution 
of mesopores for TiC-Soft-2 around 5 nm, TiC-Soft-3 is completely free of mesopores, 
which is in agreement with low-angle X-ray patterns. Rising the pyrolysis temperature 
to 1300 °C does not change specific surface area and the specific pore volume 
significantly. Indeed, the porosity of the composite materials decreases with increasing 
resin amount but the titanium content increases at the same time, leading to a higher 
porosity after chlorination for samples with high metal and low resin contents. Chlorine 
gas treatment increases the SSA of TiC-Soft-1 by 66 % to 952 m2/g, 268% for TiC-Soft-2 
(1344 m2/g), and 564% for TiC-Soft-3 (1403 m2/g). The resulting TiC-CDC-Soft-3 
contains a large amount of mesopores even though none were present in the starting 
TiC/C composite. This is attributed to the etching of anatase with nanometer-sized 
crystallite size leaving behind these mesopores (known as carbochlorination[169] and 
later notorious as Kroll-carbons). The crystallite size calculated from Scherrer equation 
(≈7 nm) is in agreement with the resulting pore size in the TiC-CDC-Soft-3 material 
(approx. 5 to 6 nm). Fig. 41 shows the pore size distributions for TiC-CDC-Soft materials.  
The samples SiC-Soft-1 and SiC-Soft-2 (11.6 wt. % and 17.3 wt. % Si, respectively) 
exhibit comparable SSA of 387 m2/g and 323 m2/g as well as nearly equal pore volumes 
of 0.41 cm³/g and 0.36 cm3/g (Tab. 15). The mesopores are distributed between 3 and 
8 nm with a maximum at approximately 5 nm (Fig. 42). Thus, decreasing the resin-to-  
 
Fig. 42. N2 physisorption isotherms (-196°C) and corresponding NLDFT pore size distribution for SiC-Soft and SiC-
CDC-Soft. 
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silicon-precursor ratio from 6:10 to 3:10 does not have a strong influence on the porosity 
of the composite. After silicon extraction the SSA of SiC-CDC-Soft-1 is increased by a 
factor of 3.6 to a value of 1394 m2/g and the pore volume by a factor of 3 to 1.23 cm3/g. 
Due to a higher amount of silicon in SiC-CDC-Soft-2, a larger pore volume is generated 
during the chlorination process, resulting in an increased SSA and pore volume of 1538 
m2/g and 2.36 cm3/g, respectively.It should be noted that the pore volume of this 
material is significantly larger than that of conventional CDC and ordered mesoporous 
CDCs synthesized by Nanocasting.[94]  
Further increasing the silicon content by preparing resin-free samples decreases the 
pore volume and SSA significantly. Such materials, SiC-Soft-3 and SiC-CDC-Soft-3, have a 
low SSA (≈13 m2/g) and elemental analysis documents the presence of amorphous silica 
which cannot be removed by chlorine treatment. Resin appears to be an indispensable 
additive for silicon carbide formation, but for titanium systems, its content can be 
decreased or even completely omitted as titania can be selectively extracted by thermal 
chlorine treatment.[169]  
Tab. 15.  Specific surface area (Sg; derived from the BET equation for 0.05<p/p0<0.2), micro- and mesopore volume 
(determined from NLDFT) and specific total pore volume (at p/p0 = 0.95) for SiC, TiC, SiC-CDC, and TiC-CDC. 
Composite Sg 
(m2/g) 
Vmicro 
(cm3/g) 
Vmeso 
(cm3/g) 
Vtotal 
(cm3/g) 
CDC 
 
Sg 
(m2/g) 
Vmicro 
(cm3/g) 
Vmeso 
(cm3/g) 
Vtotal 
(cm3/g) 
TiC-Soft-1 569 0.14 0.31 0.45 TiC-CDC-Soft-1 952 0.26 0.46 0.72 
TiC-Soft-
1300 
537 0.12 0.31 0.43 TiC-CDC-Soft-
1300 
682 0.16 0.39 0.55 
TiC-Soft-2 500 0.10 0.20 0.30 TiC-CDC-Soft-2 1344 0.47 0.41 0.88 
TiC-Soft-3 248 0.02 0.12 0.14 TiC-CDC-Soft-3 1403 0.29 0.89 1.18 
SiC-Soft-1 387 0.06 0.35 0.41 SiC-CDC-Soft-1 1394 0.20 1.03 1.23 
SiC-Soft-
1300 
408 0.06 0.31 0.37 SiC-CDC-Soft-
1300 
836 0.13 0.77 0.90 
SiC-Soft-2 323 0.23 0.13 0.36 SiC-CDC-Soft-2 1538 0.63 1.90 2.53 
SiC-Soft-3 14 - - 0.01 SiC-CDC-Soft-3 13 - - 0.02 
data was determined according to SNPC-4.  
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Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectra of CDCs synthesized at 1000 °C, as well as the reference sample which 
has been synthesized from Nanocasting (SiC-CDC-Nano) are presented in Fig. 43. Two 
broad bands are observed at ≈1345 cm-1 and ≈1600 cm-1, which are related to the D-
mode (characteristic for disordered carbon with finite sizes of crystallites correlating 
with an A1g breathing mode) and the graphite G-mode, respectively. A 4-band fitting of 
symmetrical peaks was required for full deconvolution of the Raman signal in the range 
between 1000 and 1800 cm-1. Besides the D- and G-mode, peaks at ≈1160 cm-1 (υ1) and 
≈1540 cm-1 (υ2) were considered, too (Tab. 16). 
It can be seen that for TiC-CDC-Soft (i.e., TiC-CDC-Soft-1, TiC-CDC-Soft-2, and TiC-CDC-
Soft-3) the used amount of resin during the synthesis has an influence on the degree of 
carbon ordering in the resulting CDC. The ID/IG increases when the resin content 
decreases (Tab. 16) and the FWHM (full-width at half-maximum) decreases 
simultaneously.  
 
Fig. 43.  Raman spectra of TiC-CDC-Soft, SiC-CDC-Soft, and SiC-CDC-Nano reference sample. 
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From this, it can be concluded that carbons synthesized from precursors containing low 
or no resin exhibit a higher degree of structural order (i.e., are more graphitic). A 
comparison between SiC-CDC-Soft and TiC-CDC-Soft samples, synthesized at the same 
temperature and with similar molar metal precursor/resol ratio, show a more narrow 
FWHM (105 cm-1) for SiC-CDC-Soft-1 as compared to TiC-CDC-Soft-1 (129 cm-1). Thus, 
SiC-CDC-Soft exhibits a higher degree of structural ordering of carbon than the TiC-CDC-
Soft analogue. In addition, a reference sample derived by Nanocasting was investigated. 
In Fig. 43 it can be seen that the degree of carbon disordering in this material (FWHMOM-
CDCref = 154 cm-1) is significantly larger compared to the new mesoporous CDCs 
discussed in this chapter. Peak positions for the SiC/C and TiC/C composites are 
provided within the supporting information (STab 1).  
Tab. 16. CDC peak positions, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), and ID/IG intensity ratios following a four 
symmetrical line fitting appraoch.[185]  
Hydrogen physisorption 
Hydrogen physisorption isotherms of TiC-CDCs and SiC-CDCs up to 1 bar at -196 °C are 
shown in Fig. 44. Hydrogen uptake capacities for SiC-CDC-Soft-1, SiC-CDC-Soft-2, and 
TiC-CDC-Soft-3 are very similar (~16 mg/g) while TiC-CDC-Soft-1 as the material with 
the highest initial resin content had a maximum uptake capacity of 18.5 mg/g. It should 
be noted that these values are significantly higher compared to materials like CMK-3 
(13.9 mg/g),[106] which is a comparable carbon with similar surface area and ordered 
mesopore structure. This is related to the larger pore volume associated with 
micropores which are crucial for hydrogen storage at ambient pressure conditions. 
However, the H2 capacity is smaller compared to ordered mesoporous CDCs synthesized 
by Nanocasting (up to 26.1 mg/g).[106] 
Sample υ1 D-mode υ2 G-mode ID/IG 
 Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
SiC-CDC-Nano 1160 81 1339 154 1537 108 1598 54 1.32 
TiC-CDC-Soft-1 1160 100 1347 129 1541 117 1603 55 1.44 
TiC-CDC-Soft-2 1160 125 1346 124 1540 117 1603 56 1.46 
TiC-CDC-Soft-3 1160 129 1345 109 1542 121 1603 54 1.59 
SiC-CDC-Soft-1 1160 112 1347 105 1539 122 1604 56 1.58 
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Fig. 44. H2 adsorption isotherms (-196°C) of TiC-CDC-Soft and SiC-CDC-Soft samples. 
 
Discussion of OMCs and OM CDCs Synthesized by EISA 
The new soft-templating approach towards ordered mesoporous carbide-derived 
carbons has a couple of advantages compared to the hard-templating route. It disposes 
the time and material consuming synthesis of the ordered mesoporous silica template 
prior to the actual templating process. Besides, the template removal with toxic 
substances like HF is dispensable as well. The applied EISA approach permits to create a 
variety of CDCs with different textural properties such as sheets and coatings and not 
only powders. The synthesis is less expensive. 
The physisorption properties of nanocasted and soft-templated TiC and TiC-CDC are 
compared in Tab. 17. Both materials are exclusively synthesized from a titanium citrate 
precursor (no resin). While Nanocasting yields a hexagonal ordered TiC/carbon 
composite with high specific surface area of 896 m2/g, materials synthesized by soft-
templating do not show an ordering and exhibit lower surface areas of approximately 
248 m2/g. It turned out that resin is an essential component to obtain ordered 
structures by this soft-templating approach. However, the corresponding CDCs are 
similar with regard to physisorption characteristics. For both strategies surface areas of 
around 1500 m2/g are obtained. 
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Likewise, soft-templating does not yield ordered mesoporous SiC by simply using TEOS 
as precursor without adding resin (SiC-Soft-3). However, if a mixture of both is used 
(SiC-Soft-2) ordered mesoporous SiC can be synthesized which shows half the surface 
area and pore volume of the equivalent SiC-Nano (Tab. 17). Again it should be 
emphasized that no expensive polycarbosilane is required for the soft-templating 
approach. In terms of SiC-CDC soft-templating even yields carbon materials with a 
higher pore volume of 2.53 cm3/g.  
Tab. 17. Comparison of hard- and soft-templating routes towards the synthesis of ordered mesoporous TiC (SiC) and 
TiC-CDCs (SiC-CDCs).  
Carbide Sg 
(m2/g) 
Vpore 
(cm3/g) 
CDC Sg 
(m2/g) 
Vpore 
(cm3/g) 
TiC-Nano-2a 896 0.85 TiC-CDC-Nano-2c 1558 1.60 
TiC-Soft-3b 248 0.14 TiC-CDC-Soft-3b 1403 1.18 
SiC-Nanoa 704 0.66 SiC-CDC-Nanoc 2702 1.97 
SiC-Soft-2b 323 0.36 SiC-CDC-Soft-2b 1538 2.53 
a data was determined according to SNPC-2, b data was determined according to SNPC-4, c data was determined 
according to SNPC-1 (cref. page 31).  
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5.2.2 TRANSITION METAL LOADED SIC-CDCS SYNTHESIZED BY A MICROEMULSION 
APPROACHl 
Previous chapters primarily addressed the synthetical aspects of hierarchical CDCs but 
not their potential applications. CDC materials in general can be directly used as 
adsorbents or as electrode materials, but for potential applications in catalysis they need 
to be functionalized with catalytically active species in most cases. However, post 
synthesis functionalization of carbon materials with such compounds often leads to 
sintering and agglomeration processes within the deposited material and low catalytic 
activity. Therefore, an approach for the in situ functionalization of silicon carbide-
derived carbons with incorporated transition metal nanoparticles will be described in 
the following.[186] Incorporation of these particles was achieved by adding a 
polycarbosilane precursor (SMP-10) to the organic phase, which finally polymerizes. 
These nanoparticle containing polycarbosilane materials with incorporated 
nanoparticles were pyrolyzed in order to obtain silicon carbide, followed by silicon 
extraction by high temperature chlorine treatment. At the end of this process a highly 
porous carbon material with immobilized catalytically active nanoparticles is generated. 
In detail CDCs containing ruthenium, palladium and platinum have been prepared and 
possible applications for these materials have been studied. In this context the oxidation 
of tetralin and the partial oxidation of methane have been tested as examples for both 
heterogeneous liquid and gas phase catalysis. 
 
Fig. 45. Synthesis strategy for the preparation of metal containing carbonaceous CDC composites synthesized by 
inverse microemulsion method, pyrolysis, chlorination and hydrogen treatment, respectively.[103] 
                                                        
l Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[103] 
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Materials structure 
Although the motivation of adding metal chlorides into a CDC synthesis was to create 
catalytically active species, remarkable influences on carbon microstructures and 
physisorption properties were noticed. While all metal/SiC composite materials are 
almost nonporous (Sg < 16 m2g-1), the corresponding CDC materials exhibit high surface 
areas between 1500 and 2500 m2/g and pore volumes up to 2 cm3/g (Tab. 18). 
Especially CDC-Ru exhibits a very high specific surface area (2480 m2/g), and high 
micro- and total pore volume (0.7 cm3/g and 2.0 cm3/g, respectively). The shape of this 
isotherm is type IV and the pore size distribution, calculated by QSDFT shows a 
hierarchical pore structure of micropores of approximately 0.9 nm and mesopores of 
3.1 nm (Fig. 46). The hysteresis loop at 0.4<p/p0<0.75 is caused by the capillary 
condensation in the mesopores. CDC-Pd and CDC-Pt also have high specific surface areas 
and pore volumes (Tab. 18) similar to those of metal free bulk CDCs obtained from the 
same polymer-precursor (Sg = 1420 m2/g; Vmicro = 0.56 cm3/g).[106] The materials show a 
hierarchical pore structure with micro- and mesopores of comparable size. It is known 
that many transition metals can serve as graphitization catalysts. Especially Fe, Co, Ni, 
and Mn are known to catalyze the transformation of amorphous carbon into more  
 
Fig. 46. N2 physisorption isotherms (-196°C) and corresponding pore size distribution (QSDFT, slit pores, carbon, 
adsorption branch) of transition metal loaded silicon carbide-derived carbons. 
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Tab. 18. Nitrogen physisorption data of silicon carbide-derived carbons with different metal additives. 
Sample code Sg   
(m2.g-1)  
V total  
(cm3.g-1)  
Vmicro 
(cm3.g-1)  
V meso 
(cm3.g-1) 
dmicro  
(nm)  
dmeso 
(nm) 
CDC-Ru 2480 2.00 0.7 1.3 0.9 3.1 
CDC-Pd 1540 1.35 0.5 0.85 0.9 3.1 
CDC-Pt 1480 1.25 0.4 0.85 0.8 3.3 
SiC-X (Ru, Pd, Pt) <16 <0.01 - - - - 
data was determined according to SNPC-5. 
ordered structures, but there are also some reports about the use of Pd as a 
graphitization catalyst.[187] Furthermore, it is known that transition metal chlorides, like 
ruthenium chloride influence the chlorination process by increasing the etching 
rate.[188,189] Detailed information and Raman investigations about this topic are provided 
within the appendix.  
Elemental composition of the materials was investigated by energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (Tab. 19). All CDC materials contain silicon below the detection limit, so an 
effective silicon etching during the chlorination process can be assumed. Furthermore, 
the oxygen content is below 0.5 wt. % for all composites. Compared to the theoretical 
values CDC materials contain the inserted metals in a decreased amount. The 
composites contain 7.0, 6.5, and 12 wt. % of Ru, Pd, and Pt, respectively. Metal contents 
of 17 wt. % would be expected. This theoretical content was calculated for a theoretical 
overall yield of 22 % (including pyrolysis and chlorine treatment). On the one hand this 
is contributed to the fact that the surfactant used in the microemulsion approach also 
combusts into carbon partially, thus lowering the metal to carbon ratio in the final 
composite. On the other hand a generation of gaseous MClx(g) species can explain the 
 
Tab. 19.  Elemental compositions of CDC samples calculated from energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. 
Sample code mmetal (wt. %) mmetal (wt. %) 
theoretical 
CDC-Ru 7.0 17 
CDC-Pd 6.5 17 
CDC-Pt 12 17 
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deficiency compared to the expected metal content. To further characterize the 
transition metal nanoparticles transmission electron microscopy was used. 
Fig. 47 shows TEM images of the well-defined CDC-Pt, CDC-Pd and CDC-Ru structures. 
Exemplarily for CDC-Pt, the sizes of the nanoparticles have been estimated to be 2.5 ± 
0.6 nm according to electrochemical measurements (estimated from cycling 
voltammetry based on charge associated with the hydrogen underpotential 
deposition/stripping after double layer charge corrections. A pseudo capacity of 210 µC 
cm-2Pt, was assumed in the analysis in line with the assumption that one hydrogen atom 
is adsorbed on one platinum atom). By using CO pulse chemisorptions it has been shown 
that these nanoparticles are catalytically accessible (further details are provided within 
the appendix).  
Further TEM investigations were carried out on the samples to characterize the nature 
and composition of the incorporated metal nanoparticles. The particles were 
investigated by comparing lattice spacings determined from the TEM images with 
literature data, and local EDX measurements. It is known from literature, that palladium 
particles supported inside a ceramic SiC matrix will form palladium silicides at certain 
temperatures. Yoshimura et al. have shown that Pd/PdSi core-shell particles are formed 
due to the reaction of the metal particles and the surrounding SiC matrix at 
temperatures between 900 °C and 1100 °C.[190] Additionally Lamber et al. reported on 
the formation of Pt3Si by heating platinum with a silica substrate under reducing 
atmosphere.[187] As it would be expected, the heat treatment combined with a high 
temperature chlorination of the materials also leads to the formation of silicides in some 
cases, possibly due to the reaction of gaseous SiCl4 with the metal nanoparticles. 
 
Fig. 47.  Transmission Electron Micrographs of Platinum, Palladium, and Ruthenium loaded silicon carbide-derived 
carbons. 
CDC-Pt CDC-Pd CDC-Ru
10 nm 20 nm 20 nm
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In the case of CDC-Pt materials Pt to Si ratios between 9:1 and 2:1 have been found using 
EDX analysis of single particles. In Fig. 48 a high resolution TEM image of CDC-Pt is 
shown. The EDX results corresponding to the marked spots are given in Tab. 20. The 
EDX analysis of the particle in area (a) of Fig. 48 gives a Pt:Si ratio of 3.6:1 and a lattice 
spacing of 2.23 Å which is in good agreement with the Pt3Si phase reported by Lamber et 
al. (2.242 Å for the (111) peak).[191] 
In the case of CDC-Ru catalysts the overall metal to silicon ratio is high compared to the 
CDC-Pt samples. As can be seen in Fig. 49, lattice spacings observed in the images can be 
used to identify the different nanoparticles. To emphasize the contrast in the image and 
highlight the locations of the lattice fringes a spot mask was applied to the Fourier 
transformed image of Fig. 49 (A). Inverse Fourier transformation leads to the filtered 
image in Fig. 49 (B), highlighting that mainly pure Ru is found. The lattice spacings found 
to be 2.01-2.03 Å for the particles marked with green arrows and 2.30-2.32 Å for the 
 
Tab. 20. Elemental compositions of CDC-Pt found with EDX for the different spots given in Fig. 48, the residual 
percentages to add to 100% are attributed to copper, which is detected from the sample grid. 
spot type C (at. %) Si (at. %) Pt (at. %) 
a particle 96.0 0.19 0.69 
b particle 94.3 0.12 1.01 
c particle 96.2 0.28 0.63 
d matrix 99.7 0.03 0.02 
 
 
Fig. 48. High resolution image of CDC-Pt catalyst with marked areas of EDX analyses giving Pt:Si atomic ratios of 3.6:1 
(a), 8.4:1 (b) and 2.3:1 (c). 
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particles marked with blue arrows, which is only slightly below the literature data for 
pure ruthenium metal (2.056 Å (101) and 2.343 Å (100), ICDD data set 6-663). The 
particle marked with a red square is an example that also in the case of ruthenium the 
formation of silicides is possible. Fringe spacings of 2.20 Å and 2.01 Å were measured 
for this particle which correlates well with Ru2Si (2.202 Å (210) and 2.002 Å (020), ICDD 
data set 14-334).   
In Fig. 49 C another particle can be seen in spot (a) that gives a lattice spacing of 2.05 Å 
which is in perfect agreement with the 2.056 Å of Ru (111). Using EDX it is shown that 
only traces of silicon can be found in this area (0.02 at. %) which is almost as low as 
found in the matrix (0.01 at. %, see Tab. 21) and may also be an artifact originating from 
X-rays that are emitted from scattered electrons in the surrounding area (like the copper 
signal from the grid and the overestimated C content). In contrast to the other systems, 
oxygen impurities have been found in the CDC-Ru sample. But due to the fact that the 
detected quantities are higher for the surrounding carbon matrix they may not be 
crucial or influencing the nature of the nanoparticles.  
Tab. 21. Detailed elemental analysis results of CDC-Ru obtained by EDX for the marked spots in Fig. 49. 
spot type C (at. %) Si (at. %) Ru (at. %) O (at. %) 
a particle 96.27 0.02 0.32 0.22 
b matrix 99.46 0.01 0.09 0.34 
 
 
Fig. 49. TEM image of a (A) CDC-Ru catalyst and (B) Fourier filtered image that highlights diffently orientated Ru 
particles (arrows) and a Ru2Si particle (red square and corresponding FFT diffractogram), (C) TEM image of 
a Ru/CDC catalyst with marked spots on which elemental analyses were performed. 
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Similar results are obtained for the palladium containing samples. The overall silicon 
ratio is significantly lower than in the CDC-Pt composites, but still palladium silicides are 
found besides pure Pd particles. In Fig. 50 various nanoparticles are shown. Tab. 22 
gives the values of the EDX analyses that were calculated for these areas.   
Tab. 22. Detailed elemental analysis results of CDC-Pd obtained by EDX for the marked spots in Fig. 50. 
spot type C (at. %) Si (at. %) Pd (at. %) O (at. %) 
a particle 97.73 0.00 1.13 0.00 
b matrix 99.93 0.01 0.05 0.00 
c particle 98.85 0.00 0.39 0.00 
d particle 98.64 0.04 0.44 0.00 
 
 
Fig. 50. TEM images of a CDC-Pd catalyst (left) with marked spots on which elemental analyses were performed and 
parts of the corresponding EDX spectra (middle, right). 
 
Measurements of the lattice spacings from FFT diffractograms gave 1.95 Å and 2.14 Å for 
particle (a) and (d), respectively. Concerning the measured Pd and Si contents of these 
areas (no Si detected for (a) and a small silicon content for (d), see Tab. 22) these values 
are in good agreement with the literature value of 1.945 Å for Pd (200) (ICDD data set 5-
681) in the case of particle (a).  In the case of (d) it matches the strongest peak of a 
phase denoted as Pd100-xSix (8<x<13, 2.179 Å for (011), ICDD data set 40-1335).  
In summary, under applied reaction conditions the partial formation of silicides cannot 
be avoided, especially on the particle surfaces. The content of silicides is very low, since 
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no Si can be detected by large-area SEM-EDX analysis. Only if single particles are 
analyzed by TEM, silicious structures can be seen. But this is not a severe disadvantage, 
since these composites exhibit promising catalytic activities. This is discussed within the 
following chapters. 
Catalysis 
Partial methane oxidation 
The catalytic properties of microemulsion-derived CDCs and their SiC precursors were 
tested in the selective methane oxidation. In order to avoid oxidation of the porous 
carbon matrix, a low oxygen concentration was chosen. Therefore, no carbon 
combustion of the CDC matrix was obtained.[128] 
In the first step, methane is oxidized into carbon dioxide and water (eq.34). In the 
following, carbon monoxide and hydrogen can be formed using appropriate catalyst 
systems (eq. 35-37). In the following the influence of the transition metals on the 
catalyst performance of silicon carbide (SiC-X) and carbide-derived carbon composites 
(CDC-X) were studied. 
                     eq. 34 
                     eq. 35 
                     eq. 36 
            ___________________________________ 
                    eq. 37 
a this mechanism was first described by Prettre et al. [123] and accepted for catalyst systems similar to those discussed 
here.[28] 
Ruthenium (SiC-Ru), palladium (SiC-Pd) and platinum SiC-composite materials (SiC-Pt) 
offer significant activities (Fig. 51A). Methane conversions below 375 °C were obtained 
for ruthenium, palladium and platinum ceramic composites. However, in comparison to 
transition metal/CDC composites these ceramics show lower performances due to the 
limited accessibility of active centres as a result of the lower porosity.  
After chlorination, all CDC composites show considerable higher activities compared to 
the SiC intermediates (Fig. 51A). This can be explained by significantly higher specific 
surface areas and pore volumes of CDC composites (Tab. 18) and therefore a better 
accessibility. Ru-, Pd-, Pt-containing carbonaceous composites promote methane 
conversions up to 17 % at 475 °C for CDC-Pt. 
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Fig. 51. (A) Methane conversions, (B) CO-selectivities and hydrogen yields of ceramic SiC-X and carbonaceous CDC-X 
composites. 
Additionally, only the CDC composites promote reforming reactions (according to eq. 
35-37) explaining the higher methane conversions. The syn-gas production is strongly 
dependant on the applied transition metals since for palladium (CDC-Pd) and platinum 
systems (CDC-Pt) carbon monoxide and hydrogen can be already identified at 
significantly lower temperatures (250 °C) compared to the ruthenium based system 
(400 °C). In agreement to previous studies, the hydrogen yield and carbon monoxide 
selectivity increases with higher reaction temperatures up to 12 % and 42 % at 475 °C 
for the CDC-Pt catalyst, respectively.[103,128] Interestingly, a shift of the CO formation to 
lower and hydrogen production to higher temperatures can be observed for the 
palladium based catalyst compared to the CDC-Pt (Fig. 51B). This suggests different 
reaction mechanisms for both catalyst systems. However, the corresponding ceramic 
SiC-Pd and SiC-Pt composites do not promote the syn-gas formation. Additionally, no 
carbon oxidation of the CDC catalyst system was detected since the carbon balance as 
the molar ratio of all involved reactants and products remain constant in the studied 
temperature range. These results were confirmed by nitrogen physisorption 
measurements of fresh and used catalysts since only minor changes in specific surface 
areas (1480m2/g, 1380 m2/g), pore volumes (1.25 cm3/g, 1.15 cm3/g) and pore size 
distributions were obtained (Fig. 52). 
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Fig. 52. (A) N2 physisorption isotherm (-196 °C) and (B) QSDFT pore size distribution of Pt-CDC before and after 
catalysis. 
 
Catalytic tetralin oxidation 
In comprehensive studies also the catalytic activity of carbonaceous CDC-X composites 
was tested in liquid phase tetralin oxidation. This reaction is widely used as a model 
reaction for industrial applications since the oxidation product 1-tetralone can be 
further used in diesel fuel additives and as a reactant for fine chemical applications. In 
contrast to literature reported procedures no additional aromatic or halogenated 
solvents were used.[133] Additionally, pressurized molecular oxygen was used as 
oxidizing agent instead of more expensive peroxide species.[103,131] 
Similar to the methane oxidation discussed above, the tetralin oxidation is strongly 
dependant on the applied catalyst. In contrast to the low activity for palladium systems 
(CDC-Pd), high tetralin conversions up to 28 % and 44 % were detected for the 
ruthenium (CDC-Ru) and platinum catalysts (CDC-Pt), respectively. This outstanding 
catalyst performance can be explained by the high activity of ruthenium and platinum 
species as oxidation catalyst in cyclohexene and tetraline oxidation. Furthermore, the 
highly porous CDC matrix in combination with a hydrophobic surface leads to large 
hydrocarbon uptakes.[106,107] For all active composite materials similar selectivity of 
approximately 66 % towards the formation of 1-tetralone was detected. This selectivity 
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was consistently reported for the most of the heterogeneous catalysts used in tetralin 
oxidation.[192] Moreover, no additional by-products like naphthalene and 1-naphthalol 
were detected. 
In present literature especially metal-organic frameworks (MOF) supported catalysts 
are discussed. Two MOFs, [Cu(2-pymo)2] and [Co(PhIM)2] (2-pymo = 2-
hydroxypyrimidin-olate; PhIM = phenylimidazolate), containing respectively Cu2+ and 
Co2+ ions and anionic diazaheterocyclic ligands (pyrimidinolate and phenylimidazolate) 
as organic linkers, were tested by Corma et al.[132] They reported conversions (X) of 
approximately 11 % and 1 % after 6 h at 90 °C and 1 bar for Cu2+ and Co2+ containing 
MOFs, respectively.[132] Conversion was even increased to 51.5 % and 23.2 % after 48 h 
for the Cu2+ and Co2+ containing MOFs, respectively. Likewise, Kockrick et al. used 
phthalocyanine complexes in MOFs like MIL-101. In detail, they used (FePctBu4)2N, 
FePcF16, and RuPcF16 complexes (Pc = phthalocyanine, tBu4 tert-butyl) and obtained 
conversions of 25 %, 21 %, and 38 %, respectively after 6 h, 90°C and 8 bars.[131] 
Siliceous molecular sieves like MCM-41, containing chromium catalysts have also been 
used and have shown conversions of up to 65 %.[133] However, these approaches use 
toxic halogenated solvents and peroxidic oxidation agents. In consequence, metal 
containing CDCs display a promising combination of high conversions and 
ecologic/economic friendly reaction conditions. 
Tab. 23. Tetralin conversion (X) into 1-tetralol and 1-tetralone and selectivity (S) into 1-tetralone of carbonaceous 
CDC-X composites at 90 °C and 8 bars of static oxygen for 6 h. 
 CDC-Ru CDC-Pd CDC-Pt 
X [%] 44 5 28 
S [%] 66 67 67 
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5.3 SIC AND SIC-CDC NANOSPHERES PREPARED BY A MINIEMULSION APPROACHm 
 
The miniemulsion is another soft-templating approach usually giving spherical particles 
in the range of 50 nm to 500 nm.[36–38,193,194] They are predominantly used for 
synthesizing “soft” materials, mainly polymers[34,35,193] that are applied in 
nanocomposites[37,41] or biomedical applications.[195] In the following the synthesis of 
“hard” silicon carbide nanospheres is described. They are derived from the liquid 
polycarbosilane SMP-10 (allylic functionalized polycarbosilane) which is dispersed in 
water using ultra sonic sound and stabilized by different kinds of surfactants. After 
cross-linking, the polymer spheres are either functionalized with a ceria shell followed 
by pyrolysis (Fig. 53A) or directly pyrolized and converted to the CDC (Fig. 53B).[49] 
Owing to their high thermal stability and heat conductivity SiC particles can find 
applications in high temperature or highly exothermic catalytic reactions. Thus, after 
functionalization with an oxidation catalyst like ceria the obtained CeO2/SiC core shell 
particles present a noteworthy catalyst for reactions like the combustion of soot.[196,197] 
Within this dissertation the catalytic activity is shown for a model system using the 
temperature programmed oxidation of methane. In the case of spherical CDC 
nanoparticles they can either be used as adsorbents or as vehicles for biomedical 
applications.[198]  
For most of these applications the nanoparticle size plays an important role. In catalytic 
applications, it influences the activity and in biomedical applications its size is crucial in  
 
Fig. 53. Miniemulsion approach towards Ceria/SiC core-shell nanoparticles (A) and carbide-derived carbon 
nanospheres. 
                                                        
m Parts of the following chapter are literally adopted from my publication[49] 
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terms of biocompatibility and cellular uptake.[199] For that reason it was a central 
demand to precisely adjust the nanoparticle size during the miniemulsion process. 
Size dependence 
In order to demonstrate efficient tailoring of the sphere size, several surfactants in 
varying concentration have been used and the addition of comonomers was investigated 
with regard to their effects on particle sizes. 
The results of dynamic light scattering measurement show that polycarbosilane (PCS) 
spheres synthesized with 2.5 wt. % (concerning the inner phase) of the cationic 
surfactant cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) or the anionic surfactant sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) stabilize spheres of approximately 300 nm, whereas the use of 
non-ionic Lutensol AT50 results in larger spheres of 500 nm (Fig. 54A).  
This is not surprising, as non-ionic surfactants are less effective in stabilizing colloids. 
Thus, a larger amount of non-ionic surfactant is required to achieve the same particle 
size as with an ionic surfactant. The variation of SDS concentration in the range of 1-
10 wt. % does not influence the particle size, but in case of CTAB an increasing amount 
of surfactant leads to increasing sphere sizes (Fig. 54B). This is contrary to the 
expectations but SEM investigations verified that at high CTAB concentrations large 
particle aggregates are formed. The particular reason is not clear, but it is assumed that 
SMP-10 partially hydrolyses during the synthesis and thus changes in the interaction 
with CTAB surfactant take place. Nevertheless, it has to be accentuated again that it is 
possible to control particle sizes in a range of 300-1000 nm by varying the CTAB 
concentration. Furthermore, it is shown that for the synthesis of smaller particles the 
addition of co-monomers is useful. The sizes of PCS spheres with 50 wt. % of styrene or 
MMA respectively are reduced to 100 nm (surfactant 2.5 wt. % SDS) (Fig. 54C). 
 
Fig. 54.  Intensity weighted PCCS measurement of PCS/water miniemulsions with A) different surfactants (all 2.5 wt. 
%), B) different concentration of CTAB surfactant and C) different comonomers. 
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Particles sizes as well as their elemental distribution are very uniform, approving that 
copolymerization has occurred. The addition of acrylic acid does not influence the size of 
resulting PCS spheres. Scanning electron micrographs verify all these trends but depict 
as well that PCS spheres synthesized with SDS (PCS-SDS, PCS-Sty, PCS-MMA) exhibit 
more narrow distributed particle sizes than those synthesized with CTAB or Lutensol 
AT50 (Fig. 55). The as prepared PCS spheres show a low specific surface area of 
~9 m2/g. 
Functionalization and Pyrolysis 
The dispersion of PCS spheres can be destabilized either by adding acetone, by the 
evaporation of water at 80 °C overnight, or by centrifugation. The resulting PCS spheres 
are either pyrolyzed instantaneously (Fig. 53 B) or functionalized before pyrolysis (Fig. 
53A). The latter results in a core–shell-structured hybrid material. A promising method 
for the synthesis of core–shell hybrid materials in general was described by Landfester 
et al.[200] They created surface functionalized polymer spheres coated with  
 
Fig. 55:  Scanning electron micrographs of PCS spheres synthesized with different amounts of CTAB (PCS-1 - PCS-10), 
different surfactants (PCS-Lut, PCS-SDS) and comonomers (PCS-MMA, PCS-Sty).  
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hydroxyapatite. Accordingly, here the surface functionalized PCS/acrylic acid spheres 
(PCS-Acr) were used for the growth of a CeO2 shell. Additionally, dip coating of the non-
functionalized PCS spheres (e.g PCS-SDS) in an ethanolic Ce(NO3)3 solution was 
investigated. Functionalized as well as non-functionalized PCS spheres were pyrolyzed 
at 800 °C – 1300 °C. Preliminary investigations showed that a simple bulk pyrolysis of 
PCS spheres, especially at high temperatures, either leads to particle aggregation or to 
large amounts of sintered spheres, which lose their spherical shape. Therefore, pyrolysis 
was either performed at 800 °C or on a silicon wafer in order to obtain single particles. 
Such samples are X-ray amorphous, which is in agreement with the fact that crystalline 
SiC derived from SMP-10 precursors starts to form slightly above 800 °C.[19]  
Fig. 56A shows the individual Si(O)C particles and illustrates that the shape of the PCS 
spheres was conserved during pyrolysis. Fig. 56B shows SiC-Acr spheres synthesized 
from PCS/acrylic acid. The carboxylate groups were used for molecular binding of 
ceria.[200] Although a CeO2 shell cannot be seen on SEM pictures, the EDX-analysis of the 
discrete spheres confirms the presence of cerium (1.5 wt. % Ce). Furthermore, the 
catalytic tests, shown in the next chapter, prove the presence of ceria. The core–shell 
structure could be seen more clearly when CeO2/Si(O)C particles that were synthesized 
by an impregnation approach were considered. From the scanning electron micrographs 
an average shell thickness of approximately 60 nm was obtained. Fig. 56C illustrates the 
formation of these ceria shells on silicon carbide spheres. The cerium loading of these 
materials was increased up to 4 wt. % Ce. Element mapping with EDX was used in order 
to verify the core–shell structure. To achieve this, a sphere with a partially fractured 
shell (Fig. 57A) was analyzed with regard to the distribution of cerium, oxygen and 
silicon. 
 
Fig. 56.  SEM micrographs of (A) unfunctionalized SiC-SDS spheres, (B) SiC-Acr/CeO2 spheres prepared by molecular 
bonding approach and (C) SiC/CeO2 spheres prepared by impregnation. 
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Fig. 57.  EDX-elemental mapping investigations on CeO2/Si(O)C core–shell nanoparticles prepared by impregnation. 
Fig. 57C proves that cerium is only present in the shell. It also contains a higher amount 
of oxygen than the core. The presence of oxygen at the inner sphere part can be 
explained by the formation of Si(O)C, which is known to be present in polymer-derived 
silicon carbides.[201] It should be noted that oxygen impurities can also be introduced 
into the SiC core through the partial hydrolysis of the polycarbosilane precursor during 
the miniemulsion step, which is carried out in aqueous solution. The distribution of 
silicon is shown on Fig. 57D. The overall composition of these core–shell particles is 
4 wt. % Ce, 19 wt. % O, 44 wt. % Si and 33 wt. % C. The stoichiometric excess of carbon 
is caused be pyrolytic carbon from the surfactant and the PCS.  
As this data only hints at the presence of ceria and the amounts are too small for 
detection in X-ray diffraction experiments, TEM investigations were carried out on 
different samples, mainly fragments of the shell. The cerium oxide phases were 
determined by comparing the lattice spacings measured from the TEM images with 
literature data. It can be shown that CeO2 (fluorite structure) is present in the samples, 
but also phases with less oxygen, such as Ce2O3, can be found. In Fig. 58 an image of a 
CeO2 particle, the corresponding FFT and a filtered image are shown. The lattice spacing 
was determined in fourier space for the strongest peak and found to be 2.59 Å which is 
in good agreement with the data given for cubic CeO2 (2.60 Å, ICDD, No. 44-1001). 
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Fig. 58.  TEM image of a cerium oxide particle (left) with the corresponding diffractogram (middle) and a filtered 
image for better visibility of the lattice fringes (right). 
Catalytic methane combustion 
The catalytic activity was determined by temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) of 
methane. TPO was performed on SiC/CeO2 and SiC-Acr/CeO2. For comparison of the 
results, CeO2 nanoparticles that were precipitated from aqueous solution and the 
unloaded Si(O)C shell particles were chosen. The results of the TPO measurements are 
presented in Fig. 59. The onset temperatures for pure ceria nanoparticles, representing 
non-supported catalysts and the unloaded particles, representing the non-catalyzed 
reaction, are 485 °C (A) and 857 °C (D), respectively.[27] The investigated ceria modified 
Si(O)C spheres show catalytic activity for the combustion of methane. The onset 
temperatures for SiC/CeO2 and SiC-Acr/CeO2 are 740 °C (C) and 595 °C (B), respectively. 
In comparison to the ceria nanoparticles the activity is lower due to the smaller amount 
of active material in the sample. Although SiC-Acr/CeO2 exhibits a lower amount of 
active material (1.5 wt. % Ce) as compared to SiC/CeO2 (4 wt. %), it shows a higher 
activity, which can be explained by the more efficient immobilization of the cerium 
nitrate on the acrylic acid modified surface of the PCS spheres during functionalization. 
The specific surface area of SiC-Acr/CeO2 (15 m2/g) is higher than that of SiC/CeO2 
(<0.01 m2/g), thus this also has to be considered as a contribution to the difference in 
catalytic activity because of a higher accessibility of active centers. The enlarged specific 
surface area for SiC-Acr/CeO2 is attributed to additional amorphous carbon in the 
spheres resulting from the combustion of acrylic acid during pyrolysis. However, the 
results are promising; especially considering that only 1.5 wt. % of Ce was needed to 
decrease the onset temperature for methane combustion by 262 °C. 
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Fig. 59.  TPO measurements of CeO2 nanoparticles (A), SiC-Acr/CeO2 (B), SiC/CeO2 (C) and the unloaded SiC core, not 
containing cerium (D). 
Transformation to the CDC 
SiC nanoparticles prepared by the miniemulsion approach can be transferred to carbide-
derived carbons under full retention of the spherical shape. Resulting CDCs (SiC-CDC-
Mini) contain >99.9 wt. % carbon and exhibit high porosity. The shape of the N2 
physisorption isotherm (Fig. 60A) is IUPAC type I with an additional increase at high 
relative pressures (p/p0>0.9). Latter is related to capillary condensation effects in 
interparticular spaces which have the dimension of mesopores. The BET surface area 
and the total pore volume are 2417 m2/g and 1.33 cm3/g, respectively. SiC-CDC-Mini is 
mostly microporous with pores of approximately 0.9 nm (Fig. 60B). Compared to the SiC 
nanoparticles the surface of the CDC is less smooth and more perforated (Fig. 61). 
 
Fig. 60.  N2 physisorption isotherm (-196°C) (A) and pore size distribution (B) of SiC-CDC-Mini. 
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Fig. 61. Scanning Electron Micrographs of SiC-CDC-Mini. 
 
5.4 TIC/C AND TIC-CDC MACROSPHERES  
 
Porous carbide and carbon materials are used as catalyst supports because of their 
favorable properties such as chemical inertness and high temperature stability. 
Nevertheless, the majority of published carbide and carbon supports are powders. For 
an industrial use (e.g in fixed bed reactors) shaped granulates are highly recommended 
in order to avoid an excessive pressure drop. Fine powders also harbor the danger of 
materials discharge out of the reactor. Furthermore, the catalyst handling is beneficial if 
granulates are used. It is also important that a narrow size distribution is guaranteed to 
avoid hot spots or non-uniform selectivities in the reactor. There is a variety of 
processing possibilities to make granulates from powders. Most of them have in 
common that binders are required with the consequence of blocking active sites and 
lowering the catalytic activity. In the following, a binder-free approach is introduced for 
the synthesis of porous titanium carbide spheres with controllable sizes in the 
millimeter range. These titanium carbide macrospheres (TiC-Macro) can be further 
transferred to the corresponding carbide-derived carbons under full retention of the 
shape.  
Therefore, a tube reactor was developed (Fig. 62) consisting of a plastic tube which is 
heated to 100 °C. A precursor solution (Fig. 63A) is injected into a silicone oil stream 
insight the plastic tube. Precursor solution and silicone oil are non- (or at least hardly) 
miscible. Depending on the flow rate, precursor droplets of different size are formed. 
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Fig. 62. Scheme of the continuous flow tube reactor containing a pump P1 controlling the precursor input and a pump 
P2 controlling the speed of the silicone oil flow. 
While passing the tube reactor curing of the precursor takes place and finally polymer 
spheres are released. After washing and pyrolysis titanium carbide macrospheres are 
obtained (Fig. 63B). These TiC-Macro spheres can further be converted to TiC-CDC-
Macro (Fig. 63C) by high temperature chlorine treatment. In the following, the 
composition of the precursor as well as the properties of the carbide and carbon spheres 
is discussed.  
 
Fig. 63. Optical image of the TiC-Macro precursor (A) and the resulting TiC (B) and TiC-CDC spheres (C). 
 
About the resin /TiCl4 precursor  
The precursor is synthesized by mixing resin and TiCl4. The soluble low-molecular-
weight resin (Mw=500–5000 according to ref[86]) is synthesized by a base-catalyzed 
reaction of phenol and formaldehyde. Thereby the phenoxide anion undergoes a 
nucleophilic addition to the formaldehyde forming hydroxylmethyl phenols which can 
be further cross-linked forming methylene or methyl ether bridges (Fig. 64).[202] 
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Fig. 64.  Basic and acidic catalyzed synthesis of resin.[205] 
resin is then dissolved in n-butanol and mixed with titanium chloride. The color of the 
precursor changes from transparent to red (it is assumed that the red color is not 
associated to a reduction of Ti4+ to the dark-colored and instable Ti3+ complexes but to 
the coordination of Ti4+ to the phenolic groups of the resin. Ti(OC6H5)4 complexes are 
red as well). 
IR measurements (SFig 6) of the precursor show a characteristic band at 622 cm-1 that 
corresponds to the vibration of TiO6 octahedra,[203] indicating a coordination of Ti with 
all kind of oxygen mediated ligands. Two bands are characteristic for Ti-O-C vibration 
(963 cm-1 and 871 cm-1).[204] From IR measurements it is not clear whether Ti-O-C 
vibrations are attributed to the coordination of titanium to the solvent n-butanol or to 
the hydroxylic groups of the resin. UV-Vis measurements (SFig 7) help to answer this 
question. They have been carried out for resin and for a mixture of titanium chloride 
with resin (both are solutions in n-butanol). For the mixture a band at ~400 nm appears, 
that is not present for the single resin solution. For that reason the mixture has a strong 
red color, while pure resin appears transparent. The change of color proved by the UV-
Vis bands now indicates the coordination of titanium to the hydroxylic groups of the 
resin.  
TiCl4, resin as well as the mixture of TiCl4 and resin (all in n-butanol) have further been 
analyzed with DLS and do not show any scattering effects. Thus, the precursor does not 
consist of TiO2 particles as one could assume, rather the titanium coordinates to the 
phenolic hydroxylic groups as indicated by IR and UV-Vis. 
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Precursor composition 
The precursor for TiC-Macro (TiCPrec) consists of 30.2 wt. % TiCl4, 19.6 wt. % resin and 
50.2 wt. % n-butanol which is equivalent to a resin/titanium molar ratio of 1.15. The 
theoretical ceramic yield for the formation of TiC of this precursor is 19 % (Tab. 24). 
Tab. 24.  Composition of precursor solution for TiC-Macro spheres. 
precursor TiCl4 
(wt. %) 
resin 
(wt. %) 
n-butanol 
(wt. %) 
resin/titanium ratioa ceram. yieldtheor 
(wt. %) 
TiCPrec 30.2 19.6 50.2 1.15 19 
a 1.15 mol of meta-methylenphenol monomer per Mol of titanium 
Before the precursor can be injected into the reactor, n-butanol is partially removed 
using a rotary evaporator (viscosity increases). The precursor composition after this 
step was further analyzed using EDX spectroscopy. The solution contains 44 wt. % of 
titanium, 29 wt. % of oxygen and 23 wt. % of carbon (Tab. 25). 4 wt. % of chlorine have 
been detected which are mainly contributed to residual hydrochloric acid formed during 
the hydrolysis of TiCl4 (in consequence the solution is highly acidic).   
Tab. 25. Elemental composition of TiC-Macro precursor, TiC spheres and TiC-CDC obtained from EDX spectroscopy. 
Sample Ti  (wt. %) O (wt. %) C (wt. %) Cl (wt. %) Si (wt. %) 
TiCprec 44 29 23 4 - 
TiC-Macro-800a b 32(34) 14 (22) 51(47) - 3(1) 
TiC-Macro-1300a 52 8 37 - 3 
TiC-CDC-Macro - - >99.8 - - 
a contains impurities of SiO2 due to trapped silicone oil not removed during washing  b sample has also been analyzed 
by wet chemical analysis (in brackets). However, this method can only digest 84 % of the material.  
The precursor is injected into a 100 °C warm tube reactor by a springe pump with a 
speed of 4.5 ml /h. Due to sheering forces droplets form which cure while passing the 
reactor. After release, the spheres are dried at 200 °C in a drying oven and then washed 
with ethyl acetate for the purpose of removing trapped silicone oil. Afterwards the 
polymeric spheres are converted to the ceramics at 800 °C and 1300 °C. 
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About composition and crystallinity of the carbide and CDC macrospheres 
Depending on the applied pyroylsis temperature either TiO2/C composites (for those 
samples pyrolyzed at 800 °C) or TiC /C composites (for samples pyrolyzed at 1300 °C) 
are obtained. For simplification all materials are denoted as TiC-Macro-x, where x is the 
pyrolysis temperature. Similar to TiC-Nano and TiC-Soft the applied temperature 
influences the phase of the resulting material (Fig. 65). TiC-Macro-800 consists of TiO2 
(anatase PDF: 21-1272) nanoparticles in a carbon matrix. Using the Scherrer equation 
crystallite size was calculated to be 11.5 nm. TiC-Macro-1300 consists of crystalline 
titanium carbide (PDF: 32-1383) formed due to the carbothermal reduction of TiO2. 
According to Scherrer equation these TiC crystals are 25 nm, hence larger than the TiO2 
equivalents.  These crystals can even be seen in SEM images (Fig. 66E).  
The pyrolysis temperature does not only influence the crystallinity but also the 
morphology of the spheres. Fig. 66A shows the ideal spherical and smooth shape of TiC-
Macro-800. At larger magnifications (Fig. 66B) its dense surface is shown, consisting of 
spherical 10 nm- 30 nm sized primary particles that are connected in a gel-like structure 
(Fig. 66C). For TiC-Macro-1300 the surface gets perforated by 50 nm- 100 nm sized 
macropores (Fig. 66D). The surface itself consists of clearly visible TiC crystallites of 
20 nm– 50 nm size (Fig. 66E). The porous surface is formed due to the 
carbothermalreduction accompanied with the partial removal of the carbon matrix and  
 
Fig. 65.  X-ray diffraction pattern of TiC-Macro spheres pyrolyzed at 800 °C and 1300 °C 
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the formation of gaseous CO. The latter and the crystallization of TiC somewhat breaks 
the former compact surface. The carbothermal reduction runs over the stepwise 
decrease of the oxygen content in the Ti-O system according to equation 38.[55,56]  
    
      
          
      
          
       
            
      
        
 
  eq. 38 
a equilibrium transition points based on Gibbs free energy[56] 
EDX of TiC-Macro-800 shows an oxygen content of 14 wt. %. Indeed EDX is only a semi-
quantitative analysis for the discussed material but it gives a principle insight into the 
composition. If the elemental composition is estimated by a wet chemical analysis the 
oxygen content is about 22 wt. %. However, only 84 wt. % of the material has been 
digested, so this analysis is defective as well. Pyrolyzing the material at 1300 °C reduces 
the oxygen content to 8 wt. % (EDX) and the carbon content to 37 wt. %. The XRD 
pattern hints that there are little impurities of Ti-O phase due to small peaks at 2Ѳ = 25° 
and 2Ѳ = 47°. From thermodynamic calculations no Ti-O phase exists in a Ti-O-C system 
at 1300 °C. However, the reaction kinetics are slow caused by the slow mass transport 
via the CO shuttle. If stoichiometric TiC is assumed, the sample contains 24 wt. % excess 
carbon.  Again, it should be stated that the elemental composition of these materials is 
difficult to be analyzed and should be interpreted with care.TiC-Macro-1300 has further 
been converted to the corresponding carbide-derived carbon (TiC-CDC-Macro) using 
 
Fig. 66.  SEM image of TiC- Macro spheres pyrolyzed at 800 °C (A, B, C), pyrolyzed at 1300 °C (D, E) as well as the 
corresponding carbon derived from TiC-Macro-800 (F). 
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chlorine treatment. EDX analysis does not show any residual titanium or oxygen (Tab. 
25). The spherical shape is fully retained (Fig. 63E). The SEM image (Fig. 66F) shows the 
highly porous and irregular surface of the CDC sphere. 
N2 physisorption 
Both, the titanium carbide and the carbon macrospheres are porous (Fig. 67A). 
However, the as-synthesized polymer spheres do not exhibit any porosity (Sg<5 m2/g). 
Only after pyrolysis at 800 °C first small mesopores of 2-20 nm are formed (Fig. 67B) 
and the resulting material (TiC-Macro-800) shows a specific surface area of 76 m2/g. 
These pores are primarily formed due to the carbonization of the resin. If pyrolysis 
temperature is increased to 1300 °C the majority of pores are generated. Again, this is 
induced by the carbothermal reduction of TiO2 accompanied with the dissipation of 
carbon. TiC-Macro-1300 shows surface areas as high as 205 m2/g and pore volumes of 
0.32 cm3/g. The material exhibits pores in the entire mesopore range between 5 nm and 
50 nm (Fig. 67B). Furthermore, cavitation effects are distinctive (Fig. 67A). That means 
that most of these pores are only accessible via very small openings. During desorption 
these large pores empty due to the spontaneous gas bubble evolution starting in the 
centre of the pore. For the corresponding CDC specific surface areas as high as 772 m2/g 
and pore volumes of 0.92 cm3/g have been obtained.  
 
 
Fig. 67. (A)N2 physisorption isotherms (-196 °C) and (B) QSDFT (slit,cyl,sphere carbon pore, adsorption branch) 
pore size distribution of titanium carbide macrospheres and the corresponding carbide –derived carbons. 
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The surface area lacks behind other porous titanium carbides[206] and other spherical 
carbons[207] because the pores are predominantly in the mesopore range. However, this 
is beneficial for each application requiring larger pores like protein adsorption or 
lithium sulfur batteries.  The major advantage of this method is its simplicity and the 
absence of any sacrificial templates or structure directing agents. 
Tab. 26.  N2 physisorption (-196 °C) data for spherical TiC and TiC-CDC particles. 
Sample Sg 
(m2/g) 
Vmicro 
(cm3/g) 
Vtotal 
(cm3/g) 
dpore 
(nm) 
TiC-Macro-800 76 0.02 0.08 2-20 
TiC-Macro-1300 205 0.05 0.27 5-50 
TiC-CDC-Macro-1300 772 0.21 0.92 5-50 
data was determined according to SNPC-1. 
Hardness 
The hardness was measured by applying a certain mass to a single sphere. The mass at 
which the sphere crushes is denoted as crushing hardness. This hardness depends very 
much on the size and the shape of the material. Deviations from a spherical shape affect 
the hardness dramatically. In consequence, the values fluctuate very much. For a 
principle insight the mean values of approximately 8 single experiments are shown in 
Tab. 27. Spheres that are pyroylzed at 1300 °C (TiC-Macro-1300) are harder than those 
pyrolyzed at 800 °C (TiC-Macro-800). This is mainly attributed to the transformation of 
the TiO2 / carbon composite to the titanium carbide (carbothermal reduction).  
Removing the titanium atoms by chlorine treatment decreases the hardness of the 
resulting carbide-derived carbon (TiC-CDC-Macro). In summary, their hardness lags 
behind other commercially available spherical carbons (PBSAC).[207] However, they are 
far away from being fragile and can be handled easily and be filled in columns without 
breaking. 
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Tab. 27.  Crushing hardness of titanium carbide spheres, carbide-derived carbon spheres and an industrial reference. 
Sample Hardness (kg) Standard deviation S (kg) 
TiC-Macro-800 0.53 0.45 
TiC-Macro-1300 0.98 0.40 
TiC-CDC-Macro 0.55 0.36 
Industrial reference  
(Adsortech) PBSAC[207] 
4 - 
 
Size dependence 
TiC macrospheres have been synthesized with sizes ranging from 0.22 mm to 1.69 mm 
(Tab. 28) by changing the speed of the peristaltic pump. If a constant injection of 
precursor is ensured (here 4.5 ml/h) a faster flow of the transport medium silicone 
leads to increasing shearing forces acting on the forming precursor droplet. In 
consequence, the droplet is becoming smaller. For high flow rates of 25 ml/min the 
mean sphere size is 0.27 mm (0.22 mm if evaluated by Gauss fitting). Slower flow rates 
increase the sphere size of up to 1.69 mm (Fig. 68). Anyhow, sphere size is limited above 
by the tube diameter. 
 
Fig. 68.  Distribution of TiC/C macrosphere size as a function of the peristaltic pump speed. 
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Tab. 28. The influence of the applied peristaltic pump speed on the size of the TiC-Macro spheres. 
Vpump  
(ml/min)  
dGauss  
(mm)  
darithm.  
(mm)  
5  1.69  1.67  
15  0.59  0.59  
25  0.22  0.27  
 
The developed resin/TiCl4 precursor is a promising system for synthesizing porous and 
spherically shaped TiC, TiO2/C composites or even TiC-CDC materials. The surface areas 
are 76 m2/g, 205 m2/g, and 776 m2/g, respectively without using any structure directing 
agents.  The developed tube reactor allows to continuously produce large amounts of the 
material with the possibility to adjust the sphere size precisely. As expected the 
hardnesses of TiC spheres is higher than that of TiO2/C. Ti-CDC spheres exhibit a lower 
hardness as compared to commercially available carbon spheres. Nevertheless, none of 
them crumble during handling. Therefore, they display promising catalyst support 
materials.   
6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
This thesis addresses the development of new porous carbides and carbide-derived 
carbons; in particular materials based on silicon-, boron-, tungsten-, and titanium 
carbide. The applied Nanocasting approach uses ordered mesoporous silica templates 
and is a greatly modular principle if a suitable precursor system is found (Fig. 69). For 
instance the precursor bisdecaboranyl hexane was used to synthesize mesoporous 
boron carbide, both with hexagonal or cubic ordered pore structure and specific surface 
areas (SSA) as high as 700 m2/g. Tungsten chloride/sucrose represented a two-source 
precursor system and was applied for the synthesis of ordered mesoporous tungsten 
carbide, again, both with hexagonal and cubic pore structure and specific surface areas 
as high as 431 m2/g. The synthesis of each carbide is unique and challenging and became 
obvious in the titanium carbide system. While WCl6 yielded ordered replicas, this was 
not possible for TiCl4 because of insufficient pore filling caused by its fast hydrolysis. 
This problem was solved using a more stable titanium citrate complex. Thereby ordered 
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mesoporous TiC ceramics were obtained with specific surface areas as high as 900 m2/g. 
However, the last two systems have the disadvantage that these precursors are in excess 
of carbon. In consequence the resulting replicas are always carbide/carbon composites. 
All carbides, except B4C were successfully transformed to their carbide-derived carbons 
under full retention of their ordered pore structure. Thus, a secondary microporosity 
was introduced yielding hierarchical materials. Since their final total porosities depend 
on the amount of metal in the carbides those CDCs derived from SiC showed the highest 
SSAs and pore volumes of 2700 m2/g and 2 cm3/g, respectively. Because of their 
increased amounts of excess carbon WC-CDC and TiC-CDC exhibited comparably lower 
SSAs and pore volumes of 1200-1600 m2/g and 1.5 -1.6 cm3/g, respectively. 
 
Fig. 69. Illustration of the different templating strategies towards porous carbides and carbide-derived carbons 
showing their main pore sizes and macroscopic morphologies. 
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The applied hard-templating concept required the time and material consuming 
synthesis of siliceous templates which also had to be removed by toxic hydrofluoric acid 
afterwards. Based on these disadvantages, a faster and cheaper procedure was 
developed which allows to synthesize larger amounts under environmental more 
friendly conditions. This soft-templating approach was demonstrated for the TiC and SiC 
system. Applying surfactants as structure directing agents successfully produced 
ordered mesoporous SiC and TiC materials. Indeed, their porosity was lower compared 
to that of nanocasted carbides, but after chlorine treatment the resulting CDCs showed 
remarkable SSAs and pore volumes as well. In case of CDCs derived from TiC the soft- 
and hard-templating routes even yield comparable SSAs of 1400 m2/g. For the SiC 
systems the SSAs of soft-templated CDC were lower but in return the pore volume were 
larger as a result of their larger pores. The soft-templating strategy was not only 
applicable for ordered mesoporous materials. It has also been utilized for the in situ 
incorporation of catalytically active nanoparticles into porous CDCs. The microemulsion 
for example has emerged to yield porous silicon carbide-derived carbons (SSA up to 
2500 m2/g) with hierarchical pore structures of micro and mesopores and incorporated 
Pt, Pd, Ru nanoparticles. These materials have further proven to be excellent catalysts in 
gas and liquid phase catalysis.  
Another soft-templating approach, namely the miniemulsion was utilized within this 
thesis and yielded SiC nanoparticles and SiC-CDC nanoparticles. The size of the particles 
was controlled by the surfactant concentration and the addition of co-monomers in a 
range of 100-1500 nm. The SiC particles have further been coated with CeO2. These core 
shell particles were used in the temperature programmed oxidation of methane and 
decreased the relevant onset temperate by 262 °C. The corresponding CDCs exhibit 
surface areas as high as 2400 m2/g and very narrowly distributed micropores of 
approximately 0.9 nm.  
As demonstrated herein, carbides and carbon are promising as catalyst supports. 
However, most of the syntheses yield fine-grained powders that have several 
disadvantages in industrial processes, mainly related to increased pressure drop or 
catalyst discharge processes. Therefore, a simple approach towards porous carbides and 
carbide-derived carbon shaped as millimeter-sized spheres was invented using a phase 
separation approach. A titanium carbide precursor was developed consisting of TiCl4 
and resin. This precursor cures while passing a heated tube reactor and releases 
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polymer spheres. The sphere size was controlled by the flow rate. The resulting TiC 
exhibited a high SSA of 200 m2/g without applying any structure-directing agent. After 
treating the TiC spheres with chlorine the surface area increased to 700 m2/g under full 
conservation of the spherical shape.  
Indeed, carbides are widely discussed as materials with high temperature stability. 
However, it is necessary to allude here that their chemical stability, particularly under 
oxidizing conditions and their high porosities are conflicting each other. Therefore, it 
always has to be critically evaluated how much porosity is really necessary for a certain 
application and how much stability one is willing to set aside.  
A very promising field of research presently focuses on porous carbides that are based 
on MoC or WC.  They do not only serve as catalyst supports, but also as catalyst 
themselves.[14,208,209] They show catalytic activities similar to that of noble metals like 
platinum but are more stable against poisoning and are much cheaper.  
Carbide-derived carbons are a large family of porous carbons with increasing scientific 
interest. The high temperature chlorine treatment is a smart method to introduce micro- 
or small mesopores into carbide materials. In this thesis the CDC technique was 
combined with other pore-structuring or shaping approaches, mainly templating 
techniques. This combination has proven severalfold to be a strong toolkit for the 
synthesis of porous carbon with very special properties. The orange bars in Fig. 69 give 
an overview of the CDCs introduced in this thesis. They are ranging from powders and 
nanoparticles to sheets and monolithic spheres, from purely microporous to 
mesoporous materials and from those with ordered pore structures to hierarchically 
structured materials. This thesis only depicts a special section of the work going on in 
this topic and in particular of the work in our group. Many empty spaces in the diagram 
Fig. 69 have already been closed in the last month or are part of ongoing PhD theses. For 
instance hierarchical CDCs with micro and macropores were synthesized and are known 
under the name HIPE-CDC. Furthermore, there is a huge group of CDCs with large 
mesopores that are derived by hard-templating of nanoparticles. This enables to control 
very precisely the mesopore size by simply adjusting the nanoparticles size. CDC fibres 
have also been synthesized during the last month and open the way to many new 
applications as textiles, flexible electrodes etc. Moreover the CDC process itself has been 
improved. The insertion of porosity by chlorine treatment is no longer limited to carbide 
materials. Recently we have developed a new generation of porous carbons that are 
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derived from the chlorination of metal oxide/ carbon composites. They are known as 
Kroll carbons and already showed remarkable properties in energy storage applications. 
There is no doubt that the CDCs introduced in this thesis are not made for being mass 
products. They will hardly compete with commercially available activated carbons in 
terms of costs. However, they have the huge advantage to fulfill the requirements of very 
special applications, for instance in supercaps, in Li-sulfur batteries, in fuel cells or in the 
capacitive deionization of water. It was shown several times that they outperform 
established carbons significantly. Template CDCs, especially mesoporous CDCs will not 
only have a great future in electrochemical applications but also in biomedical 
applications, where products can be merchandised for higher prices. Tailoring the pore 
sizes of carbons very exactly to the size of toxic molecules like cytokines will make them 
highly promising in curing mortally illnesses like sepsis.  
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8. APPENDIX 
8.1 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
arb. units arbitrary units  
BJH Barrett Joyner Halenda 
CDC Carbide-Derived Carbon 
CMC Critical Micelle Concentration  
CMK Carbon mesostructured by Keist 
Cub. Cubic 
dPore Pore Diameter 
dwall Pore Wall 
EDX Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
EISA Evaporation Induced Self-Assembly  
Eq.  Equation  
FWHM Full Width at Half Maximum  
Hex. Hexagonal 
HIPE High Internal Phase Emulsion 
IR Infrared Spectroscopy 
IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
KIT-6 Keist Insitute of Technology  
MCM Mobil Composition of Mater 
MOF Metal-Organic Framework 
MSS Modulable Steady State Period 
NLDFT Non Local Density Functional Theory 
OMC Ordered Mesoporous Carbide 
OM-CDC Ordered Mesoporous Carbide-derived Carbon 
PCS Polycarbosilane 
PSD Pore Size Distribution  
QSDFT Quenched Solid Density Functional Theory  
Rhom. Rhombohedral  
SBA-15 Santa Barbara Acid 
SDA Structure Directing Agent 
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Sg Specific Surface Area 
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SNPC Standard Nitrogen Physisorption Characterization  
STA Soft-Templating Approach  
TEM Transmission Electron Microscopy 
TG Thermogravimetry 
TPO Temperature Programmed Oxidation of Methane 
UV-Vis Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy 
Vmeso Mesoporevolume 
Vmicro Microporevolume 
Vpore Pore Volume 
Wt. % Weight percent 
xx-Macro e.g TiC-Macro; titanium carbide macrospheres 
xx-Mini e.g. SiC-Mini; silicon carbide synthesized by an miniemulsion approach 
xx-Nano e.g. SiC-Nano; silicon carbide synthesized by Nanocasting 
xx-Soft e.g. SiC-Nano; silicon carbide synthesized by Soft-Templating 
 
8.2 LIST OF FIGURES 
 
Fig. 2   Parts of the figure are taken from the following sources: (2012/11/11) 
http://www.online-medical-advice.com/image-files/lungs.jpg  
http://www.biologie.uni-hamburg.de/b-online/fo28/farn.jpg  
http://www.eorthopod.com/sites/default/files/images/foot_anatomy_tendons01.jpg 
 
Fig. 3, 4, 9  have been taken from my publication[10] 
Fig. 8  has been taken from external source [60] 
Fig. 5   has been taken from external source [29] 
Fig. 10   has been taken from external source [101] 
Fig. 13  has been taken from external source [142] 
Fig. 14  has been taken from external source [150] 
Fig. 15  has been taken from external source [134] 
Fig. 16  has been taken from external source [156] 
Fig. 37-43  has been taken from my publication [206] 
Fig. 45-51 has been taken from my publication [103] 
Fig. 54-59 has been taken from my publication [49] 
Fig. 64   has been taken from external source [205]  
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8.3 FURTHER INFORMATION 
 
8.3.1 Carbides and Carbons obtained from Nanocasting 
N2 physisorption isotherms and pore size distributions of SBA-15 and KIT-6 template. 
 
SFig 1. N2 physisorption isotherm of SBA-15 and KIT-6 templates (A) and the corresponding pore size distribution 
(NLDFT, cylindrical pores, equilibrium branch)(B). 
 
8.3.2 TiC and SiC synthesized by EISA 
Thermogravimetric analysis 
The thermogravimetric analysis of TiC/C composites synthesized from different resin/ 
titanium citrate ratios is shown in figure SFig 2. The sample with the highest resin 
content (TiC-1) has the highest mass loss of 80 % while samples with medium resin 
content (TiC-2) lose about 60 % and resin free samples lose about 45 %. Unfortunately, 
this cannot directly be correlated to the free carbon in the TiC/C material because of two 
reasons. Firstly, the highly porous titanium carbide material oxidizes at around 500 °C, 
simultaneously to the oxidation of the free carbon and secondly, all samples already 
contain 4-10 wt. % of oxygen, mainly assigned to oxygen doped TiC species or TiO2 
nanodomains, which makes an accurate calculation of the free carbon content 
impossible. However, from a qualitative point of view it can be seen that the free carbon 
content in composites derived from resin rich precursors is higher than that of resin free 
composites.   
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SFig 2. Thermal analysis of TiC/C composites in synthetic air. 
 
 
 
SFig 3. Thermal analysis of polymeric precursors under argon atmosphere. 
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Raman investigations 
STab 1. TiC-Soft and SiC-Soft peak positions, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), and ID/IG intensity ratios following 
fitting with four symmetrical peaks. 
Sample υ1 D-band υ2 G-band ID/IG 
 Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
TiC-Soft 1 1160 130 1350 138 1550 132 1603 53 1.47 
TiC- Soft-2 1160 131 1350 110 1541 134 1604 53 1.43 
TiC- Soft-3 1160 124 1352 136 1552 132 1603 54 1.46 
SiC- Soft-1 1160 139 1349 111 1543 112 1605 53 1.51 
SiC- Soft-2 1160 117 1347 124 1550 129 1606 47 1.39 
 
 
8.3.3 Transition metal loaded carbide-derived carbons 
Raman investigations 
Raman spectra of CDCs synthesized at 1000 °C (not 1300°C, because graphitization 
effects wanted to be investigated), as well as a reference sample (CDCref) not containing 
metal nanoparticles are presented in SFig 4. Two broad peaks are observed at ≈1335 cm-
1 and ≈1599 cm-1, which are related to the D-mode (characteristic for disordered carbon 
with finite sizes of crystallites correlating with an A1g breathing mode) and the graphite 
G-mode, respectively. A 4-band fitting of symmetrical peaks was required for full 
deconvolution of the Raman signal in the range between 1000 and 1800 cm-1; that is, 
besides the D- and G-mode, intensity modulation at ≈1160 cm-1 (υ1) and ≈1540 cm-1 (υ2) 
were considered (STab 2). 
The ID/IG increases significantly for samples containing palladium (STab 2) and the 
FWHM decreases simultaneously. From this, we conclude that CDC-Pd has a higher 
degree of structural order / is more graphitic. This is in accordance with investigations 
reported in literature. Palladium is known to catalyze the graphitization of amorphous 
carbons at T>880 °C.[187] However, there are reports about the influence of well 
established graphitization catalysts like Fe, Co, Ni chlorides on the ordering of the CDC. It 
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is shown that the influence of these catalysts is relatively low compared to other 
parameters like chlorination temperature or carbide precursor[189], especially at high 
temperatures. 
CDC-Pd and CDC-Ru do not differ very much from metal free CDC samples if ID/IG as well 
as the FWHM are considered. 
 
STab 2. CDC peak positions, full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), and ID/IG intensity ratios following a four 
symmetrical line fitting appraoch. Data for a metal free, microemulsion derived CDC is included. 
Sample υ1 D-mode υ2 G-mode ID/IG 
 Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
Position 
(cm-1) 
FWHM 
(cm-1) 
CDCref 1160 118 1337 86 1539 115 1601 53 1.83 
CDC-Ru 1160 134 1340 94 1546 133 1600 54 1.74 
CDC-Pd 1160 126 1336 75 1537 106 1599 52 2.10 
CDC-Pt 1160 130 1335 102 1538 120 1597 52 1.71 
 
 
 
SFig 4. Raman spectra of transition metal loaded silicon carbide-derived carbons. 
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CO pulse chemisorptions 
The metal surface area and the dispersion was calculated from CO chemisorptions 
uptakes measured by CO pulse chemisorptions with a BELCAT B. Prior to all 
measurements the catalysts were treated with a 50 ml/min H2-flow for 15 min at 300 °C 
followed by a He purge of 50 ml/min for 2 h. The pulsation of CO was performed at 50 °C 
and a CO:metal surface stoichiometry of 1 was assumed. A typical spectrum of the CDC-
Pt sample is shown in SFig 5. A particle size of the metal can be calculated from the metal 
surface area and is given inSTab 3 . 
 
STab 3. Pt nanoparticle characteristics obtained from CO puls chemisorptions. 
  metal content 
(%) 
metal surface area 
(m2/g) 
Dispersion 
(%) 
particle size 
(nm) 
Pt* 4.45 188 76.1 1.5 
*special sample with a lower platinum content than that in the main manuscript 
 
 
SFig 5. Spectrum of CO puls chemisorptions on Pt-CDC. 
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8.3.4 TiC/C macrospheres 
 
SFig 6. FT-IR spectra of TiC-Macro precursor as well as its components for the determination of the Ti coordination in 
the precursor solution. 
 
 
SFig 7. UV-Vis spectra of resin/TiCl4 precursor solution and pure resin. 
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